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Summary 
Introduction 
Prediction of soft tissue changes following orthognathic surgery has been 
frequently attempted in the past decades. It has gradually progressed from the 
classic “cut and paste” of photographs to the computer assisted 2D surgical 
prediction planning; and finally, comprehensive 3D surgical planning was 
introduced to help surgeons and patients to decide on the magnitude and 
direction of surgical movements as well as the type of surgery to be considered 
for the correction of facial dysmorphology.  
A wealth of experience was gained and numerous published literature is 
available which has augmented the knowledge of facial soft tissue behaviour and 
helped to improve the ability to closely simulate facial changes following 
orthognathic surgery. This was particularly noticed following the introduction of 
the three dimensional imaging into the medical research and clinical 
applications.   
Several approaches have been considered to mathematically predict soft tissue 
changes in three dimensions, following orthognathic surgery. The most common 
are the Finite element model and Mass tensor Model. These were developed into 
software packages which are currently used in clinical practice. In general, these 
methods produce an acceptable level of prediction accuracy of soft tissue 
changes following orthognathic surgery. Studies, however, have shown a limited 
prediction accuracy at specific regions of the face, in particular the areas 
around the lips.  
Aims 
The aim of this project is to conduct a comprehensive assessment of hard and 
soft tissue changes following orthognathic surgery and introduce a new method 
for prediction of facial soft tissue changes. 
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Methodology 
The study was carried out on the pre- and post-operative CBCT images of 100 
patients who received their orthognathic surgery treatment at Glasgow dental 
hospital and school, Glasgow, UK. Three groups of patients were included in the 
analysis; patients who underwent Le Fort I maxillary advancement surgery; 
bilateral sagittal split mandibular advancement surgery or bimaxillary 
advancement surgery. A generic facial mesh was used to standardise the 
information obtained from individual patient’s facial image and Principal 
component analysis (PCA) was applied to interpolate the correlations between 
the skeletal surgical displacement and the resultant soft tissue changes. The 
identified relationship between hard tissue and soft tissue was then applied on a 
new set of preoperative 3D facial images and the predicted results were 
compared to the actual surgical changes measured from their post-operative 3D 
facial images. 
A set of validation studies was conducted. To include: 
 Comparison between voxel based registration and surface registration to 
analyse changes following orthognathic surgery. The results showed there 
was no statistically significant difference between the two methods. 
Voxel based registration, however, showed more reliability as it preserved 
the link between the soft tissue and skeletal structures of the face during 
the image registration process. Accordingly, voxel based registration was 
the method of choice for superimposition of the pre- and post-operative 
images. The result of this study was published in a peer refereed 
scientific journal. 
 Direct DICOM slice landmarking; a novel technique to quantify the 
direction and magnitude of skeletal surgical movements. This method 
represents a new approach to quantify maxillary and mandibular surgical 
displacement in three dimensions. The technique includes measuring the 
distance of corresponding landmarks digitized directly on DICOM image 
slices in relation to three dimensional reference planes. The accuracy of 
the measurements was assessed against a set of “gold standard” 
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measurements extracted from simulated model surgery. The results 
confirmed the accuracy of the method within 0.34mm. Therefore, the 
method was applied in this study. The results of this validation were 
published in a peer refereed scientific journal.  
 The use of a generic mesh to assess soft tissue changes using 
stereophotogrammetry. The generic facial mesh played a major role in 
the soft tissue dense correspondence analysis. The conformed generic 
mesh represented the geometrical information of the individual’s facial 
mesh on which it was conformed (elastically deformed). Therefore, the 
accuracy of generic mesh conformation is essential to guarantee an 
accurate replica of the individual facial characteristics. The results 
showed an acceptable overall mean error of the conformation of generic 
mesh 1 mm. The results of this study were accepted for publication in 
peer refereed scientific journal. 
Skeletal tissue analysis was performed using the validated “Direct DICOM slices 
landmarking method” while soft tissue analysis was performed using Dense 
correspondence analysis. The analysis of soft tissue was novel and produced a 
comprehensive description of facial changes in response to orthognathic surgery. 
The results were accepted for publication in a peer refereed scientific journal. 
The main soft tissue changes associated with Le Fort I were advancement at the 
midface region combined with widening of the paranasal, upper lip and nostrils. 
Minor changes were noticed at the tip of the nose and oral commissures. 
The main soft tissue changes associated with mandibular advancement surgery 
were advancement and downward displacement of the chin and lower lip 
regions, limited widening of the lower lip and slight reversion of the lower lip 
vermilion combined with minimal backward displacement of the upper lip were 
recorded. Minimal changes were observed on the oral commissures. 
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The main soft tissue changes associated with bimaxillary advancement surgery 
were generalized advancement of the middle and lower thirds of the face 
combined with widening of the paranasal, upper lip and nostrils regions. 
In Le Fort I cases, the correlation between the changes of the facial soft tissue 
and the skeletal surgical movements was assessed using PCA. A statistical 
method known as ’Leave one out cross validation’ was applied on the 30 cases 
which had Le Fort I osteotomy surgical procedure to effectively utilize the data 
for the prediction algorithm. The prediction accuracy of soft tissue changes 
showed a mean error ranging between (0.0006mm±0.582) at the nose region to 
(-0.0316mm±2.1996) at the various facial regions.  
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Introduction 
The innovation in three dimensional (3D) imaging technologies allowed the 
capture of a patient’s face for a comprehensive diagnosis and treatment 
planning. These technologies succeeded in producing what is known today as the 
“Virtual patient”, a new term introduced to the medical field which describes 
the creation of a digital copy of the patient’s body on a computer screen where 
various diagnostic and virtual surgeries can be performed. Orthognathic surgical 
analysis and planning benefited from the availability of 3D imagining technology 
which promises improvement in the diagnosis and treatment planning as well as 
enriching the information obtained for facial anthropometry studies.  
1.1 3D image capture  
In general, the available 3D data of the face are either surface images captured 
by imaging facilities that do not penetrate through the facial skin such as 
Stereophotogrammetry and laser scanners, or volumetric images captured by 
imaging facilities that penetrate through human tissue such as CT scans , MRI 
and 3D ultrasound probing.  
1.1.1    Acquisition of 3D Surface data:  
Systems for surface data acquisition are capable of capturing the external 
surface of the face and do not record internal or skeletal structures. These 
include 3D photography and  3D laser scanners which have a variety of clinical 
applications including evaluation of orthognathic surgery outcome, evaluation of 
the changes following cleft lip repair, study of growth pattern, the variation of 
facial features among various populations and creating  a mean face for the 
population. 
1.1.1.1 Three dimensional (3D) photography 
Four main photographic techniques were introduced to capture the 3D 
morphology of human face; Three-dimensional Facial Morphometry (3DFM); 
Contour photography; Moire’s topography; and Stereophotogrammetry. Of these 
Chapter One                                                                                                          Review of Literature 
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four methods, Stereophotogrammetry has been the most successful in producing 
an accurate and reasonably practical method of facial 3D imaging. 
1.1.1.2 Three-dimensional Facial Morphometry (3DFM) 
Moorrees and Lebert, 1962 introduced the computerized mesh diagram 
analysis(1). Their idea was to capture the face using a pair of normal lateral and 
frontal photographs. A matrix of intersecting lines was then plotted on the 
photograph on which a set of landmarks were digitized. Based on the 
deformation of this matrix due to the shift from the frontal to the lateral 
photograph, the vectors for each landmark were obtained which provided the 
three dimensional orientation of each of them.  The basic purpose of this 
approach was not to capture the face in 3D but only for the analysis of the three 
dimensional position of each landmark (Moorrees et al., 1976(2). 
Ferrario et al., 1998 (3) introduced a computerized mesh diagram analysis and 
studied its application in soft tissue facial morphometry; the aim of their study 
was to create norms from the vector distortion matrix and to compare the 
difference in facial features between male and female.   
1.1.1.3 3D Contour photography 
E. J. Lovesey 1974 (4) introduced this method  for facial anthropometric 
measurements. The technique was simple; a special continuous pattern of black 
and white lines or squares was projected on patients face. Frontal and lateral 2D 
photographs are captured and the changes of the contours of the pattern’s lines 
were studied. Areas of rapid change of contour like the eyes and nose 
represented a major problem for this technique. Measurement of facial features 
was subjective and not accurate enough for a robust facial anthropometric 
analysis.     
1.1.1.4 Moire’s topography  
The method is based on the  projection of lines (fringes) on the face at the time 
of image capture; the distortion of the line on the facial features is detected by 
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the software which is designed to quantify fringes distortion and to create a 
three dimensional image. The technique however is sensitive to facial 
positioning especially in the evaluation of the differences between pre-surgical 
and post-surgical images, the change in head position would affect the pattern 
of lines distortion on the face. Another limitation of this method is the potential 
error in recording rough surfaces.  
Motoyoshi et al., 1992 (5) introduced one of the earliest methods of capturing 
the human face in 3D for objective anthropometric analysis using a cathode-ray 
tube (CRT) technique. Their technique was based on Moire’s photography and 
the subject was photographed while projecting about 800 points of light onto 
the face using a projector and a set of three cameras (central, right and left 
sides).  
The three photographs obtained were then transmitted to a computer as 
pictorial image data by an image scanner. The 2D image from each camera was 
recognized by the computer as a network of projected points. The 3d 
coordinates of each point was derived from their position into the captured set 
of photographs taken from the front and from each of the cameras at 45 ° 
angles, (figure 1).  
The precision of the method was tested by imaging a facial plaster cast. The 
three-dimensional coordinates of the anatomical points were compared with 
those generated from an electromagnetic digitizer. The mean of errors and the 
standard deviation were less than 0.08 ± 0.23 mm in all dimensions (5).  
1.1.1.5 3D Static Stereophotogrammetry 
Stereophotogrammetry refers to the special photography technique where at 
least two cameras are configured as a stereo-pair to recover the depth of the 3D 
object by interpolating the third dimension of each point on the 3D object 
surface being imaged.  The degree of disparity between the two dimensional 
location of the corresponding points on both images generates the third 
dimension.   Stereophotogrammetry is based on the triangulation effect, (figure 
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2). An imaginary triangle represents the two cameras and the object to be 
imaged. The distance between the two cameras is fixed while the distance of 
each camera to the point on the object to be imaged varies according to their 
distance from the captured point; this difference is described as the degree of 
disparity. The (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) coordinates of the captured point within the 
right and left cameras images produce the z coordinate of that point using a 
mathematical formula, Equation (1).  
Equation 1: Stereophotogrammetry disparity equation. Where the denominator x2 − x1 is 
known as the stereo disparity, d is the distance between the two cameras and f is the focal 
length of the camera lens, (6) Please refer to figure (2). 
 
   
In cases where two pairs of cameras were used to capture the face, two 3D 
images are produced, one for the right half of the face and the other for the left 
side of the face.  A software programme is used to link the two stereo-images to 
produce the full 3D image of the face. This method has been clinically validated 
for its level of accuracy (7). The algorithms used to match the images from the 
paired sources evolved through different stages of development.  Burke and 
Beard 1967 in Cambridge, UK (8) were the first to describe the concept of stereo 
3D imaging of the face for medical purpose. Their method was not based on 
triangulation effect but on image stereoscopy (anaglyph photography).  Two 
cameras were used adjacent to each other. The patient was lying in a supine 
position and the cameras hanging over the head. Alternative red and blue layers 
of transparent sheets were applied, these were placed in the front of the right 
and left camera respectively, (figure 3). By careful superimposition of the right 
and left image the viewer detected the depth of the image.  The method does 
not produce 3D coordinates, so may not be ideal for facial analysis. However this 
system was adopted for multimedia and gaming industry.  
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Figure 1: Moire's photography: Diagram showing the technique of using three 
cameras at 45º angle from each other combined with the fringes projector.  
Figure 2: Diagram showing the basics of stereophotogrammetry (triangulation effect). 
The depth of each pixel could be calculated from the known distance between the two 
cameras d; the cameras focal length f; the 2D coordinates of the pixel (x and y) 
utilising the disparity between captures (from each camera) in Equation (1). Image 
quoted from (6).  
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Figure 3: Anaglyph photography: The use of two colour filters to produce visual depth 
perception. Burke and Beard 1967 (8) 
In general, there are two types for stereophotogrammetry: active and passive 
stereophotogrammetry, and a combination of the two known as hybrid. Active 
stereophotogrammetry, (figure 4), is based on utilization of a structured light to 
produce the 3D image. Specific pattern projects onto the patient’s face while 
two (or more) cameras are used to capture the information provided by the 
deformation of the pattern on the patients face from different viewpoints. 
Monochrome cameras are used for easier detection of the deformation pattern. 
The addition of a coloured camera will facilitate the capture of the facial 
texture. 
The 3D surface model is generated by applying the triangulation principle 
extracted from the stereo images; this is accomplished by calculating the third 
dimensional coordinate of each 2D point (pixel) visible in both camera images. 
The purpose of the projected textured pattern on the object to be captured is to 
simplify the automatic detection of corresponding points to interpolate the third 
dimension.  
On the other hand, passive stereophotogrammetry, (figure 5), does not depend 
on pattern projection on the surface to generate the 3D image. The process of 
finding correspondences between images is more complex and high-quality 
cameras are necessary to capture surface details and to provide sufficient 
texture information to act as natural patterns to build the 3D image. Skin pores, 
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freckles and scars would act as a distinctive pattern to help find the 
correspondences and generate the 3rd dimension of the captured image.  The 
lighting conditions must be carefully controlled as strong ambient light may 
result in glare thus diminishing the surface details (9). Hybrid 
stereophotogrammetry combines the advantages of both active and passive to 
achieve a better quality of the produced 3D imaging. 
Ras et al., 1996 (10) introduced the active stereophotogrammetry concept for 
facial analysis using two stereo coupled cameras at 50 cm distance from each 
other and a flash spot fitted between the cameras to project a dotted pattern 
on the face.    
Hajeer et al., 2003 (11) used stereophotogrammetry imaging to test the 
reliability of the stereophotogrammetry-based 3D imaging system (C3D) and to 
determine the effect of orthognathic surgery on the 3D soft-tissue morphology. 
The imaging setup consisted of one colour digital camera to capture the natural 
appearance of the face; two monochrome digital cameras serving as a 'stereo-
pair' for building the 3D model; one white light flash synchronised to operate 
with the colour camera and one speckle texture projection synchronised to 
operate with the monochrome cameras, (figure 6). 
The use of the monochrome cameras helps to reduce the image noise and 
facilitate 3D model build-up whereas the speckle texture projection pattern 
provide the necessary information for the software to build 3D facial images. 
System accuracy was validated and an error of less than 0.3 mm ± 0.13 mm in all 
dimensions was reported.   
In order to obtain accurate 3D images, calibration of the software is necessary, 
ideally before each session of imaging, however one calibration at the start of 
the day may be sufficient to ensure a satisfactory consistency throughout that 
day. Calibration is the digital refinement for the software to detect the amount 
of disparity of a set of points on a flat surface captured, at least four times, 
from different angles.   
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Despite the use of various techniques to facilitate 3D image production, the 
main challenge in stereophotogrammetry is to establish which pixels from the 
left and right images correspond to the same point in 3D space. A common 
approach is to apply maps of the stereo disparities based on the 
correspondences provided by each image, and from this map, the surface of the 
object is built on the basis of triangulation.  
The most common stereophotogrammetry systems are the 3dMD and Di3D. 
Although they are both based on stereo imaging, the algorithm and imaging 
techniques are different in various aspects. Di3D employ passive 
stereophotogrammetry, which generates 3D surface images solely on the basis of 
natural patterns, such as skin pores, freckles, scars and so forth. Therefore, the 
3D reconstruction depends on the integrity of the pixels and requires high-
resolution cameras.  
3dMD combines active and passive stereophotogrammetry triangulation 
strategies into its systems called ‘hybrid’ stereophotogrammetry.  The cameras 
are based on industrial vision standards containing sensors of higher quality and 
consistency than (SLR) cameras. 
Tzou et al., 2014 (9) compared the clinical applicability of five 3D imaging 
systems. DI3D and 3dMD were the stereophotogrammetry imaging systems 
involved in this study. The two systems were similar in many aspects. However a 
few differences were seen regarding the speed of processing and type of 
capturing technique, (figure 7). 
Di3D was superior to 3dMD in its simplicity of the system as it uses high 
resolution cameras and flash lights normally used for photography with no need 
for the industrial sensors used by 3dMD. 
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Figure 4: Active stereophotogrammetry. A diagram showing how the projected pattern 
helped in the identification of the corresponding pixels in order to build the disparity map 
(9). 
 
Figure 5: Passive stereophotogrammetry. A diagram showing how the high resolution 
cameras helped in the identification of the corresponding pixels in order to build the 
disparity map (9). 
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Figure 6: D3D system for active stereophotogrammetry. A diagram (left side) shows the 
cameras panel in relation to the patient (A), an image (right side) showing the D3D system 
(B). Hajeer et al., 2006 (11) 
 
On the other hand, 3dMD provide a relatively wider capture angle and higher 
processing speed. Despite these differences, the two systems were comparable 
in the accuracy and quality of captured texture images. According to the author, 
3dMD was the better system (9). 
Khambay et al., 2008 (12) carried out an experimental study to assess the 
accuracy of Di3D system image capture as well as the errors associated with 3D 
image landmarking used for facial anthropometry. Operator error was measured 
by repeatedly locating landmarks on the three-dimensional image. 
Reproducibility error of the images was calculated by capturing three-
dimensional images of the facial casts on two separate occasions; the Euclidean 
distance between the two matched sets of coordinates was then calculated. The 
Di3D system error was assessed by calculating the three-dimensional global 
positions of landmarks on the three-dimensional images and comparing them 
with those obtained by a coordinate measurement machine CMM (gold standard). 
The results showed that the operator error in placement of landmarks on the 
three-dimensional model was 0.07 mm, range 0.02–0.11 mm. The reproducibility 
of the Di3D capture was 0.13 mm, range 0.11–0.14 mm. The mean distance 
between the CMM and Di3D landmarks, which constitutes the Di3D system error, 
was an average of 0.21 mm, range 0.14–0.32 mm. 
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Figure 7: Comparison between different 3D imaging systems. DI3D system (right side) and 
3dMD (left side) showed the highest performance level. (9) 
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1.1.1.6 3D motion stereophotogrammetry (4D) 
3D motion capture systems have been used for objective measurements of facial 
dynamics since early in the 21st century. Various systems have been introduced 
for body motion detection and analysis (13–16). The method is based on two 
main principles, the direct (markers based) motion detection (13) and indirect 
(marker free) motion detection systems (15,16). Marker based systems rely on 
the positions of special markers placed on specific areas to track the motion.  
More than one pair of cameras is required to capture the infrared signals from 
active emission markers or passive reflective markers attached. ViconTM, C3D 
system TM, Microsoft KinectTM and Motion Analysis TM are common brands for 
markers based motion detection systems. These systems are capable of accurate 
tracking of the captured information (13). However, the placement of the 
markers on patient’s faces adds to the complexity of the procedure (14). 
On the other hand, indirect 3D motion detection (marker-free systems) is based 
on a non-contact motion analysis using video recordings. An infrared projector is 
used to project an infrared dots pattern on the subject’s face, while he/she 
animates (15,16). 
Currently, the two commercially available marker-free 3D motion analysis 
systems are the 4D capture system (Di4D TM Dimensional imaging, Glasgow, UK) 
and 3dMDfaceTM Dynamic system (3dMD, Atlanta, GA).  
Di4D capture system is based on passive stereophotogrammetry which depends 
on surface texture to build the 3D facial model. An indirect motion detection 
system utilized a pair of mono chrome video recording cameras and a single 
coloured video recording camera. The mono chrome cameras were used to 
enhance the accuracy of the capture and to avoid noise from the coloured 
texture information while a normal white light was used for the video capture 
where each of the cameras simultaneously captures 60 frames per second. 
Landmarks are digitized on the first frame of the captured image and the 
software automatically tracks individually placed landmarks throughout the 
sequence of the captured frame during performing facial expressions.  The 
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accuracy of the landmarks tracking has been validated by AL-Anezi et al., 2013 
(17) and clinically applied in various orofacial dynamics studies (18,19). 
3dMD system, on the other hand, is based on active stereophotogrammetry using 
random infrared speckle projection. The latest version uses two pods with three 
cameras each (two grey scale and one coloured cameras) with infrared speckle 
projector in addition to normal white light. The system is capable of capturing 
still images and a video at up to 60 frames per second.  The infrared projection 
helps increase the accuracy of triangulation and the output image is a 
continuous point cloud that theoretically eliminates the error associated with 
stereo image stitching (20). However, this may impact on the accuracy of the 
automatic tracking of facial landmarks throughout the captured frames of facial 
expressions. 
1.1.1.7 3D laser facial scan 
The development of laser scanning techniques provides a sophisticated method 
for capturing the orofacial region in three dimensions. It has been used for 
evaluation of surgical outcomes and stability of the results (21,22). High 
resolution facial imaging could be achieved using laser scanning; up to 20,000 
coordinates could be generated on the facial surface. 3D laser scanning has been 
validated for its accuracy and reproducibility (23,24). The results showed an 
error of less than 0.56 mm in all scans.  
Traditional laser scanning has the shortcomings of slow capture of the face, it 
takes 8- 10 seconds to scan the face, so any change in the patient's head position 
or facial expression during scanning will distort the scanned image; the patient's 
eyes should be closed during scanning for protection; soft-tissue surface texture 
is not captured, which results in difficulties in identification of some landmarks 
which are dependent on surface colour (11). Recent advancements such as using 
white-light laser approaches (surface texture colour), using eye-safe laser 
scanning which allows a safer scan and reduction of scanning time have 
enhanced the popularity of this approach. Laser scanning of the face has been 
considered in numerous studies including the quantification of facial symmetry 
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(25,26), evaluation of gender related facial dimorphism (27), study of facial 
morphology among different populations (28), evaluation of growth changes in 
facial morphology (29) and assessment of surgical outcome (30,31). 
1.1.1.8 Electromagnetic 3D digitizer 
This is not an imaging tool but a method to produce a set of 3D coordinates of 
selected landmarks on a 3D object which is accomplished by using a flexible arm 
to carefully digitize the positions of landmarks directly on patients’ faces 
(32,33). The advantages of this method are that it is non-invasive and landmark 
identification is usually assisted by palpation of the underlying bony structures, 
such as gonial angle, for better accuracy (32,34). The outcome is a set of 3D 
landmark coordinates that can be used for further analysis.   
1.1.2 Acquisition of 3D volumetric data  
These are the imaging tools that can penetrate through the surface to capture 
internal structures in addition to the surface image. Traditionally facial 
cephalometric radiography was the main tool to evaluate facial skeletal 
structures. At the late quadrant of the past century, the introduction of 3D 
radiography such as computerized tomography (CT) and Cone Beam 
Computerized Tomography scan (CBCT) led the revolutionary change of the 
assessment of facial morphology, and later on the development of Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and 3D Ultrasonography took place to augment the 
amount of information provided for the whole body, and in particular, for the 
craniofacial region. 
1.1.2.1 Computed tomography (CT) 
Computed tomography (CT) is a highly specialized method of tomography and 
provides anatomical image slices through the body. This was developed in 1972 
by Sir Godfrey Hounsfield and Allan McLeod Cormack and was manufactured by 
EMI (35). CT utilizes the variation of the attenuation of the x-Ray beam 
traversing various body tissues to map an image of grey scale which represents 
the shape and position of internal body structures. CT depends on multiple 
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sensors which are placed opposite to the x-ray beam source on a rotating gantry 
where both rotate around the body of the patient at the area to be scanned. 
Data from the sensors are transmitted to the computer to be processed into 
multiple axial 2D slices building the three dimensional image structures for the 
scanned volume (35).   
In order to interpret the output data from CT an image matrix should be 
created. This matrix is composed of a sequence of numbers arranged in columns 
and rows, each square of the matrix is referred to as a picture element, and 
when arranged in a matrix these elements are called pixels. The pixels are 
arranged into a slice composing a single two dimensional slice image, and when 
combining multiple slices, the thickness of the slice creates an additional 
volume element or voxel, and each voxel has a CT number or Hounsfield Unit 
(HU). A HU is the number that is allocated to each individual voxel within the 
image and is displayed on the monitor as a level of brightness. HU value is 
dependent on the relative comparison of an x-ray attenuation coefficient of the 
tissue that is present within the voxel compared to an equal volume of water. 
Water is used as the reference material as it has a uniform density and is 
abundant within the human body; It is assigned a HU value of zero. Molecular 
structures that have more density than water are assigned with a positive HU 
value and structures that have less density are assigned with a negative HU 
value. The range of values varies from -1000 for air to +4000 for metals, (35). 
 
Computed tomography has been widely used in the field of dentistry providing 
cross-sectional implant imaging (36), for evaluating a pathology in the 
maxillofacial region (37), in planning for craniofacial reconstruction (38), and for 
predictive surgical  planning (39,40). CT allows the user to access the internal 
structures of bone and teeth in a virtual environment. When displayed in a 3D 
format it can provide valuable information as the images provide clear 
information about the recorded anatomical structure in a variety of directions as 
well as cross-sections (41–43). 
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1.1.2.2 Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) 
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is relatively recent introduction and 
has similar features to that of CT. CBCT was specifically designed for use in the 
maxillofacial region for the visualisation of hard tissue and has gained broad 
acceptance in dentistry in the last 5 years (37). CBCT differs from conventional 
CT in many aspects: 
1. While the x-ray source in CT is generated from a high output rotating 
anode, CBCT can use a relatively low energy fixed anode tube comparable 
to dental panoramic x-ray machines.  
2. CT scanners image patients in a series of axial plane slices that can be 
either stacked or form a continuous spiral motion, while CBCT captures 
the image in one 360° rotation. The  maxillofacial region can be captured 
as a single image or the field to be imaged can be specified to capture a 
limited regional area of interest (38). 
The CBCT scanner includes a rotating gantry to which an x-ray source or 
projector and detector are attached opposite to each other around patient’s 
head. The x-ray beam projects as a cone-shaped beam through the centre of the 
area of interest and the image is recorded on a flat panel detector on the 
opposing side. The gantry rotates once around the region of interest projecting 
and capturing 150 to 600 sequential planer projection images of the field of 
view. The projection images pass through a complex algorithm where the x-ray 
beam attenuation is calculated for each volume unit (voxel). This procedure is 
normally completed within 10-30 seconds (44). The developed image files are in 
a DICOM format (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine); this is the 
universal format for 3D images in the medical field. 
The dose of radiation is significantly reduced compared to the conventional CT 
and it is approximately equal to a full mouth periapical series (45). This  
depends on the setting and the model of CBCT device being used which ranges  
from 29 Sv to 477 Sv compared with the conventional CT output of 2000 Sv (44). 
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Some CBCT scanners enable facial capture while the patient is seated in an 
upright position. This is particularly beneficial when the image is used for 
orthognathic surgery planning. 
CBCT has some other minor advantages compared to normal CT, these include a 
significant reduction in artefacts created by patient movement as the images are 
captured in one single rotation of the device (44);  CBCT devices are significantly 
smaller and less expensive than conventional CT (46); and the isotropic 
resolution is relatively high ranging from 0.076 mm – 0.4 mm which makes the 
CBCT accurate enough to be used in craniofacial imaging. On the other hand the 
contrast resolution which can display soft tissue information is clearer in 
conventional CT scans compared to that of CBCT (37).  
When imaging patients using CBCT, any intra-oral metallic objects (e.g. 
restorations, jewellery, implants and orthodontic appliances) create streak 
artefacts (43,47). This is to some extent a common problem shared with the CT 
and CBCT scanners alike. A few published research papers have proposed 
solutions for this problem (42,43). However, none of them were satisfactory 
enough to be considered clinically. 
 
1.1.2.3 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was first introduced in July 1977 (48). The 
principles of MRI differ greatly from CT, CBCT and conventional radiography as 
no ionizing radiation (x-rays) is required to generate the MRI image (49,50). MRI 
is generated from electromagnetic energy produced by a powerful magnet. By 
generation of a powerful magnetic field the hydrogen atoms within the body are 
aligned. Radio waves are then transmitted to alter this alignment resulting in 
the hydrogen emitting a weak radio signal which is amplified by the scanner 
(51). MRI is currently regarded as the gold standard for the imaging of soft 
tissue, but it is of limited value for the imaging of hard tissues (48). MRI has 
equal resolution but much greater soft tissue contrast than CT scanning; this 
allowes a better visualisation of the soft tissues (50).  
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A few drawbacks with MRI scanners have been reported: it is relatively time 
consuming; equipment is expensive; it is noisy and some patients fee 
claustrophobic while in the gantry tube during image capture (50); MRI is 
contraindicated in patients who have a considerable amount of implanted 
metallic devices (48), metallic dental restorations, and orthodontic brackets as 
these materials can produce image distortion (52,53). In addition to that, MRI 
does not provide the natural photographic appearance of the texture of the 
facial surface(52).   
1.1.2.4 Ultrasonography 
Ultrasonography is an imaging technique that captures the reflection of 
transmitted pulses of ultra sound. These pulses are emitted from a probe in a 
direct connection to a patient’s skin, and a special conductive gel is needed to 
improve the contact between the ultrasound probe and the skin. When the ultra 
sound wave crosses the junction between two tissues with different densities 
part of the wave is reflected back and detected as an echo by the probe (54). 
The depth of tissue is calculated from the duration of time for the echo to be 
detected. Three dimensional images are created by acquiring multiple cross 
sectional 2D images.  
3D ultrasonography is a relatively new 3D imaging technique and has many 
advantages such as the relatively low cost of the equipment and the absence of 
ionizing radiation exposure. Modern development of high resolution ultrasonic 
imaging saw the introduction of the Colour Doppler Ultrasonography (CDUS) (55) 
and Power Doppler Ultrasonography (56) with their promising ability of 
differential diagnoses of malignant tumours. 
Ultrasonography in maxillofacial surgery is limited for diagnoses of 
temporomandibular disorders (57,58). The use of ultrasonography as an imaging 
technique for maxillofacial surgical planning is still at an experimental stage, 
and there are major problems associated with data acquisition, reduction and 
storage (59).  
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The procedure is time consuming and requires a compliant patient as well as a 
highly skilled operator (60). Ultrasonography is not able to visualise bone 
abnormalities (49). Due to the need for direct skin contact, probe touching and 
depression of the patients skin may cause distortions of their spatial positions 
(60). 
1.2 3D image processing 
1.2.1 3D modelling and 3D image visualisation 
3D modelling in the medical field has an increasing importance in diagnosis, 
simulation, and treatment planning. Most of the 3D models used in various 
medical applications are rendered from 3D images acquired using one of the 
multi-range scanners, most commonly CT and MRI. CT scanning detects the x-ray 
beam attenuation coefficient and creates a multi-slice volume image which 
contains the information about the internal body structure within the scanned 
volume in the form of grey scale gradient. Internal structures of close intensities 
such as muscles, nerves and blood vessels are not well differentiated using this 
method.  However, skeletal tissue surface and soft tissue surface are easily 
identified and segmented from the image data.  MRI detects the Hydrogen nuclei 
resonance in the magnetic field and internal structures such as nerves and blood 
vessels are clearly identifiable. However, skeletal structures are not well 
represented due to low water content (48). 
The 3D image volume is divided into isotropic cubes which are trapped between 
image slices, and each of them is called a “voxel”. The size of the voxel is 
governed by image resolution which is represented as the number of the slices 
generated from the scanned volume. Each voxel has 8 vertices at the corners 
(four on each successive slice). Voxels are provided with a grey scale intensity 
level which represents the anatomical structure captured in that volume. Three 
dimensional (3D) models segmented from these types of images are usually 
rendered in 3D polygonal mesh form. Therefore, it has the capability of 
representing details of biological objects’ surface topography in addition to the 
selective mesh density option which allows rendering high density polygonal 
meshes at areas with detailed anatomical surface features, such as areas around 
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the eyes and nose in human face while choosing lower density at regions where 
less detail is needed, such as the cheeks areas. This will lower data size and 
improve processing time while high density is preserved where needed (61).  
Several algorithms have been proposed for building-up a polygonal surface mesh 
from a scanned image. Commonly used 3D model construction algorithms are 
slice based surface contour detection (62) ray casting (63) and the marching 
cube algorithm, which is the most commonly used algorithm in the medical field  
and was first introduced by Lorensen and Cline in 1987 (61).  
1.2.1.1 Marching cube algorithm 
In 1987, Lorensen and Cline (61) proposed an innovative method of building a 3D 
model from volumetric images such as CT and MRI. The process involved 
detecting the anatomical structure surface from the grey scale intensity of the 
voxels in a volumetric image and rendering it as a 3D polygonal surface mesh 
through the following two steps;  First, locating the surface corresponding to a 
user-specified HU value and creating triangles representing the intersection of 
the surface boundary with the voxel sides. Then, to ensure a quality image of 
the surface, the algorithm calculates the normals to the surface at each vertex 
of all the triangles.  
Marching cubes uses a divide-and-conquer approach to locate the surface in a 
logical cube (voxel) created from eight pixels, (figure 8); four from two adjacent 
slices joined to the corresponding four from adjacent slice. The algorithm 
determines how the surface intersects this cube; creates a triangle then moves 
(or marches) to the next cube. The algorithm tests each voxels against the 
assigned HU value, if the data value at that voxels exceeds (or equals) the value 
of the surface we are constructing then these voxels are inside (or on) the 
surface. Voxels with values below the selected HU value are outside the surface 
(61). 
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1.2.2 3D image superimposition:  
In orthognathic surgery, image superimposition is mainly aimed at comparing the 
change of jaw bones for surgical outcome assessment or growth monitoring. 
Therefore, superimposition has to be on a stable area that hasn’t been 
significantly changed by the variables being assessed. Classic 2D analysis relies 
on the anterior cranial base and forehead and so does the 3D superimposition. 
These areas are at a significant distance from the area of surgical change and 
reasonably stable during growth (64). In General, three main types of 3D image 
superimposition were commonly applied by most of the reviewed literature. 
These were landmarks based registration; surface based registration and volume 
(voxel) based registration.   
1.2.2.1 Landmark based registration  
General Procrustes Analysis (GPA) involves translation, rotation and scaling to 
match two 3D objects by superimposition. In orthognathic surgery assessment, 
scaling is avoided to preserve the geometry of the structures being studied, 
therefore, Partial Procrustes Analysis (PPA) is preferred which includes object 
translation and rotation only. The procedure involve identifying corresponding 
landmarks on two related images  followed by translation and rotation of one of 
the images bringing the corresponding landmarks into the best fit relying on 
their centroid match (65). The centroid is the geometric centre of the shape to 
be analysed. This method is also referred to as manual registration since the 
landmarks are manually identified. This method is easy to apply but the 
potential error is associated with the manual landmarking. 
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Figure 8: Marching cube algorithm. Diagram presented by Lorensen W, Cline H, 1987 
showing the basics of marching cube algorithm. For each voxel, a cube is formed by 
locating 8 vertices, four on each adjacent slice.     
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1.2.2.2 Surface based Registration  
From its name, this method relies on surface topography matching between the 
two images.  The procedure is entirely automated but often preceded by a free 
hand registration or landmark based registration to provide a better starting 
point for the automated process and thus shorten the time required and increase 
its accuracy. The method’s main objective is to bring the corresponding vertices 
of the two superimposed surfaces as close as possible to each other in the region 
of interest. The algorithm utilised for this is called Iterative closest point (ICP) 
which involves an iteration of moving (translation and rotation) followed by 
calculation of the mean square root distance between the two meshes measured 
from each vertex to the closest correspondence on the opposite mesh (66). The 
iteration continues until this measurement reaches its minimum value to 
maximise the superimposition of the two surfaces. 
1.2.2.3 Voxel based registration  
The method has been widely used for various medical applications and research 
purposes including diagnoses, treatment planning and assessment of a variety of 
cases utilizing CT, CBCT, MRI, and 3-D power Doppler ultrasound.  
Voxel based registration algorithm utilizes the grey scale intensity difference of 
the superimposed DICOM images  voxels to approximate the overlapping DICOM 
image to the best fit maximizing mutual information based on the grey scale 
density calculated between the two images voxel by voxel (67).  
This method utilizes relatively complex algorithms for voxel based registration 
compared to those used for surface based registration and thus, it requires extra 
time to execute and more powerful computer processors are required to handle 
the image registration process. In addition, the higher cost of the software 
packages capable of voxel based registration might reach up to 10 times the cost 
of software packages required for surface based registration. 
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Researchers who used voxel based registration have claimed more accuracy in 
registration (68,69). However, a recently published article of our work, 
Almukhtar et al., 2014 (70), showed that there was no statistically significant 
difference between the two methods. 
1.2.2.4 Vestibular registration 
Vestibular orientation (VO) is a technique developed initially to serve the needs 
of comparative anatomy and ontogeny. The lateral semi-circular canal (LSCC) is 
used to define the horizontal plane. Following the orientation of the skull to the 
horizontal plane, vertical and median planes were derived to serve as a 
reference planes for superimposition of sequential images to observe the effect 
of growth or surgery on various parts of the skull. A limited number of published 
articles have been found for this approach (71).    
1.3 3D image analysis 
1.3.1 Skeletal analysis 
Radiographic imaging including lateral and frontal cephalometric radiography 
provides the traditional images for the analysis of the facial skeleton. Their 
marked short comings have been pinpointed in numerous scientific publications 
(72–74). The method is associated with errors  in the projection, errors in 
landmark location and mechanical errors in tracing. Even though 3D 
cephalometry was not practically applicable until recently, Baumrind and Frantz 
1971 stated “The conclusion appears inescapable that the total amount of 
information contained in head films is not sufficiently large to make clinically 
meaningful predictions even if we were able to assess all the contained 
parameters perfectly by the use of stereo-head films or by the integration of 
information from lateral and frontal films (as in Broadbent’s method)” (73). 
Adams et al., (2004) (75) compared the lateral cephalometric measurements 
against the direct physical measurements which were considered the gold 
standard. The measurements obtained from a single cephalometric radiograph 
were  significantly different (75). Van Vlijmen et al., 2010 (76) showed that 
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measurements obtained from  2D cephalograms were significantly different from 
those  obtained from a CBCT image.  
The Golden ratios of ‘Leonardo da Vinci’ in the fifteenth century and the Books 
of Proportions by Dürer in the beginning of the seventeenth century are the best 
example of the historical description of the standard measurements of the 
human face. 
One of the first cephalometric analyses was introduced by Downs 1956 to 
quantify facial morphology. Downs polygon was an effective method of 
cephalometric analysis which included three measurements;  the facial angle (N-
Pog) to  Frankfort plane; angle AB to the facial plane and the angle of facial 
convexity (N-A to A-Pog). The  analysis focused on  the skeletal and dental 
components, facial soft tissues were not considered (77,78). 
Steiner introduced his analysis of  the skeletal, dental and soft tissues separately 
(79).  He was the first to consider the anterior cranial base (Sella to Nasion) as 
the line of reference to evaluate the position of the jaw bones (79) instead of 
the Frankfort Horizontal line suggested by Downs (77). According to this analysis, 
the lips, in well-balanced faces, should touch a line extending from the soft 
tissue contour of the chin to the middle of an “S” formed by the lower border of 
the nose. This line is referred to as the S-line (80). Steiner's S-line is still used in 
orthodontics and orthognathic research in addition to Steiner's skeletal and 
dental measurements (81). 
Burstone was the first to define a set of landmarks on the soft-tissue profile 
(82). The nasolabial angle and facial contour angle are two of many soft-tissue 
measurements that he proposed in this analysis.  
Vertical relationship was first emphasized by Sassouni (83). He introduced the 
terms “skeletal open bite” and “skeletal deep bite” depending upon the 
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divergence or convergence of the four horizontal anatomic planes of his analysis. 
However, the analysis is not routinely applied for the dentofacial diagnosis (84). 
Evaluation of the facial width, facial height and facial contour were dependent 
on the facial angle, the XY axis and the facial plane according to Ricketts in 
1961(85). Facial contour was measured as the angle between the facial plane (N-
Pog) and A-Pog. The aesthetic line (E-line) is one of the common measurements  
to assess the balance of the facial profile (86,87). The E-line extends from soft-
tissue pogonion to pronasale (tip of the nose).  
Other analyses including Burstone's method (82), Di Paolo's quadrilateral analysis 
(88), Bergman's analysis, and Butow analysis (89) were introduced for 
cephalometric analysis of the craniofacial morphology. 
Many measurements have been applied clinically to assess soft-tissue facial 
changes. The most common ones are the vertical facial proportions, facial 
asymmetry measurements, upper anterior teeth exposure at rest, dental 
exposure on smiling, middle to lower facial third ratio, upper lip to lower lip 
height ratio, nose width and length, nasolabial angle, upper lip prominence, 
lower lip prominence, inter-labial gap, labiomental fold, zero-meridian, chin 
prominence, chin-neck angle, soft-tissue angle of facial convexity, E-line of 
Ricketts, S-line of Steiner, Z angle of Merrifield, and Holdaway's soft-tissue 
measurements (22,24,25,26). 
Various reference planes recorded the position of anatomical structures 
including the Sella-Nasion plane (SN), the Frankfort horizontal (FH), the 
mandibular plane and the maxillary plane. 
Despite the short comings associated with 2D cephalometry, these analyses are 
still routinely applied for diagnoses and treatment planning in orthodontics and 
orthognathic surgery.    
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1.3.1.1 3D Cephalometric analysis 
The development of CT and the dramatic decrease in radiation dose with the 
CBCT brought three-dimensional analysis of the head and face to the scene and 
made it possible to expand the knowledge of the craniofacial structures into the 
third dimension. Errors associated with conventional 2D cephalometry could be 
eliminated with the advent of 3D cephalometry (90). 
The First attempt to apply cephalometric analysis on 3D models of the skull was 
established by Robert W. Fuhrmann 2002 (91). His aim was to copy a traditional 
2D cephalometric analysis onto a 3D surface model of the skull segmented from 
a CT scan image.  His approach was not successful due to the lack of clear 3D 
definition of anatomical landmarks. However it opened the doors for progressive 
research in that field. In 2006 a simultaneous publication by Gwen R. Swennen 
2006 (90,92) and Raphael Olszewski 2006 (93) introduced two new 3D 
cephalometric analyses. The main difference from the traditional 2D 
Cephalometry was that the anatomical landmarks were digitized on the 3D 
surface model of the skull and soft tissue. This subsequently led to the need for 
paired digitization of the bilateral landmarks including Orbitale, condylon, 
gonion, and porion. 3D Planes were introduced including the Frankfort Plane 
which connects two orbitale and a mid-point between right and left porion, the 
mandibular plane which connects menton and two gonion landmarks, the 
maxillary plane which connects the anterior and posterior nasal spines, Mid-
sagittal plane which connects Nasion and sella points, and is oriented 
perpendicular to the horizontal plane and the vertical (coronal) plane which is 
established perpendicular to both planes at the position of the sella. 
Transforming a line into a plane facilitated the assessment of anatomical 
structures in the third dimension. 
In his article, Gwen R. Swennen validated the accuracy and reproducibility of his 
analysis by measuring inter and intra examiner errors associated with the 
identification of the landmarks (36 Landmarks), linear distances (78 
measurements) and angular measurements (164 angles) on 26 CT scan images. 
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The results showed low inter and intra examiner errors with high correlation 
coefficient (90). 
3D-ARCO analysis on the other hand was introduced by  Olszewski in the same 
year (93). In this the 2D Delaire’s cephalometric analysis was transformed into 
3D to evaluate craniofacial deformities. The philosophy of this analysis is that a 
reference plane must not rely on landmarks located on the analysed anatomical 
structure. In asymmetry cases, for example, the sagittal plane that depends on 
external facial landmarks is not acceptable. The author proposed a sagittal 
reference plane (orbito-maxillary-sagittal plane) based on landmarks found on 
the foramina associated with trigeminal and optic cranial nerves. In this article, 
13 CT scan images were utilised for validation of the analysis and a low inter and 
intra examiner error were observed. 
The published data show that the error associated with 3D-ARCO analysis was 
significantly lower than that with Swennen analysis, especially when linear 
measurements were compared (94). 
Recently, Lee et al., 2014 (95) readopted Delaire’s measurements for 3D 
analysis. Their concept was similar to the 3D-ARCO analysis except that the 
landmarks were placed on the slices of the DICOM image instead of the 3D 
surface model which was claimed in previous studies to be more accurate and 
reproducible (96).  
Several studies have reported the accuracy of 3D cephalometric analysis (97–
100); Others have compared between 2D and 3D analysis (75,76,94,101); further 
studies have looked at the improvement of the accuracy in landmarking the 
slices of the DICOM images (95,100,102,103). Two systematic reviews have been 
published recently (104,105), they concluded that there is still limited research 
to support the validity of the 3D cephalometric analysis. The large variation of 
approaches and measurements made it difficult to extract an objective 
comparison, and future approaches should provide a more standardised method 
of conduction. 
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The change in the Cephalometric analysis from 2D to 3D and the variation in the 
concept of the measurements between the two approaches highlighted the need 
to establish new norms among populations of different ethnicity. Few attempts 
have been made in this field. Most recently the norms in a South Korean 
population based on 3D architectural and structural  cephalometric analysis have 
been published (95). Gender difference was the most prominent characteristic 
among the population where adult males were found to have higher ramus 
length, width, and total facial length.   
1.3.1.2 3D surface analyses using colour coded distance map 
The 3D colour coded distance map has been applied to analyse the 3D changes in 
the facial skeleton after orthognathic surgery (69,106–108). This tool provides a 
measurement of the relative distance between two 3D surface meshes by 
measuring the distance of each vertex from one mesh to the closest point on the 
compared mesh.  The measurements are then verified by changing the vertices’ 
colour in a scale ranging from blue which is the maximum –ve measurement to 
red which is the maximum +ve measurement. It is also possible to consider 
numerical values by calculating generalized mean and standard deviation, 
maximum and minimum measurements. This method is more commonly 
associated with soft tissue analysis. Thus, a thorough description has been 
provided in the following sections related to soft tissue analysis.   
Carvalho et al., 2010 applied a colour coded distance map to each anatomical 
component of the mandible and the maximum value represented the main 
displacement of that anatomical part (108).  
Their method gives the opportunity to use the total surface area to analyse the 
skeletal movement and provide a single measurement for comparison. This point 
may or may not be at the site of anatomical landmarks. 
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1.3.1.3 Changes in centroid position 
Cevidanes et al., 2005(109) evaluated the 3D displacement of atomically defined 
areas of the mandible affected by orthognathic surgery by measuring the 
absolute displacement between its centroids (the centroid is the geometric 
centre of a 3D object).  
This method simplified the analyses of the 3D movement of a structure by 
measuring the displacement of a single point (centroid) since its displacement 
depends on the movement of all the vertices of the 3D object. 
The short coming of this method lies in that it measures the absolute translation 
of the 3D object, the rotation movements will not be recorded if it did not alter 
the position of the centroid. The position of the centroid is highly sensitive to 
the object’s geometry so that any alteration of the morphology of the 
anatomical structure as a result of surgery (removal of the anterior nasal spine 
or positioning of the fixation plate) may change the position of the centroid, this 
will lead to inaccuracy in measuring surgical movements. 
1.3.1.4   Volumetric measurements 
The 3D modelling technology offers the ability to virtually measure the volume 
of the 3D object. Maal et al., 2012 (110) analysed the displacement of jaw bones 
after orthognathic surgery by  superimposing  the preoperative and 
postoperative to measure the differences in volume. Although this method gives 
us an idea about the increase in volume of the jaws after surgery, it does not 
identify the new position of the anatomical structure after the surgery. 
1.3.1.5 3D Vector analyses 
Recently, Park et al., 2013 (111) introduced a new method for assessment of the 
asymmetry of mandibular anatomy by analysing the vectors of mandibular 
functional units. The magnitude and directional difference of these vectors were 
measured to identify the contribution of each part of the mandible to the total 
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mandibular asymmetry. This method is highly informative and provides valuable 
information about the origin of mandibular asymmetry. However it is specific for 
asymmetry cases in addition to the associated landmarking error.   
1.3.2 Soft tissue analysis 
Direct facial anthropometric measurement is theoretically ideal for the analysis 
of facial morphology. However, this requires special skills for the examiners and 
has a considerable range of errors compared to 2D or 3D indirect measurements 
(33). Among indirect measurement methods, photogrammetry seems to be more 
frequently used. However, to be of an acceptable accuracy, it requires a 
standardized clinical photographic technique (112–115). Common extra-oral 
photographs used for facial assessment are full-face with relaxed lips, full-face 
with smile, 45-degree oblique and profile images (116).  
During the late 20th century, standardized photographic techniques have been 
developed and were adopted by several investigators for facial anthropometry 
(112,113,117,118). In comparison with direct anthropometry, standardized 
indirect anthropometry allowed the measurements  to be carried out on a still 
photo rather than on a relatively moving surface of the face, and the negative 
impact of the compressibility of the skin is eliminated (119–121). The 
measurements can be repeated without recalling the patient and the data can 
be permanently stored for future comparative examinations. However, the basic 
concept of photogrammetric analysis is to measure the shortest distance 
between two landmarks projected on a 2D image (flat plane), this may be 
different from the actual geodesic distance between the two points. Two 
dimensional photographs may also obscure some anatomical structures which 
limits the comprehensiveness of measuring facial characteristics. A compromised 
accuracy of land marking was also reported (117).  
The introduction of the 3D (x, y and z) Cartesian coordinate system by René 
Descartes in the 15th century allowed the spatial orientation of physical objects 
to be measured in a digital framework. Various 3D capturing techniques were 
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introduced (Section 1.1.1). These are capable of providing three dimensional 
information (point cloud data) that allow volumetric surface and curve analyses 
to be carried out in addition to the classical linear and angular measurements.  
In orthognathic surgery, various methods were applied to quantify facial 
dysmorphology and measure the changes following surgical correction. The 
methods ranged in their complexity from simple linear and angular 
measurements up to the more complex statistical models including curve 
analysis and PCA. More than 200 published scientific articles were reviewed in 
this chapter, in about 50% of these studies analysis of the facial soft tissue was 
the main objective. Table 1 shows the methods applied in the published data to 
study the impact of orthognathic surgery on the covering soft tissue.  
1.3.2.1 Landmarks based analysis 
Landmarks based analysis is the most common method for the evaluation of soft 
tissue morphology. However, the method is limited to the analysis of the 
changes at a set of particular points which does not describe the complex nature 
of the facial morphology. Measuring the shape changes at the surface between 
the selected points is not considered in this method. Unlike the hard tissue, this 
argument seems to be more appealing here since the soft tissue surface is not a 
solid structure and the response of a surface area to the changes in the 
underlying skeletal changes is too complex to analyse at a certain set of 
anatomical landmarks. The limited number of reproducible points of the facial 
soft tissue restricts the value of the landmarks based analysis. 
Farkas et al., 1980 (112) suggested 16 facial landmarks that are still used these 
days as the gold standard for facial soft tissue analysis (table 2). 
Hwang et al., 2012 (122) studied  facial asymmetry on 60 stereophotogrammetry 
images using Farkas’ landmarks. The orthogonal distance of each landmark to a 
common three dimensional reference planes were measured. The results showed 
that facial asymmetry was more obvious in the lower third of the face, ch, Ala 
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and Me landmarks showed the highest asymmetry scores. Similar studies 
considered more facial landmarks (123–127). G Sforza et al., 2007 (128) digitized 
50 landmarks to evaluate the changes following the surgical correction of  
skeletal class III jaw deformity in 7 cases. The surgical results were compared 
with the facial appearance of 87 healthy females as a control group. The results 
showed that facial deformities were significantly improved after orthognathic 
surgery.   
In addition to the standard set of anatomical landmarks mathematically 
generated ones were also utilized for facial analysis. These were identified by 
the intersection of two or more lines passing between anatomical features or at 
a specific distance and direction from an adjacent landmark.   
These extra landmarks allow a more comprehensive analysis of the facial 
morphology. Terajima et al., 2008 (129), Kim et al., 2011 (130) and Park et al., 
2013 (131) applied a grid of intersecting lines comprised of 10 horizontal equally 
distributed lines at 4.5 mm distance and 27 vertical lines equally distributed at 
5mm distance from each other.  The grid was orientated vertically and the top 
first line passes through the right and left “orbitale” landmarks. The 
preoperative and post-operative CBCT images were superimposed, and 270 
points of intersections between the vertical and horizontal lines were dropped 
on the soft and hard tissue for analysis. Hoefert et al., 2010 (65) used a set of 
mathematically generated landmarks for image superimposition and analysis 
such as the mid-point from (go) to (me) and mid-point from (ex) to (ch) (8,9) 
(figure 9).  
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Table 1: Types and percentage of published methods of soft tissue analysis 2000-2015 
Rank Type of analysis Percentage 
1 Landmarks based Linear and angular analysis 50% 
2 Colour coded distance map 28.7% 
3 Absolute surface distance 11.95% 
4 Vector analysis 8.75% 
5 Volumetric measurements 5% 
6 Principal component analysis 3.75% 
7 Dense correspondence analysis 2.5% 
8 Curve analysis 1.25% 
9 Centroid and GPA 1.25% 
10 Statistical landmarks plotting 1.25% 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Definitions and abbreviations of facial soft tissue landmarks by Farkas 1980(67) 
Landmarks  Abbr. Definition 
Glabella  Gla  Most prominent midline point between eyebrows 
Nasion  Na  Deepest point of nasal bridge 
Pronasale  Prn  Most protruded point of the apex nasi 
Subnasale  Sn  Midpoint of angle at columella base 
Labial superius  Ls  Midpoint of the upper vermilion line 
Stomion  Sto  Midpoint of the mouth orifice 
Labial inferius  Li  Midpoint of the lower vermilion line 
Menton  Me  Most inferior point on chin 
Exocanthion*  Exc  Outer commissure of the eye fissure 
Endocanthion*  End  Inner commissure of the eye fissure 
Alar curvature* Ala  Most lateral point on alar contour 
Cheilion*  Ch  Point located at lateral labial commissure 
 
* Paired (right and left) landmarks. 
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The spatial information of soft tissue landmarks was either digitized directly on 
patients face using an electromagnetic digitizer in some studies (34,128,132,133) 
or virtually by digitizing landmarks on a 3D image viewed on a computer 
screen(129,134–137). Infra-red (IR) sensors were also  utilized to detect the 3D 
position of IR emitting landmarks fixed on the patient’s face (138,139). 
The accuracy of landmarking is variable according to the technique used for 
imaging as well as the method of digitization. Fourie et al., 2011 (140) evaluated 
the  accuracy of landmarking of three different imaging systems (laser scanner, 
CBCT and stereophotogrammetry). Twenty-one linear measurements were 
developed based on 15 landmarks placed on the three images, and these were 
compared to those obtained from direct anthropometric measurements. The 
difference in the mean absolute distances between the three measurements was 
less than 0.89mm. However the study did not compare the absolute digitization 
error at individual landmarks.  Plooij et al., 2009 (141) evaluated the 
reproducibility and reliability of 3D landmarking of stereophotogrammetry 
images. 49 soft tissue landmarks were digitised twice by 2 observers. The images 
were loaded into specialized software (Maxilim) where the orthogonal distance 
of each landmark to 3D reference planes was recorded. Paired sample t-test and 
correlation coefficient evaluated the reproducibility and the reliability of the 
digitisation. The results showed no significant differences between the inter- 
and intra- observer measurements with a high correlation coefficient.  
Othman et al., 2013 (142) evaluated the reproducibility of facial soft tissue 
landmarks on a stereophotogrammetry image which showed  no statistically 
significant difference between the repeated readings.  
Gwilliam et al., 2006 (143) digitised  24 soft tissue landmarks on six 3D facial 
scans. Thirty orthodontists of varying experience were asked to landmark the 
facial scans to establish inter-operator reproducibility. The results showed that 
only 50% of the landmarks were associated with less than 1 mm error when re-
digitised by the same observer. Whereas only 8% of the landmarks showed less 
than 1mm of error in reproducibility when digitised by different observers.   
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Similar results were obtained by Toma et al., 2009 (144).  21 landmarks were 
placed on 30 laser scanned facial images by two observers. This was repeated 
after two weeks. Bland-Altman plot was used to assess the reliability of each 
landmark and only 50% of the landmarks showed less than 1mm error and less 
than 0.5 mm error was observed in 35% only.   
The results of the validation studies led to the conclusion that despite the high 
level of precision in digitising landmarks the accuracy level of 0.5 mm was only 
achievable in few of the landmarks.  
Lower landmarking error was observed by Khambay et al., 2008 (12). A 
reproducibility study was carried out to assess operator errors of landmark 
digitization on high resolution stereophotogrammetry images captured by the 
DI3D system. Operator error was measured by repeatedly locating landmarks on 
the three-dimensional image. The results showed that the operator error in 
placement of landmarks on the three-dimensional model was 0.07 mm, range 
0.02 mm – 0.11 mm.  
1.3.2.1.1 Linear and angular measurements 
Around 50% of the reviewed published papers used this approach. Changes in 
facial soft tissue after surgery have been assessed using two main methods: 
Measuring the linear and angular distance between landmarks; and their 3D 
orthogonal distances against common 3D reference planes (134,136,143–147). 
Some of these were part of a 3D soft tissue cephalometric analysis. The 
measurements were made on the pre- and post-operative images separately and 
the results were compared to find the differences. In a minor fraction of these 
studies the assessments were made by measuring the net distances between 
corresponding landmarks on both images, and in this case an additional step of 
image superimposition was needed. Facial heights, A-P position of soft tissue A, 
B Prn, Sn, and soft tissue Pog were the common linear and angular 
measurements in addition to facial asymmetry measurements.   
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Chen et al., 2012 (148)  utilized linear measurements between corresponding 
landmarks to investigate profile changes after surgical treatment of mandibular 
prognathism. Thirty patients (20 females and 10 males) underwent vertical 
ramus osteotomy. Preoperative and postoperative cephalograms were analysed; 
landmarks were identified and compared. The mean setback of the pogonion 
(Pog) was 11.7 mm. The setback ratios of labrale inferius (Li) / incision inferius 
(Ii), labiomental sulcus (Si) / point B, and soft tissue pogonion (Pog) / pogonion 
(Pog) were 0.98, 0.99, and 0.95, respectively. There were no sex related 
changes in soft tissue. 
 
Ubaya et al., 2012 (147) carried out a study involving linear and angular 
measurements on 3D stereophotogrammetry images of 40 patients following  
orthognathic surgery and compared them to a control group of 112. The study 
aim was to evaluate the 3D naso-maxillary complex soft tissue morphology 
following Le Fort I maxillary advancement. The results showed that facial 
morphology post-surgery was similar to the reference group, except the nasal 
base width which was wider by 2.3 mm in males and 2.6 mm in females. In the 
orthognathic group, the females had a smaller nasolabial angle by 9.78° than the 
reference group. 
1.3.2.1.2 Vector analysis 
This approach was considered by about 8.75% of the reviewed articles (149–151). 
Vectors analysis considers the magnitude and direction of the linear 
displacement of corresponding landmarks. This is particularly beneficial to study 
the mechanism of oro-facial changes in 3D or 4D. This method can produce 
valuable information when combined with a more comprehensive type of 
analysis including dense correspondence analysis which measures the changes of 
every vertex on the mesh of the surface of the face (152). 
1.3.2.1.3 Thin plate spline (TPS) 
This approach was considered in 1.25% of the reviewed literature (153). TPS was 
first introduced by F L Bookstein (154). It measures the bending deformation of 
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the geometry of a particular shape guided by a group of corresponding 
landmarks. A mathematic algorithm then smooths these deformations by 
minimizing the localized bending energy of the shape produced by the original 
change.   
Bugaighis et al., 2010 (153) examined the facial soft tissue of 4 categories of 
cleft lip and /palate children (40 with a unilateral cleft lip and palate (UCLP), 23 
with a unilateral cleft lip and alveolus (UCLA), 19 with a bilateral cleft lip and 
palate (BCLP), and 21 with an isolated cleft palate (ICP)). Patients’ faces were 
captured using stereophotogrammetry and compared to 80 age and gender 
matching control group.  After applying thin plate spline algorithm to measure 
the differences of the facial morphology among the study groups, the 
transformation matrix quantified the change in the mean distance of the facial 
landmarks from their centroids. The principal component analysis was applied to 
identify the morphological difference among the cleft groups. 
1.3.2.1.4  Principal component analysis (PCA) 
PCA is a statistical multivariate correlation analysis aimed at simplifying large 
data analysis by limiting the number of variations of shape differences to those 
with a significant contribution to the total variability. This approach does not 
only simplify the analysis but also emphasizes the level of importance of each 
associated aspect of variations by analysing the distribution of its effect around 
the mean. The Eigenvalues associated with variation vector for each variable are 
measured. The “eigenvalue” and “eigenvector” are the determinants of the 
transformation matrix of that shape deformation. In other words, shape 
deformation has both magnitude and direction which could be calculated by 
analysing its transformation matrix. When PCA is applied to analyse variation 
among populations or to quantify facial shape deformation as a result of 
orthognathic surgery, the input from each case may show an individual variation 
in its deviation from the mean shape deformation. Face length, width, alar base 
width may act as contributing factors to the total variability. The percentage of 
the variability associated with each factor can be calculated, their direction can 
be illustrated in the 3D dot plot. The factor that contributes to the highest 
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percentage of variability is considered the first principal component (PC1) and 
has its unique direction and magnitude. The next contributing factor with the 
next higher percentage is (PC2) and its direction of variation is orthogonal to the 
first component. The calculation of the subsequent smaller Principal components 
continues until a total percentage of variability <80% is reached which is 
considered satisfactory to measure the level of variability between shapes. In 
most cases 5-8 principal components describe about 80% of the level of 
variability of shapes.  
Difference in facial forms as a result of growth, gender, and ethnic variations 
has been assessed using PCA (155–157). The effect of orthognathic surgery was 
analysed by assessing in the same manner. 
Toma et al., 2012 (157) applied principal component analysis to analyse facial 
variation among 4747 British school children. Their aim was to identify key 
components of variation in a sample of 15.5 years old children. Laser scanned 
images were obtained and 21 reproducible facial landmarks were identified and 
their coordinates were recorded. The images were superimposed using 
Procrustes analysis (PA) and principal component analysis was applied to each 
landmark cluster which consisted of 21 landmarks for the whole sample. 14 
principal components were identified which in total constituted for 82% of the 
variations. The first, second and third principal component represented 46% of 
the variations which were the facial width, facial length and nose projection 
respectively. The impact of gender differences in facial shapes was minimal. 
Principal component analysis is a useful tool in describing the pattern of 
variation in large study populations where other analyses are short of description 
or labour intensive.  However, the method provides descriptive rather than 
quantitative analysis.      
1.3.2.1.5 Statistical landmarks plotting 
Sforza et al., 2010 (133) applied this approach as an adjunctive method which 
helped in describing the effect of associated asymmetry in faces on the level of 
attractiveness from childhood to early adulthood. The coordinates of 50 facial 
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landmarks were digitised for 148 male and 232 females (and in 669 controls 
consisting of 397 male and 272 female) using an electromagnetic digitizer. The 
landmarks were plotted on a Radar chart (web chart) where each of the mean 
landmarks were digitized on a radial line originated from the centre (zero). The 
mean of asymmetry measured at each landmark determined the position of this 
landmark on its radial line, (figure 10). A continuous line is then connected 
between the landmarks of each category in a circular fashion around the centre. 
Superimposing different categories on the same plot described clearly the 
variation among different categories. The results showed that asymmetry in 
attractive children was less than that in normal control group. This was not the 
case with adults where a considerable amount of asymmetry was found in 
attractive subjects especially I the male sample.  
1.3.2.2 Surface based (landmarks free) analysis  
The inclusion of the entire facial surface mesh in the analysis overcomes the 
major limitations of the landmarks based analysis. The analysis of surface mesh 
includes colour coded map, volumetric analysis, absolute surface distance, 
dense correspondence analysis and curves analysis. Despite the comprehensive 
nature of these analyses most of them are more descriptive in nature unless they 
are combined with refinements by landmark selection. Colour coded map ,as an 
example, will give an excellent visual description of the facial surface change 
after orthognathic surgery. However, it will only be objective enough when 
combined with landmarking either to measure the surface distance at a specific 
anatomical landmark area or to separate a desired surface patch (158,159).  
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Figure 9: Mathematically generated landmarks applied  by  Hoefert et al., 2010 (65) 
Figure 10: Landmark plotting applied to evaluate facial asymmetry by Sforza et al., 
2010 (133) 
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1.3.2.2.1 Colour coded map 
This approach was the second in terms of the percentage of published articles 
reviewed in this section (28,160–166). Around 29% of the reviewed literature 
applied  the colour coded distance map (163).  
The entire facial surface is involved in the analysis; it produces visually 
displayed, easily interpreted findings for clinicians and researchers, the method 
provides both generalized surface measurements as well as localized patches on 
the area of interest. 
To apply this method, the two facial image meshes to be compared should be 
superimposed to allow direct measurements between them. Its mathematical 
algorithm considers every vertex from one of the meshes (Mesh A) as a landmark 
and seeks for the closest point on (Mesh B) to be considered as a correspondent 
point for distance measurements. The results are comprehensive information 
which can be utilized in describing general and local facial changes after 
surgery. Three main outcomes are expected when adopting this method; 
Generalised colour coded distance map which can be displayed in a range of 
colours describing the distance between the two tested surface meshes, (figure 
11). The shell displacement expressed as a spectral colour range in which, 
specific colour is allocated to each vertex according to its distance from the 
corresponding point (closest point) on the adjacent mesh surface. Considering 
the geometric centre of the two superimposed meshes as a directional reference 
point, the vertices of the outer mesh are highlighted in red while the vertices of 
the inner mesh are highlighted in blue. The higher the distance between the 
meshes in the direction away from the geometric centre (the outer mesh) the 
more the shift of the colour towards the red side of the spectrum and it has the 
positive sign. On the other hand the higher the distance between the two 
meshes in the direction towards the geometric centre of the object (the inner 
mesh) the more the shift of the colour toward the blue side of the spectrum and 
it has the negative sign. Consequently, the midpoint of the spectrum which is 
the green colour is allocated to the vertices with zero distance on both meshes. 
Variable regions on the face will take variable colour according to the magnitude 
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and direction of their geometrical differences which results in a descriptive 
colour map. To explain the concept in more details, an example of orthognathic 
surgery results of a patient with Class II malocclusion is shown in, (figure 11). 
The combined (superimposed) images (A), the Post-operative (B) and Pre-
operative (C) images are shown. The combined images view shows only the 
positive part of the spectrum (green –red) when viewed from the outside of the 
3D facial image  where it will show the negative part of the spectrum (green-
blue) when viewed from inside of the 3D facial image. The Post-operative view 
showed generally green areas at the areas of forehead and part of the midrace 
where no effect of surgery were evident while the lower face showed a marked 
shift towards the red colour which indicates a positive (forward) displacement of 
the soft tissue as a result of mandibular advancement as part of the treatment. 
The maximum positive and maximum negative values can be manually adjusted 
to emphasize minor changes.  
Kau et al., 2006 (163) introduced a slight modification to this method. Instead of 
using the spectral colour scale ranging in the positive and negative direction 
around the zero point, threshold points were determined which represented the 
level of clinical significance. This was named “tolerance value”. Vertices with 
lower distance measurements were displayed in black colour whereas those with 
higher distance measurements were displayed in white colour. This allowed the 
colour coded map to be interpreted in a more objective way. The method was 
applied to evaluate surgical results, gender and age differences as well as 
variation among populations (29,160,167). 
The colour coded map gives a visual description of the extent and location of the 
surface change. However its accuracy can be criticised by the fact that it relies 
on the geometric proximity of adjacent surface shells to create the 
correspondence rather than the real anatomical one. This limitation is clearly 
evident when asymmetric faces are evaluated.  
Another modification is the  patch displacement analysis (158,168), the mean 
and standard deviation of the distances between a group of interconnected 
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vertices (surface patch) in Mesh (A) and their corresponding nearest points on 
Mesh (B). It is possible to provide the mean and standard deviation for the whole 
face mesh. However the localization of the measurements to the region of 
interest provides a localized and more precise estimation of the resultant 
deviations. The precision in selecting patch boundaries which is based on 
identifying anatomical landmarking is the preferred approach in this analysis. 
The mean and standard deviation of the distance between the two meshes in 
addition to the maximum and minimum measured distances are the numerical 
values which were considered in most of the studies (158,169). These 
measurements described the differences between the meshes especially when 
localized surface patches are being examined. However the lack of anatomical 
correspondence and the need for standardized accurate landmarking are among 
the limitations of the method.  
1.3.2.2.2 Absolute surface distance 
This type of analysis has been considered in about 11% of the reviewed articles 
(29,66,160,170–173). It has also been used along with other types of analysis 
mainly with colour coded map (158,169). The mean distance between the two 
adjacent facial meshes is calculated by measuring the distance from each vertex 
on one mesh to the nearest point on the other. The method is dependent on the 
accuracy of the superimposition of the images which should precede the 
distance analysis. 
In general, analyses carried out using this method fall into one of the following 
four categories with marginal difference in calculated mean distance, (figure 
12). The four types as stated by Miller et al., 2007 (174) are: 
 Normals: In this type the distance from each vertex on mesh (A) is 
measured to the nearest point on Mesh (B) which lie on a line 
perpendicular to that vertex regardless of  the presence of closer points. 
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 Radial: The distance is measured between the two meshes along radial 
lines originated from the geometric centre (centroid) of the mesh (A) 
regardless of the presence of closer points. 
 
 
 Closest point: This type measures the net distance from every vertex on 
mesh (A) to the closest point on mesh (B). 
 
 Correspondence with sensitivity to movement (CSM): This type follows the 
geometrical similarity in identifying the correspondences between the 
two surfaces.   
 
 
Despite the type of the analysis, this method calculates the absolute distance 
between the two meshes and produces the mean, standard deviation, minimum 
and maximum values. For a more specific analysis, this method can be applied 
on a local patch on the surface (66,70). In that case accurate landmarking is 
essential to standardise the dimensions of the selected patch.   
1.3.2.2.3 Dense correspondence analysis 
This method was applied for the analysis of shape change in about  2.5 % of the 
published articles on the topic (152,175,176). Although it is considered as a 
landmark free analysis, it could also be considered as a comprehensive landmark 
based analysis since it treats every vertex on the 3D surface as an individual 
corresponding landmark. It was introduced to overcome the lack of anatomical 
correspondence associated with the previous methods. This was achieved by 
providing a reproducible index of all vertices on the assessed images. This index 
provides the guide to create an actual anatomical correspondence between the 
compared images. The method combines the advantages of the 
comprehensiveness of the landmark free surface analysis and the objective 
precision of landmarks based analysis.  
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Figure 11: Colour coded map. Pre-operative (a), post-operative (b), and superimposed (c), 
and colour distance map (d). Kau et al., 2006 (263) 
 
  
Figure 12: Types of absolute distance measurements: Normal surface distance A, radial 
surface distance B, Closest point surface distance C and corresponding points surface 
distance D. Ryckman et al., 2010 (134) 
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The analysis is rather complicated and involves multiple stages: 
a) Construction of Generic mesh.  
The facial soft tissue surface is captured by a three dimensional acquisition 
devise e.g. stereophotogrammetry or laser scanner.  Depending on the resolution 
of the scan the mesh may comprise thousands of points. Conventional landmark 
analysis based on anatomical structures involves a small number of these points 
which reduces   the utilisation of the captured data.  Ideally each point on the 
surface mesh should be a landmark; however, the manual identification of 
thousands of points (landmarks) would be impossible. The application of generic 
surface overcomes this problem and allows a more comprehensive assessment of 
the captured data. 
A generic facial model is a simplified polygonal mesh representing the 
morphometric information of an average face with known 3D co-ordinates of 
each point of the mesh in addition to a reproducible polygonal index.  The mesh 
is generic so it can be adapted universally to any face for the purpose of 
morphometric analyses. Generic meshes are a key tool in studies that deal with 
graphical representation of surface morphology to analyse the areas of 
difference and similarity.  
The generic mesh model can be generated using virtual 3D modelling software. It 
can also be an average facial model based on the facial topography of the study 
population (167).   
The topography of the generic mesh should include the common features of the 
study population and should not have extreme or unique characteristics out of 
the normal range, for that reason, an average face could be always chosen from 
the study group to guarantee accurate future analyses.  
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According to Kau and Richmond 2010 (177), four methods can be used to extract 
the average face. These include; straight forward point-wise averaging in the z-
dimension(A-P); averaging in the radial direction of the average facial cylinder; 
averaging in the radial direction of the average face sphere; averaging in the 
locally normal direction to a template shell. 
The first three methods, extract the average face using statistical algorithms 
that measure the relative distance to a plane, a vertical central line and a facial 
central point.  The fourth method depends on the extraction of the average face 
by superimposing the entire study sample to a template shell produced by one of 
the previous averaging methods using the generalised procrustes algorithm 
followed by ICP.  
To create the generic mesh model, most of the biological morphometric studies 
advocate the average polygonal 3D mesh over other modelling meshes. The 
choice is justified as the polygonal mesh has the capability to accurately 
represent a biological shape especially in detailed features areas, folds and 
edges combined with the possibility to produce uniform polygons of relatively 
equal sizes throughout the mesh. These characteristics facilitate creating a 
polygonal index necessary for a uniform assessment of different anatomical 
areas on the facial mesh (178). 
b) Conformation  
Conformation is the adaptation of the generic mesh to the facial surface mesh in 
a process known as “elastic deformation”. The generic mesh is warped onto the 
underlying facial morphology. This conformation process can be achieved 
through a two-step algorithm: In the first step (GPA) generalized Procrustes 
algorithm (179) is applied followed by thin-plate spline (TPS) warping (154).  
This brings the landmarks of both the facial surface and the generic mesh into 
exact alignment and produces a smooth transformation for the other parts of the 
mesh by minimizing the bending energy for the close adaptation of the surfaces.  
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The second step accomplishes fine local adaptation of the generic mesh to facial 
morphology by deforming each vertex of the generic mesh into the location of 
the closest vertex on the target mesh surface guided by surface topography.  
This algorithm results in cloning of the target face mesh and creating a 
simplified, uniform and indexed polygonal mesh which carries the same facial 
features of the original mesh.  
c) Superimposition  
In orthognathic surgery, dense correspondence analysis was used to analyse 
localized change on the facial soft tissue as a result of orthognathic surgery. In 
order to emphasize these changes, the analysed meshes (pre surgical and post- 
surgical) should be superimposed on stable areas unaffected by surgery. The 
most common method of superimposition is the surface based registration, 
(Section 1.2.2).   
d) Dense correspondence analysis 
The generic mesh is an indexed mesh; each vertex of the mesh has its analogues 
vertex on any other mesh with the same index. This characteristic provides a 
real dense anatomical correspondence for a comprehensive analysis of the whole 
facial surface with a high level of precision.  
Dense correspondence analysis was applied to a variety of facial anthropometric 
analysis. In their study, Claes et al., 2001 (175) applied this method to 
investigate  growth pattern of normal and syndromic patients. In this case, the 
scale of the colour index is different. Although it involves the full colour 
spectrum (blue to red), the blue colour refers to (zero) whereas the red colour 
refers to the maximum value of differences between the corresponding vertices 
of the dense surface mesh. A similar study was carried out by Al-Hiyali et al., 
2015 (180). Their analysis involved motion 3D imaging (4D) to investigate the 
impact of orthognathic surgery for correction of asymmetry on facial animation, 
(figure 13).  
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Principal component analysis can also be applied for the comprehensive 
evaluation of the surface change.  Curve analysis as described by Higgins 2014 
(181)  can be applied on the uniform structure of the indexed generic mesh to 
optimize curve correspondence. The method depends on multiple steps involving 
various procedures for image superimposition and conformation. Each of these 
steps has its associated margin of errors.  
 
Figure 13: Dense correspondence surface analysis. Note the minimum value on the colour 
scale is ZERO. Al Hiyale et al., 2015 (180). 
 
1.3.2.2.4 Volumetric analysis 
The method was applied in 5% of the reviewed articles on the soft tissue analysis 
following orthognathic surgery (155,159,182,183). The analysis provides 
information about the change in the volume of the whole face or at  specific 
regions (33,184).  The method is considered an adjunctive to other analyses. 
Chau et al., 2008 (182) applied  angular and linear measurements in addition to 
the colour coded map  to detect changes in volume around the nose region. 
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1.3.2.2.5 Curve analysis 
This approach has been recently developed and applied in  2.5 % of the reviewed 
literature (123,181,185).  
Similar to dense correspondence, 3D curve analysis is a comprehensive 
landmarks based analysis to describe surface morphology. Human facial features 
including cheeks, lips, nose and chin are represented by smooth recognizable 
curves that describe the morphological characteristics. These curves are 
detectable, reproducible and comparable (181). Curve analysis is a promising 
research tool to describe and quantify the change in facial form after jaw 
corrective surgery.   
Higgins 2009 (181) demonstrates the application of curve analysis to evaluate 
the effect of surgical correction of cleft lip and palate and Principal Component 
Analysis was applied to describe the characteristics of facial morphology.  Two 
methods of curve detection were applied. The first was named “planner based 
curve identification”. Curves were identified by the creation of a plane that 
passes through the face, the points along the surface – plane interface 
represents the curve to be analysed. Some geometrically complex areas around 
the nostrils and lips regions may require a combination of more than one plane 
to accurately identify the desired curve. This method was criticized for its 
failure to produce satisfactory curves in all areas of interest in addition to the 
complexity of the computational process for curves identification (181).  
The second curve identification method was “surface curvature based curve 
identification”. This type utilised surface topography for curve detection 
minimizing the need for landmarking to only two at the ends of the curve. It is 
well known that facial soft tissue surface composed of a variety of surface 
topography features as peak, pit, saddle, ridge and valley. It is therefore logical 
to use surface characteristics for curve detection. The “ridge” was the ideal 
geometric feature to detect facial curvatures. 3D curve analysis is a promising 
tool, however, the accuracy of the method has not been fully evaluated.  
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1.3.3 Hard-Soft tissue correlations and prediction of surgical 
results  
A review of the scientific literature from the mid-20th century until present days 
showed the growing interest in understanding the behaviour of the facial soft 
tissue following surgical repositioning of the underlying jaw bones.  A common 
aim among researchers has been to find an approach to accurately predict the 
soft tissue outcome following orthognathic surgery. 
Until recently, studies have been limited to the use of two-dimensional (2D) 
cephalometric radiography to analyse the relationship between soft and hard 
tissue.  The main approach was dependent on linear or angular measurements to 
track the post-operative positional changes of certain anatomical hard and soft 
tissue landmarks and to extract a mathematical ratio between their movements 
(186–188). 
The introduction of digital cephalometry resulted in an improvement in the 
accuracy of landmark location and measurements (189). However, the inherent 
inaccuracies of imaging and analysing a three-dimensional structure in 2D still 
remained (190). It is worth noting that the measured change of landmark 
position reflects the behaviour of the soft tissue at this particular point and do 
not indicate changes in the surrounding region.  This is critical due to the multi-
factorial flexible behaviour of the soft tissue. Adjacent points to the digitised 
landmark on the face may react entirely differently to the same underlying hard 
tissue surgical movement.   
In the beginning of the 21st century, positive steps were taken following the 
introduction of 3D modelling into the medical diagnostic field in attempt to 
understand the correlation between the skeletal and soft tissues. The 
advancement of CT Scanning and MRI technology provides the accurate recording 
of 3D topography of the facial hard and soft tissues and allows a comprehensive 
analysis of the recorded morphology.   
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The first part of this section aimed at reviewing previous studies on the 
correlations of soft and hard tissue movement following orthognathic surgery 
using both 2D and 3D imaging modalities. 
1.3.3.1 Two Dimensional correlations and ratios 
1.3.3.1.1 Maxillary osteotomies 
The effects of Le Fort I advancement on the naso-labial soft tissue complex have 
been thoroughly investigated (130,187,191–208).   
In general, four points on the soft tissue profile were the basis for the linear and 
angular measurements to quantify the relationship between soft and hard tissue 
movements following maxillary osteotomy. These points were the nasal tip 
(Prn), the deepest point at the naso-labial angle (Sn), the vermilion border of 
the upper lip (Ls) and the vermilion border of the lower lip (Li).  These were 
correlated to the skeletal movements of the following points; the anterior nasal 
spine (ANS), the anterior maxilla (A point), the crest of the upper alveolar bone 
(Par) and upper incisor edge (UI) respectively (187,191). 
In response to maxillary advancement, several studies reported that the upper 
lip at the vermilion border moved anteriorly by a mean ratio of 0.7:1 (209) 
(192). However, larger ratios approaching 0.9:1 have been found (201,210). On 
the other hand, smaller ratios have been also reported  (211). A possible 
explanation for this variation in the soft tissue response to maxillary surgery was 
caused by the associated soft tissue alteration including the V-Y closure of the 
mucosal surface of the upper lip and cinching of the alar base which is routinely 
carried out to avoid flaring. These may result in an increased thickness of the 
soft tissue at the naso-labial region (201). In other studies maxillary 
advancement was combined with a variable amount of surgical impaction which 
will alter soft tissue response to surgery (210), while the small test sample (8 
patents including 2 cleft lip cases) may be the cause for the smaller ratios (209).  
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Based on the previous literature findings, the movement of the upper lip is 
highly variable and dependant on several factors including soft tissue thickness 
(196,210), the direction and amount of tooth movement and the initial position 
of the upper lip (212,213), Patents gender (214) and ethnic group (215) .  
The thicker the lips the lower the soft to hard tissue movement ratio as the soft 
tissue bulk tends to absorb the skeletal movement and reduces the detected 
changes (196).  Another parameter which may influence soft tissue response to 
Le Fort I maxillary advancement is the presence or absence of a gap between 
anterior maxilla and the upper lip.  In most cases of maxillary deficiency this 
space exists which may reduce the ratio of soft tissue movement following 
maxillary advancement since the initial movement of the hard tissue will be 
within the existing space before it contacts the mucosal surface of the upper lip.   
The effect of skeletal maxillary advancement may extend to other soft tissue 
structures including the nose and lower lip (192,209). However, these effects are 
variable and studies have reported the difficulty in analysing the correlation 
between the hard and soft tissues at these regions (210).   
In general, maxillary advancement surgery moved the tip of the nose and  
subnasale anteriorly with a ratio ranging from 0.2:1 to 0.7:1 (216). Few studies 
have shown the effect of maxillary advancement on the position of the lower lip, 
the ratio was found to be ranging between 0.2:1 to 0.57:1 (192,209). 
The effect of maxillary advancement is not limited to the forward movement of 
the overlying soft tissues. Several studies detected an upward vertical shift of 
the naso-maxillary complex and shortening of the upper lip. However the results 
were variable with a large range of the standard deviation (210).  On the other 
hand, Carlotti et al.,1986 (201) showed that there is no change in the upper lip 
length. A possible explanation may be the surgical procedure for this group of 
patients included a V-Y closure which was used to maintain lip length. 
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The effect of skeletal maxillary advancement on the upper lip of cleft lip 
patients has been investigated (217).  Soft tissue responses to maxillary 
advancement in patients with cleft palate were compared to non-cleft patients 
with deficient maxilla.  The sample of 50 patients was divided equally into two 
groups; cleft lip and non-cleft with deficient maxilla. Both groups were treated 
with a Le Fort I maxillary advancement with no vertical change. The results 
showed that the cleft lip group expressed as higher ratios of soft to hard tissue 
movements compared to non-cleft patients in both the horizontal plane 0.66:1, 
0.54:1 and in vertical plane 0.53:1, 0.23:1 respectively.  This may have been due 
to the scar tissue formation in the upper lip following primary lip repair and the 
difference in the magnitude of maxillary advancement which was not 
standardized in this study. 
In a more recent study Louis et al., 2001(187) investigated the effects of 
maxillary advancement for treatment of class III patients with sleep apnoea.  
The vermilion border of the upper lip was advanced 0.8 and moved superiorly 
0.16, subnasale point at the naso-labial angle was advanced 0.39 and moved 
superiorly 0.16 and the nasal tip was advanced 0.16 and moved superiorly 0.16 
per unit of maxillary advancement measured at the upper incisal edge.  The 
results of the study were different from those reported in previous findings.  The 
upper incisal edge was the only hard tissue reference point to represent the 
complex skeletal movements which was a major limitation of the study. 
1.3.3.1.2 Mandibular Osteotomy 
There are numerous studies investigating the response of the soft tissue to 
mandibular osteotomies since the mid-20th century (218,219). In the early 
articles, changes in the lip and chin soft tissue, following skeletal correction of 
mandibular position were based on profile cephalometric measurements.  Similar 
findings were reported, for each 1mm posterior movement of the bony chin, the 
soft tissue chin moved 1 mm in the same direction while the lower lip moved 0.6 
mm. In other words, the ratio of soft to hard tissue movement after mandibular 
setback and advancement surgery was estimated to be 1:1 at the chin region 
whereas the ratio was 1:2 for mandibular advancement, 1:1 for mandibular 
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setback at the lower lip region. More recent studies have also supported the 
same ratios (148,186,220,221). 
Several factors influenced  the soft tissue behaviour in response to mandibular 
movements, these include, the thicker the lips the lower the soft to hard tissue 
movement ratio as the soft tissue bulk tends to absorb the skeletal movement 
and reduces the ratio; females in general tend to show higher ratios than males; 
a nonlinear correlation has been found between the amount of skeletal 
movement and the extracted ratios as higher ratios were observed with the 
increased magnitude of skeletal movements (214,220,221). 
The effects of mandibular setback on the soft tissue profile as a whole rather 
than just the lower lip and chin has been reported (222). The study found that 
not only changes in lower lip and chin region occurred as a result of mandibular 
surgery but all the facial profile is affected including the upper lip and naso-
labial region. The main effect of mandibular setback surgery on the soft tissue 
profile is an increase in facial convexity, deepening of the mentolabial fold, 
lengthening of the upper lip and an increase in naso-labial angle. It was also 
noted that changes in the soft tissue profile following small mandibular setbacks 
were less predictable compared to large setbacks and females demonstrated 
greater soft tissue movement in response to skeletal repositioning compared to 
males, this was statistically significant for the upper lip and chin (p<0.05). Lastly 
changes in facial aesthetics following orthognathic surgery were highly 
dependent on skeletal stability of the surgical procedure (222). 
Interestingly two recent systematic reviews have been published by Joss et al., 
2010 on the effects of soft tissue profile following mandibular surgery for 
mandibular setbacks (186) and mandibular advancement (223). The review 
concluded that the current evidence-based analysis of soft tissue changes 
following orthognathic surgery is poor. This is mostly due to inherent problems 
of the retrospective nature of the published data, poor study designs and lack of 
standardized outcome measurements. However the review did report the ratio 
of soft to hard tissue movement was around 1:1 in chin area especially for the 
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mentolabial fold, whilst there was greater variability with the lower lip which 
ranged from 1:1 for mandibular setbacks and 1:2 in mandibular advancements 
and to a less extent in the upper lip region. 
No published studies were found stating A-P, lateral or vertical ratios in 3D. This 
was probably as a result of the better understanding of the 3D nature of the 
facial changes following orthognathic surgery which made it completely 
irrelevant to describe surface change with a single numerical ratio.  
  
1.4 Prediction of soft tissue changes following 
orthognathic surgery.  
At the start, computer aided surgery with the ability to predict soft tissue 
changes were confined to profile view only. Common software packages were 
CASSOS and Dolphin. These two software packages were based on interpolating 
the published 2D ratios to create continuous profile contour changes. Jones et 
al., 2007 (224) validated the accuracy of the profile prediction using CASSOS 
software. Their findings stated that the prediction was within acceptable 
accuracy with a higher range of error around the lips regions especially in the 
vertical dimension.  
In order to achieve a successful three dimensional prediction of the facial soft 
tissue changes following orthognathic surgery a well-developed mathematical 
model is required that can mimic the actual deformation behaviour of the facial 
soft tissues as a result of skeletal displacement. These are known as 
approximation models (225).  
Various models have been proposed for this function (225–227). These include: 
Geometrical analysis models; Finite Element Model; Mass Spring Model and Mass 
Tensor Model. 
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1.4.1 Geometrical analysis models 
In these models the displacements of soft tissue vertices were estimated in 
relation to the movements of its corresponding hard tissue vertices (228,229). 
Xia et al., 2000 (229) introduced a soft tissue simulation model built on a purely 
geometrical analysis. The introduced algorithm was based on transferring the 
skeletal movement to the soft tissue. The procedure utilized the available 2D 
hard-soft tissue ratios and applied them to different regions on the face. 
According to their method, two algorithms were adopted: Surface Normal-based 
Model Deformation Algorithm and Ray Projection-based Model Deformation 
Algorithm. The first was based on the directions of the normal (perpendicular) 
at each vertex to allocate hard-soft tissue correspondence. This was applied to 
the chin area (from labiodental fold and down). A variation from this algorithm 
was based on an imaginary ray passing through the hard tissue to the soft tissue 
in a radial fashion. This was applied to the upper two thirds of the face 
(labiomental fold and up). This type of simulation provides a low computation 
time combined with a photorealistic representation of facial tissue changes. 
Recent well known software packages such as Dolphin 3D uses an algorithm not 
so far from this type for prediction planning. However not enough publications 
validating the accuracy of the prediction planning were found.  
1.4.2 Finite Element Model 
The finite element model (FEM) was first introduced to help engineers to 
understand the reaction of different materials to various external forces such as 
the reaction of a bridge to applied loads from crossing vehicles. The principal 
idea was to divide a continuum into smaller elements known as finite elements 
to simplify their analysis such as  converting a circle into a hexagon (6 elements) 
or a pentagon (8 elements) or more elements until a satisfactory level of 
simplification was reached in balance with preservation of the geometrical or 
physical properties of the tested material. In 3D surgical simulation, the reaction 
of the face as a continuum was simplified by the polygonal mesh construction 
where each vertex represent an element across which force action and reactions 
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were individually analysed based on a fixed coefficient related to the type of  
the tissues involved (230). FEM was one of the first deformation models that has 
been extensively applied to orthognathic surgery prediction planning (228,231).  
Keeve et al., 1998 (230) introduced and explained his idea of using FEM in 3D 
planning. In their approach they used a grid of six node prisms. The prism 
elements are defined by their corner nodes, as shown in figure (14). In their 
displacement-based finite-element model, given displacements are specified for 
certain nodes on the bone surface. These displacements cause stress which in 
turn creates internal strain forces. To bring these forces into equilibrium, a 
system of differential equations was developed  delivering the displacements of 
the unconstrained nodes of the soft tissue surface (230). 
FEM has been shown to give a reasonably accurate simulation of tissues affected 
by maxillofacial surgery (230). However, The high computational power and 
memory consumption were the main short coming (227,232). 
1.4.3 Mass Spring Model (MSM) 
An alternative deformation model termed Mass Spring Model (MSM) has been 
developed to reduce the processing labour (233,234). The basic idea is to 
connect each element (usually one triangle) on the skeletal surface with a 
corresponding element on the soft tissue surface using either ray projection or 
closest point algorithm. This connection is represented by a spring at equilibrium 
state in the pre-operative model. Moving the skeletal tissue will compress or 
decompress the spring producing stress that will be transferred to the soft tissue 
surface as the spring trying to rebound to equilibrium state. The amount of soft 
tissue displacement depends on the stiffness of the spring and its relation to 
adjacent elements. As the facial soft tissue is composed of layers of different 
anatomical structures including muscles, facia, and fat pad, mass-spring 
algorithm has the ability to incorporate more than one spring with variable 
stiffness for each tissue type which increases its accuracy in soft tissue 
simulation, (figure 15). This approach has a considerable advantage over the 
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finite element analysis. Most importantly is its ability to combine a large number 
of ‘elements’, which results in a better modelling accuracy in addition to its 
faster simulation time. However,  MSM  lacks the  biomechanical foundation 
(227). An example of surgery planning software that is based on this algorithm is 
“3dMD vultus”. 
1.4.4 Mass Tensor Model 
MTM defined by Cevidanes et al., 2011 (225) as “a mixture of the easy 
architecture of the MSM and the biomechanical relevance of FEM”. 
Cotin et al., (1999) (235) explored the possibility of a hybrid model that 
combined both the FEM and MSM in an attempt to overcome the disadvantage of 
the mass spring model lacking the  biological foundation, which was later termed 
the Mass Tensor Model (235). This deformation model provided the architectural 
simplicity of the mass spring model augmented with the biomechanical 
relevance of the finite element model. The  processing time was greatly reduced 
(227) which allowed  a real time simulation using a standard  PC for routine  
clinical practice. An example of surgery planning software that is based on this 
algorithm is “Maxilim” (236). 
Schendel et al., 2013 reported a high accuracy of 3dMD Vultus prediction of the 
post-operative soft tissue changes. An average difference of 0.27 mm between 
the simulated and the actual soft tissue meshes was reported, the highest 
difference was 0.6mm at the mental fold (237). However the methodology of 
this study is questionable, the analysis included areas of the face that are not 
affected by surgery, and these were considered in the calculations of the mean 
changes of soft tissue following surgery. Anatomical regions were assessed by 
measuring distances at corresponding landmarks which limits the 
comprehensiveness of the analysis.  
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Figure 14: Basic element of the finite element model. Note that the prism could not be 
divided into layers. Keeve et al.,1998 (230) 
 
 
Figure 15: Basic elements of the mass-spring model. Note that the prism could be divided 
into layers. Keeve et al.,1998 (230) 
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1.4.5 Comparison of the different deformation models 
Molleman et al., 2007 (227) compared the finite element model, Mass spring 
model, and mass tensor model for accuracy and clinical versatility. The results 
showed a superior outcome achieved with the mass tensor model in orthognathic 
planning prediction accuracy. In general, mass tensor model and finite element 
model predictions demonstrated the highest accuracy, but the mass tensor 
model achieved the shortest processing time (227).  
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1.5 Aims  
To introduce a new method for prediction of soft tissue changes following 
orthognathic surgery. 
1.6 Specific objectives 
The following are the aims objectives and the hypotheses to be tested. 
1. To identify the most reliable approach of 3D image superimposition with 
the highest level of accuracy and to develop an informative method for 
the 3D measurement of surgical skeletal movement following orthognathic 
surgery.  
2. To validate the accuracy of the conformation of the generic facial mesh 
and to apply the “anatomical dense correspondence analysis” for facial 
anthropometry.  
3. To provide a statistical algorithm for prediction of soft tissue changes in 
response to orthognathic surgery.  
Hypotheses to be tested: 
1. The conformation of the generic mesh followed by the application of the 
dense correspondence analysis is valid for the assessment of facial 
morphology. 
2. The prediction algorithm is valid with a satisfactory level of accuracy.    
3. The newly developed measurement for surgical movement is accurate and 
reproducible.
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Introduction 
This study relies on the use of two different imaging modalities.  The first is 
volumetric conebeam CT imaging technology that simultaneously captures both 
the skeletal and soft tissue data of an individual.  The second is 
stereophotogrammetry which captures only surface data. 
Using appropriate software it is possible to separate or segment the skeletal and 
soft tissues captured within the 3D volume of the CBCT scan whilst still 
maintaining their relative positions to one another in 3D space.  It is also 
possible to convert the volumetric data into surface data, thus producing a 
common file format for CBCT and stereophotogrammetry. 
To avoid repetition the materials and methods section has been subdivided into 
the following sections. 
Section A 
Describe the recruitment of the main research sample. 
Section B 
Describe two experiments to validate the measurement of hard tissue changes as 
a result of surgery. 
 
 Comparison between voxel based registration and surface registration to 
analyse changes following orthognathic surgery.   
 
 
 Direct DICOM slice landmarking, a novel technique to quantify the 
direction and magnitude of hard tissue surgical change. 
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Section C 
Describe a series of experiments to assess soft tissue changes.  These include: 
 
1. The use of a generic mesh to assess soft tissue change using 
stereophotogrammetry. 
 
2. The application of dense correspondence  technique on the soft tissue 
surface data of the CBCT scan to achieve the following: 
 
a) Construct an average face. 
 
b) To quantify the direction and magnitude of soft tissue change following 
surgery. 
 
 
Section D 
Describe skeletal and soft tissue measurements and quantification of the 
relationship between the soft tissue changes and the hard tissue changes as a 
result of surgery; in effect combining the above sections. 
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2.1 Section A: Main research sample recruitment 
In this section, details concerning the recruitment of the study sample used in 
the main project will be described.   
2.1.1 Sample 
This is a retrospective study based on the conebeam CT DICOM images of 
orthognathic surgery patients who had been treated at the University of Glasgow 
Dental Hospital and School and the Southern General Hospital.  Ethical approval 
to access and use the data was obtained from the West of Scotland Research 
Ethics Service (Reference 12/WS/0133).  Patients were selected from the 
database at the Dental School and cross-referenced with the Southern General 
Hospital theatre list from 2008-2014.  All patients were of Caucasian decent and 
had been diagnosed with a dentofacial deformity that required correction by 
orthognathic surgery. All the patients were treated by the same surgeon. 
Preoperative and postoperative CBCT scans were taken for routine pre-surgical 
workup prior to orthognathic surgery.  The preoperative CBCT scans were 
acquired within one month of surgery and the postoperative scans were obtained 
at a minimum 6 months after surgery using the same CBCT machine (i-CAT 
Classic, Imaging Sciences, Hatfield, UK). The protocol for CBCT image capture is 
discussed in details elsewhere (Section 2.1.2).  
2.1.1.1 Inclusion criteria 
Patient related 
 Patients were Caucasian ethnic background.  
 Patients 17 years of age or above with no further anticipated growth. 
 Patients underwent orthognathic surgery treatment, Table (3). 
 No history of previous operations involving facial soft tissue.  
 No history of previously treated dentofacial deformity including cleft lip 
and palate.   
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Conebeam CT related   
 All patients had pre and post-operative CBCT scans.  The pre-operative 
image must have been taken no more than one month pre-operatively and 
the post-operative images within 6 to 12 months after surgery.   
 All conebeam CT scans were extended field of view (EFOV) (22 cm) scans.  
 
Surgery related 
 Only patients who were treated with single piece Le Fort I and BSSO 
osteotomies ± genioplasty were included.  
 
2.1.1.2 Exclusion criteria 
 Defective images caused for various reasons. More than 20% of the original 
collected sample was excluded due to this reason, (figure 16). 
 Failed to meet the specific inclusion criteria detailed above. 
 Patients treated with segmental osteotomies. 
 
A total of 137 pre- and post-operative images were located. Only 100 images 
were included according to the research sample inclusion criteria. Image defects 
were the main reason for exclusion. Table (3) details the classification of 
malocclusion and the surgical procedures undertaken.  
2.1.2 CBCT scanning protocol 
Standardised pre-operative and post-operative conebeam CT (CBCT) images 
were taken for all patients using a Classic iCAT (i-CAT Classic, Imaging Sciences, 
Hatfield, UK) 0.4mm voxel, 22cm Extended Field of View (EFOV) option.  An 
experienced radiographer in the Radiology Department at the Glasgow Dental 
Hospital and School under took all the scans. 
Prior to CBCT scanning the chin support on the iCAT scanner was removed and 
replaced with a forehead band to avoid any chin soft tissue distortion. The 
patients were positioned sitting upright with their back supported by the built-in 
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chair.  Using the laser patient orientation system incorporated in the iCAT 
scanner the patients were positioned with their Frankfort plane and inter-
pupillary parallel to the horizontal line together with the vertical line in the 
mid-sagittal facial line.  The patient’s head was then secured to the headrest 
with a securing band placed as high as possible on the forehead, (figure 17). 
Patients were instructed to relax with lips in repose by saying “Mississippi”, 
licking their lips and saying “N” and gently putting their teeth together 
(Zacharrsion, 1998).   
Patients who were overclosing, mainly due to vertical maxillary deficiency, had 
had an intra-occlusal wax wafer constructed by the Clinician responsible for 
their care prior to the scan; this was used during the scan and subsequent 
planning.  The patients were asked to remain still during the CBCT scan. The 
images were saved in DICOM format and exported for later use. 
2.1.2.1 DICOM Image anonymization  
DICOM images incorporated patient indefinable information. This information 
was not necessary for the current research and the data was anonymized. Two 
online free software packages were used for this purpose “VTK DICOM 
anonymiser” and “DICOM files renamer”. These two software packages were 
capable of anonymising the images by removing any tagged information in 
addition to renaming each slice with the case CHI number of the patient and a 
unique patient code. An encrypted EXCEL worksheet (Microsoft®, Redmond, CA) 
was created containing patients names and their corresponding CHI numbers and 
codes. This was kept for future need of retrieving information regarding 
individual patients. 
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Table 3:  Surgical jaw correction movements. 
 
Surgical procedure A-P corrections combinations Number of cases 
Le Fort I Maxillary advancement 33 
Le Fort I + Genioplasty Maxillary advancement 19 
BSSO 
Mandibular advancement 12 
Mandibular setback 2 
BSSO + Genioplasty 
Mandibular advancement 5 
Mandibular setback 1 
Combined (Bimaxillary) 
Maxillary and Mandibular 
advancement 
11 
Maxillary advancement and 
Mandibular setback 
7 
Combined + 
Genioplasty 
Maxillary and Mandibular 
advancement 
7 
Maxillary advancement and 
Mandibular setback 
3 
Total 100 
 
 
Table 4: Image pairs configurations 
 
Patient 
Registration 
method 
tissue specific image pair 
Patient X 
VBR 
Soft tissue  (pre- and registered post-operative) 
Hard tissue (pre- and registered post-operative) 
SBR 
Soft tissue  (pre- and registered post-operative) 
Hard tissue (pre- and registered post-operative) 
Total  8 models 
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Figure 16: CBCT image defect. A step at the face was formed due to patient movement 
during the CBCT. 
 
 
 
Figure 17: CBCT image capture showing the patient sitting upright. The chin rest was 
removed and the head strap was used instead. 
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2.2 Section B: Validation of the hard tissue changes as a 
result of surgery 
In order to measure the changes as a result of orthognathic surgery the pre- and 
post-operatives images need to be firstly superimposed on structures which have 
remained stable and not changed as a result of surgery.  It is common practice 
to use the anterior cranial base in two-dimensional cephalometry (209,222) and 
in 3D imaging (168,238).  Other structures such as the zygomatic regions have 
also been proposed (69) as an alternative.  Following superimposition the 
changes in landmarks, representative of the structure being assessed, are 
calculated and used as a measurement of the outcome for skeletal movement. 
In this section, two experiments will be described; the first to objectively assess 
two 3D image registration methods.  The second to validate a novel technique 
that measures the three dimensional skeletal displacement of the maxilla and 
mandible. 
2.2.1 Comparison between voxel based registration and surface 
registration to analyse changes following orthognathic 
surgery 
2.2.1.1 Introduction 
The two types of image registration are rigid registration methods and were 
discussed earlier (Section 1.2.2).  In summary, surface based registration (SBR) 
was the initial method described for 3D image superimposition (10,11). The 
principle involves approximating two surfaces using either Partial Procrustes 
Analysis PPA or iterative closest point (ICP) or both of them.  Voxel based 
registration (VBR) on the other hand utilizes the grey scale difference of the 
voxels to align the two DICOM images to the best superimposition achieving the 
least total grey scale density difference between the two images. Voxel-based 
registration is useful were it is difficult to detect distinct surface topography 
features or when the whole body of the registered structure needs to 
superimpose regardless of the type of tissues involved. 
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Studies reporting the use of voxel based registration have claimed high accuracy 
in registration (16-18). However, to date, no research has been published 
comparing the accuracy of voxel based and surface based registration methods. 
The choice between voxel based registration and surface based registration was 
vital for this PhD project. The availability of the image resources for both types 
of registration provided a unique opportunity to experiment each of them and to 
choose the type of image registration suitable for the project. 
2.2.1.2 Aim 
The objective of this study was to determine if there was a statistically 
significant difference in the accuracy of image superimposition between two 
registration methods i.e. surface based and voxel based.  
2.2.1.3 Methods 
2.2.1.3.1 Sample 
The study sample composed of the pre- and post-operative CBCT images of 31 of 
orthognathic surgery patients. These images were randomly selected from the 
total 100 previously described (Section 2.1.1).  All the patients had had 
orthognathic treatment to correct their facial deformity. The preoperative CBCT 
scans were acquired within one month of surgery and the postoperative scans 
were obtained at a minimum 6 months after surgery. 
2.2.1.3.2  Voxel based registration 
The principals of voxel based registration were explored in details (Section 
1.2.2.3). In summary, voxel based registration (VBR) is a specialised method of 
DICOM images superimposition. The associated algorithm utilises the grey scale 
intensity of the voxels composing the DICOM image to produce the best match 
between two overlapping images through an automated iterative move and 
measure sequence. The number of iterations, the percentage of voxels involved 
and the region of interest were manually selected, (figure 18).  
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The pre- and post-treatment DICOM images for each patient were imported into 
Maxilim software (Medicim-Medical Image Computing, Belgium).  Using the voxel 
based registration add-on module provided by the manufacture a region of 
interest including the anterior cranial base and part of the forehead, was 
selected on the pre-treatment and post-treatment images. This region would be 
used for image registration; the number of iterations was set to 30 to ensure 
maximum alignment. The registration process took approximately 20 minutes to 
complete and the registered DICOM images were saved in their new positions for 
further analysis. 
Following registration of the pre- and post-operative volumetric DICOM images 
for each patient, the soft and hard tissue 3D surface models were segmented 
using Maxilim software. Details of the segmentation process are previously 
provided (Section 1.2.1). The segmented hard and soft tissue models were 
exported as (.stl) files and saved for the next step of the analysis. 
2.2.1.3.3 Surface based registration 
The principals of surface based registration were discussed in details in Section 
(1.2.2.2). In summary, the method is a generalized 3D image registration 
technique used for superimposition of two 3D surface mesh models. The method 
has been extensively used for engineering, medical, security and military 
applications, (239,240). In this study, the automated Iterative Closest Point (ICP) 
algorithm was used in addition to a preliminary manual landmark based 
registration (PPA) as a preparatory step. The (ICP) algorithm searches’ for a 
match of the topographic features of the overlapping surface meshes where the 
square root distance of the involved vertices with the adjacent mesh are 
minimised. This is achieved in an iterative move and search fashion. 
The soft and hard tissue models of the unregistered pre- and post-operative 
DICOM images were segmented using Maxilim software and were exported as STL 
files. These models were then loaded into VRMesh software (Virtual Grid, Seattle 
City, U.S.A) and arranged in two groups: pre-operative group (soft and hard 
tissue models) and post-operative group (soft and hard tissue modes). An 
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additional group was created and named template which was an exact copy of 
the pre-operative group. Soft and hard tissue models in the template group were 
cropped to the region of interest only (stable region unaffected by the surgery) 
to act as the bases for the surface registration procedure. The cranial base 
extended to involve the frontal bone, and the forehead extended to involve the 
eyes were the regions of interest for the hard and soft tissue models 
respectively, (figure 19).  Since the templates were created from a copy of the 
pre-operative models, they were in the same 3D position as the full pre-
operative model.  Following this, manual registration (PPA) was carried out as a 
preliminary step to approximate the models. All the registration steps involved 
rigid registration with no scaling. For manual registration three landmarks were 
on the hard tissue template; left and right zygomatico-frontal sutures and 
nasion.  The corresponding landmarks were placed on the post-operative model.  
The same procedure was performed for the soft tissue template and the post-
operative image using left and right exocanthian and nasion. This procedure 
approximated the two images and provided a closer starting position for the next 
automated step. The post-operative models (source) were always superimposed 
by rotation and translation on to the template (target).  
To further improve the alignment of the post-operative image to the template 
the (ICP) function within VRMesh was used. The iterations were set at 500 and 
50% of the vertices in the region were involved in the ICP registration process. 
The full procedure took an average 17 minutes for each case including template 
construction. The template was then deleted and the original pre-operative 
image re-imported. As the template was based on the pre-operative image and it 
did not move during alignment, as it was the target image, the post-operative 
images were aligned on target regions of the pre-operative image. Both the 
registered pre- and post-operative (soft and hard tissue) models were exported 
and saved for further analysis.  
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Figure 18: Voxel based registration. Selecting the volume of interest (A); the registered 
images (B), soft (left) and hard (right). 
 
 
 
A 
B 
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Figure 19: The registration template. Soft tissue (A) and Hard tissue (B) .  
  
A 
B 
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2.2.1.3.4 Analysis of registration accuracy 
A standardised region for analyses was chosen for all the image pairs on the 
forehead and anterior cranial base using VRMesh software, (figure 20). The 
inferior boundary of the region was determined by a horizontal plane passing 
through right and left outer canthi; the superior boundary was denoted by a 
horizontal plane parallel to the inferior limit and located 20 mm above glabella; 
the posterior boundaries were limited by a coronal plane passing through sella. 
To insure standardisation of the region, the eight models for each patient were 
loaded in the same group prior to boundary selection and the same set of planes 
were used to croup all the models in the group. 
These 8 models include two pairs for each registration method: VBR pre- and 
registered post-operative (soft and hard tissue models) and SBR pre- and 
registered post-operative (soft and hard tissue models). Isolation of the region 
was performed for all the loaded images simultaneously using the same cutter 
planes and as stated earlier above. At the end of the process, the eight models 
were exported and saved as VRML files for further analysis. 
To perform the analysis, the images were loaded into in-house developed 
software.  The software measured the nearest distance between two points on 
two adjacent meshes and produced the mean, standard deviation, maximum and 
minimum distances between them. The images were loaded pair wise (pre- and 
post-operative) as shown in table (4). 
The results (mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum distance) were 
exported as an EXCEL file (Microsoft®, Redmond, CA). Only 90% of the vertices 
were included in the analysis. This insures exclusion of the outliers due to 
erroneous data, which may have been attached to the isolated regions.  
In addition to these measurements, the software provided a visual output of the 
distance measurements using a colour coded map and the distribution of the 
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measurements around the mean. These were saved as jpeg image files for visual 
observation only, (figure 21). 
2.2.1.3.5 Statistical analysis 
A paired Student t-test was used to determine if there was any statistical 
difference between SBR and VBR for pre- and post-operative images for both soft 
and hard tissues selected regions (p<0.05). An ANOVA and post-hoc Duncan test 
was used to detect any significant difference between each method of 
superimposition and tissue type i.e. hard or soft tissue. A Pearson correlation 
coefficient was used to test the correlation between superimpositions for the 
four groups (SBR hard, SBR soft, VBR hard and VBR soft). A one sample t-test was 
used to test if the absolute mean difference between the post-operative soft 
tissue 3D models aligned by each registration method was greater than 0.5 mm. 
2.2.1.4 Results 
Figure 22 shows the descriptive analysis of the four superimpositions groups.  
The four superimpositions were ranked from the lowest to the highest absolute 
mean distances between corresponding 3D meshes. Voxel based registration and 
surface based registration of the hard tissues showed the same values in the 
absolute mean distances between the models, 0.05 mm ± 0.21mm and 0.05 mm 
± 0.26mm respectively.  For soft tissue superimposition the absolute mean 
distances between the meshes were larger on the voxel based registration than 
that on surface based registration, 0.29 mm ± 0.33mm and 0.23 mm ± 0.56mm 
respectively.  
For both hard and soft tissue the paired Students t-test showed no statistically 
significant difference between the two superimposition methods, (table 5).  
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Figure 20: Standard region for analysis. Note that the soft and hard tissue of the two images 
were loaded and cropped at the same time. 
 
 
Figure 21: output colour map -registration accuracy 
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A one way ANOVA and post hoc Duncan test were used to investigate the 
statistical significance of the differences between any pair of the four groups 
(SBR hard, SBR soft, VBR hard and VBR soft). The result of ANOVA test showed a 
statistically significant difference between the four groups. The post hoc Duncan 
test showed that the type of tissue i.e. hard or soft tissue influenced the 
accuracy of superimposition using either surface based or voxel based 
registration methods. A statistically significant difference was found between 
superimposition of the soft and hard tissue models within the same method.  The 
difference between the VBR hard and VBR soft superimpositions was statistically 
significant (p<0.001); the absolute mean difference was 0.23 mm, (table 6). 
However, the difference between SBR hard and SBR soft was not statistically 
significant (p=0.712).  
Statistical correlation between different groups was analysed using a Pearson 
correlation test, (table 7). VBR hard and SBR hard superimpositions showed a 
strong positive correlation (r = 0.886).  VBR soft and SBR soft showed a weak 
positive correlation (r = 0.126). This implies that the superimposition of the hard 
tissue did not show variability between the two methods whereas the soft tissue 
superimposition showed high variability. 
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Table 5:  Paired sample t-test to compare methods accuracy for each tissue type. 
 
 
Table 6: Paired sample t-test to compare the accuracy between different tissue types. 
 
Lower Upper Mean SD SE 
Sig.  
(2-tailed) 
Pair 
1 
sbrHard - sbrSoft -0.42 0.29 -0.06 0.96 0.17 0.712 
Pair 
2 
vbrHard - vbrSoft -0.31 -0.16 -0.23 0.21 0.04 0.000 
 
 
Table 7: Pearson correlation analyses showing ‘correlation coefficient’ and ‘significance’ 
between different tissue types and methods.  
 SBRhard VBRhard SBRsoft VBRsoft 
SBRhard 
Pearson Correlation 1 0.886** 0.190 0.102 
Sig. (2-tailed) X 0.000 0.343 0.613 
N 27 27 27 27 
VBRhard 
Pearson Correlation 0.886** 1 0.126 0.182 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 X 0.532 0.363 
N 27 27 27 27 
SBRsoft 
Pearson Correlation 0.190 0.126 1 0.126 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.343 0.532 X 0.532 
N 27 27 27 27 
VBRsoft 
Pearson Correlation 0.102 0.182 0.126 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.613 0.363 0.532 X 
N 27 27 27 27 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
 Lower 
Uppe
r 
Mean SD SE 
Sig.  
(2-
tailed) 
Pair 1    SBRhard - VBRhard -.01 -.06 -.01 .02 .01 .39 
Pair 2    SBRsoft - VBRsoft -.18 .05 .28 .05 0.54 .24 
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The one sample t-test showed the absolute mean difference between the pre- 
and post-operative soft tissue position when VBR was used to align soft tissue 
images or SBR was used was not statistical greater than 0.5mm (p = 0.73).  The 
clinical significance was determined to be 0.5mm from a previous study (20). 
2.2.1.5 Discussions 
This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of voxel based registration compared 
to surface based registration method and to determine if the difference between 
them is statistically significant. Accordingly, the research method was based on 
31 pairs of preoperative and postoperative CBCT scans of patients treated by 
orthognathic surgery. The study investigated the accuracy of both methods in 
registering the postoperative image to the corresponding preoperative images. 
Despite the fact that both methods of registration use the information provided 
by a CBCT generated DICOM image, voxel based registration deals with the raw 
information of the DICOM image by comparing the grey scale intensity of the 
voxels composing the corresponding DICOM images; on the other hand, surface 
based registration requires an extra step involving 3D model rendering to 
generate a three dimensional surface mesh model, on which the surface based 
registration is performed. This additional step may introduce a possible source of 
error since the algorithm used for segmenting the 3D model depends on 
Hounsfield value (HU value) of DICOM images of the CBCT. The form and 
dimension of the 3D surface model is dependent on the HU value (19) which in 
turn may be affected by image quality and tissue density. In addition, this extra 
step increases processing time and implies the need for multiple software 
packages for 3D model rendering which is unnecessary in the case of voxel based 
registration. 
Another parameter worth considering when comparing the two methods is the 
amount of information utilised for the registration purpose. Surface based 
registration uses the 3D information provided by surface mesh topography of the 
3D model. Whereas voxel based registration uses the grey scale values of all the 
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voxels embedded in and around the anatomical structure and is not dependent 
upon surface features. In other words, surface based registration deals with the 
“shell” covering the 3D structure while the voxel based registration deals with 
all the contents of the volume selected which may theoretically increase the 
accuracy of the method. However the use of such information implies the need 
for a more efficient computers and a longer processing time (16). 
Despite the fact that both methods use the ICP algorithm for superimposition, 
which involves repetitive translation-rotation movement and measurements 
between the two 3D objects to reach the best matching superposition, the two 
approaches are considerably different. Surface based registration applies an 
estimation of the optimal translation and rotation between the three 
dimensional shapes by minimizing the mean square distance between the 
surfaces. The distance is measured between a specified percentage of the points 
randomly selected on one 3D mesh and the corresponding 3D surface mesh. 
Unlike voxel based registration in which the estimation of the optimal 
translation and rotation between the 3D volumes is determined by the mean 
square difference in the grey scale intensity between a specified percentage of 
voxels randomly selected on one image volume and the overlapped voxels in the 
corresponding one.  
Loss of the sharpness of a 3D image during capture may be a source of error due 
to confusion in the estimation of the grey scale level of the voxels and therefore 
registration. However, the degree of DICOM image sharpness has a similar effect 
on the surface based registration but indirectly and may not be detected due to 
the automatic surface smoothing of the image. The accuracy of 3D model 
segmentation from DICOM image is affected by the quality of the DICOM image. 
In other words, the algorithm will have to decide where to place the boundaries 
of the hard tissue when building a skull model from a DICOM image with loss of 
sharpness and the resultant 3D model will represent the estimated dimensions 
rather than the original.  
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Four of the samples used in this study were considered as outliers with values 
reaching up to 6 times the general attitude of the sample and introducing errors 
by significantly changing the mean values of all of the superimposition groups. 
They were excluded from the study sample for this reason, (figure 23). 
In all cases, surface based registration demonstrated a higher variability in 
superimposition as indicated by the larger standard deviation, (figure 22). This 
may be due to the SBR algorithm relying on well-defined surface features for 
registration which are present on the hard tissue but are not a prominent 
feature of the relatively homogenous surface of the soft tissue forehead.   With 
respect to VBR registration, the distribution of the voxel’s grey scale intensity 
was thought to be the reason for a lower variation in the superimposition 
process, which was reflected as a lower standard deviation. 
Further investigation using Pearson correlation coefficient test was carried out 
to observe the correlation between different registration methods within each 
pre- and post-operative data set. A strong positive correlation (r = 0.886) was 
found  between the hard VBR and SBR of the hard tissue models There were 
weak positive correlations among all other groups of the study. This result 
highlighted two important observations; firstly, surface based registration for 
hard tissue was as accurate and consistent as the voxel based registration. A 
possible explanation may be the high level of feature specific information 
available on the hard tissue surface which improves the performance of surface 
based registration.  The relatively smooth surface of the soft tissue model 
reduces the accuracy of the registration and increases the variability of the 
results. On the other hand, voxel based registration relies on the grey scale 
intensity of the DICOM image voxels rather than the soft and hard tissue model 
surface features topography which makes it more consistent in both regions. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of the accuracy of the two 3D image registration methods. Note that 
the standard deviation is higher at surface based registration of the soft tissue models.  
 
 
Figure 23: Excluded cases. Graphic representation of the error values showing the reason 
to exclude some of the study sample. 
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The other finding was the weak positive correlation between the soft and hard 
tissue models registration using voxel based registration (r = 0.126). Unlike 
surface based registration, the voxel based registration algorithm translates and 
rotates all the tissues captured in the DICOM image simultaneously. Hence, a 
strong correlation would be expected between the soft and hard tissue models 
alignment measurements.  This result may be explained by the effect of 
variation of facial expression during the preoperative and postoperative image 
capture and the possibility of soft tissue thickness change as a result of weight 
changes in the time interval between the two scans. The fact that the voxel 
based registration algorithm relies on the grey scale intensity of the entire 
image may result in excluding these small differences in soft tissue contour as 
outliers during the registration process. This finding suggests that voxel based 
registration produces a more accurate representation of soft tissue changes as a 
result of surgery over surface based registration.  Surface based registration of 
the soft tissue aligns the pre and post-operative images irrespective of the 
underlying hard tissue and therefore will “force” the two surfaces as close as 
possible; whilst VBR may be restrained by the underlying hard tissue since it is 
involved in the registration process. The differences between the two methods 
of registration are unlikely to have any clinical significance.(20)  
2.2.1.6 Conclusions 
No statistically significant differences were detected between the voxel based 
and surface based registration methods. However, voxel based registration 
showed more consistency in representation of the actual soft and hard tissue 
positions as indicated by lower mean standard deviation.  Soft tissue surface 
based registration does not take into account changes in tissue thickness. 
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2.2.2 Direct DICOM slice landmarking, a novel technique to 
quantify the direction and magnitude of hard tissue surgical 
change. 
2.2.2.1 Introduction 
Numerous studies have reported on the three-dimensional changes of the 
skeletal hard tissue following orthognathic surgery, (Section 1.3.1).  Previous 
methods used include 3D surface landmarking (137), colour coded distance maps 
(241) and volumetric changes (159). Each of these methods has deficiencies that 
limit their clinical application.  For instance, changes in landmark position 
indicate the change of one point rather than a complete 3 dimensional 
structure, which can move with six degrees of freedom and volume changes, are 
not indicative of positional changes. 
To address these shortcomings this study was designed to assess the accuracy 
and reproducibility of a novel method, based on landmarking DICOM image 
slices, to quantify the three-dimensional positional change of the maxilla and 
the mandible following orthognathic surgery.     
To assess the accuracy of landmarking, true physical measurements were 
established by simulating 16 orthognathic surgery osteotomies on a plastic skull. 
This part of the project was carried out in collaboration with the University of 
Hong Kong. Measurements were directly recorded from a plastic skull for each 
simulated jaw movement and were considered the “gold standard” for 
comparison with the proposed internal 3D landmarking method. 
2.2.2.2 Methods 
2.2.2.2.1 Sample 
Simulated surgical procedures involving Le Fort I osteotomies and bilateral 
sagittal split osteotomies were carried out on a plastic skull. Sixteen different 
combinations of vertical and antero-posterior (A-P) movements were performed, 
(table 8).  The spatial coordinates of three landmarks on the maxilla and five 
landmarks on the mandible were recorded and the A-P and vertical 
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displacements at each of these landmarks were calculated. In total 108 (68 for 
maxilla and 40 for mandible) measurements were produced. 
This was a collaborative study established with the University of Hong Kong, 
China. Thus, the method was carried out in two main parts: orthognathic surgery 
simulation and physical measurements (The University of Hong Kong) and digital 
image measurements (Glasgow University). 
Table 8: Combinations of simulated surgery movements 
 Anterior-Posterior (AP) (mm) Vertical downgraft (mm) 
Mandible 2, 4, 8 and 10 0 
Maxilla  0, 3, 6 and 9 2 
0, 3, 6 and 9 4 
0, 3, 6 and 9 8 
 
2.2.2.2.2 The physical measurements (Gold standard measurements) 
2.2.2.2.2.1 3D surgical simulation setup 
A specific device was constructed for the purpose of simulation of the surgical 
osteotomies and displacements. The device composed of a plastic skull which 
was secured to a universally adjustable camera mount fixed to a 20mm thick 
acrylic base.  The level of the acrylic base could be adjusted to make sure it was 
horizontal using a spirit level. This arrangement allowed the skull to be rotated 
left and right, tilted up and down and tipped side to side, (figure 24). 
An adjustable stage was secured to the acrylic block immediately below the 
occlusal plane of the maxilla. A height adjustable platform was fabricated 
relying on spacers of known height to adjust the vertical position of the maxilla. 
The adjustable stage constrained movement of the maxilla in the sagittal 
direction only, whilst the adjustable platform controlled vertical movement only 
by removing or adding “spacers” of known thickness.  This ensured the maxilla 
could only be moved in two directions with no or minimal rotation. 
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2.2.2.2.2.2 Physical measurements 
Using the 3D surgical simulation setup described above, a “locating mask” was 
produce that allowed re-location of the maxilla back to the skull following 
separation.  A line was drawn representing the future Le Fort I osteotomy cut.  
Two holes were drilled on the right and left sides above and below the 
osteotomy cut.  Four 3 mm stainless steel screws were used to secure the 
locating mask to the skull base. The locating mask was removed and the maxilla 
was detached from the skull by carrying out a Le Fort I osteotomy. Three 5 mm 
diameter spherical plaster markers were secured using sticky wax to the maxilla 
at the right greater palatine (GPR), left greater palatine (GPL) and the incisive 
foramina (IF).  Using the locating mask the maxilla was secured to the skull using 
sticky wax; after which the locating mask was removed.   
To assess mandibular changes, a bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) was 
performed on the plastic mandible and reassembled using two 3mm stainless 
steel screws per side.  As in the maxilla, 5 plaster sphere markers were placed 
on the mandible using sticky wax; left and right lingual foramen (LL and RL), left 
and right mental foramen (LM and RM) and genial tubercle (Ling). 
A standard Dentatus face bow (Dentatus International AB, Sweden) was fitted to 
the skull; securing the acoustic meatus with laboratory putty and resting the 
orbital pointer in the right orbit. A circular spirit level was placed on the 
anterior region of the face bow which allowed orientation of the skull into a true 
horizontal position based on the Frankfort plane and parallel to the acrylic base.  
The skull was secured in this position. 
The 3D surgical simulation setup with face bow in place was positioned in the 
cone beam CT (CBCT) scanner (iCAT, Imaging Science, Hatfield) so it was 
horizontal based on the spirit levels. The face bow was removed immediately 
prior to the 22 cm Extended Field Of View (EFOV) scan at 0.4mm voxel 
resolution being performed. This baseline scan horizontally orientated the skull 
within the 3D scan volume and was saved as a DICOM file. 
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2.2.2.2.2.3 Simulated maxillary and mandibular movements 
As the skull needed to be removed from the acrylic base to carry out the 
simulated surgical movements six pre-marked reference points were used to 
make sure it was correctly re-positioned on the acrylic base. The six pre-marked 
points were nasion, landmarks on the right and left zygomatic buttresses, 
landmarks on the maxillary left and right molar region and an additional one 
between the central incisors.  The landmarks on the molars and in between the 
incisors were also used to measure the simulated maxillary movements. Sagittal 
measurements were taken using a Vernier caliper mounted perpendicular to the 
acrylic base. Vertical measurements were recorded using a vertical height 
caliper (Chesterman, Sheffield, UK). 
Following removal of the mandible, re-attachment, correct re-alignment of the 
skull and base line measurements, the maxilla was secured to the adjustable 
platform using sticky wax; and released from the base of the skull.  Using the 
adjustable stage and platform the maxilla was moved to the desired position, re-
secured to the base of the skull with sticky wax and then released from the 
adjustable platform. Duplicate measurements of the positions of the reference 
points before and after simulated maxillary movement were taken five times by 
the same operator. Cone beam CT scans using the EFOV option and 0.4mm voxel 
resolution were taken at 0, 3, 6 and 9 mm maxillary advancement; together with 
a 2, 4 and 8 mm “downgraft” for each 3mm increment of maxillary 
advancement. In total, 12 different positions of the maxilla were recorded and 
each scan saved as a DICOM file. 
For simulated mandibular movements the mandible was re-attached to the skull 
and the lower border of the mandible secured to the adjustable platform.  
Following removal of the screws the anterior segment of the mandible was  
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Figure 24: 3D Surgery simulation and measurement setup: Lateral view (A), frontal view (B) 
 
  
A 
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translated forward and re-secured with sticky wax to the maxilla.  Cone beam 
CT scans following the previous protocol were taken at 4, 6, 8 and 10mm 
mandibular advancements.  
To accurately determine maxillary and mandibular movement all DICOM image 
was converted to a surface mesh using MeVisLab (MeVis Medical Solutions Ltd., 
Germany) with surface value of 600 and resolution 1 and saved in STL format.  
The original baseline skull STL file was loaded into VRMesh and all the remaining 
STL files were aligned to this baseline skull using the anterior cranial base as a 
common area of superimposition.  Each image was re-saved in its new aligned 3D 
position.  Using Minimagics (Materialise, Belgium) it was possible to import any 
two registered STL files, create a profile of both images and then measure the 
sagittal and vertical distances between the two profiles at any point.  This was 
performed for all maxillary and mandibular movements. 
2.2.2.2.3 Digital measurements 
Measurements were made using OnDemand3D software (Cybermed, Seoul, South 
Korea). The landmarking procedure involved three steps: pre- and post-
operative DICOM image superimposition; 3D image orientation and creation of 
reference planes (x, y and z planes) and lastly a modified 3D cephalometric 
analysis of the orthogonal measurements of 8 landmarks placed on the DICOM 
image slices. These steps were followed by calculation of the actual three-
dimensional movement of each landmark due to changes in jaw position. 
2.2.2.2.3.1 DICOM image superimposition 
The pre- and post-operative CBCT scanned DICOM images were imported into 
OnDemand3D software.  Superimposition of the two images was accomplished 
using voxel-based registration. This involved two steps: manual alignment of the 
two images followed by automatic registration.  The registration process was a 
series of iterative movements aimed at achieving the “best fit” based on the 
grey scale intensity between the two overlapping images, voxel by voxel(69). 
The region of interest for superimposition was the anterior cranial base as this 
was a stable and unaffected by surgery (242).  
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2.2.2.2.3.2 Creation of reference planes  
Following superimposition of the pre-and post-operative DICOM images a 
common reference plane could be constructed.  Three reference planes were 
created, an axial plane based on left and right porion and right orbitale), a 
sagittal plane based on nasion and sella points and oriented perpendicular to the 
horizontal plane, and lastly, a coronal plane was created perpendicular to both 
the previous planes at the sella point. The x, y and z co-ordinates of any 
landmark placed on any of the DICOM slices could then be extracted 
orthogonally with reference to these three planes, (figure 25). 
2.2.2.2.3.3 Orthogonal measurements  
In total 8 landmarks, 3 in the maxilla and 5 in the mandible were placed. The 
positions of these landmarks were designed to assess the three dimensional 
orientation and movements of maxilla and mandible. Each landmark was placed 
at the centre of the spherical plaster ball placed on the skull prior to scanning as 
described above. To facilitate onscreen landmark placement, the centre of each 
sphere was identified by simultaneously viewing the sphere on the DICOM slices 
in the three dimensions (sagittal, axial and coronal), (figure 26). 
Orthogonal measurements of each landmark on the pre-operative slice images to 
the common reference planes were recorded and the x, y and z coordinates of 
the 8 landmarks were exported to Microsoft EXCEL (Microsoft®, Redmond, CA) for 
further analyses. The same procedure was repeated for the post-operative slice 
images of each of the simulated movement. 
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Figure 25: Reference planes (Ondemand3D software). Fine tuning of the reference planes is 
possible through changing the three dimensional position using the panel on the right side.   
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2.2.2.2.4 Error study 
The inter and intra-operator reliability of landmark digitisation was assessed by 
the same operator re-digitising the same points two weeks apart and a second 
independent operator digitising the landmarks. Inter- and intra-examiner 
landmarking errors were evaluated by analysing the differences between the 
repeated readings using a one sample Students t-test and Interclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC) (SPSS Version 22, IBM). Inter- and intra-examiner Euclidean 
landmarking distances errors were calculated using the formula below, equation 
(2). 
Equation 2: 3D Pythagoras equation where D is the Euclidean distance and x, y and z are 
the linear measurements in the three respective dimensions 
 
 
2.2.2.2.5 Clinical application test 
The landmarking method was carried out on 5 randomly selected cases. 
Landmarks were successfully placed on the DICOM slices at the same anatomical 
locations used in this validation project and displacement measurements were 
calculated. The same procedure repeated two weeks later and measurements 
were compared using paired Students sample t-test. 
2.2.2.2.6 Statistical analysis 
The absolute distance between the pre- and post-operative positions of each 
landmark in x, y and z dimensions from the DICOM data were compared to the 
measurements obtained from the simulated orthognathic surgeries using a one 
sample t-test, Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) test and Bland-Altman 
plot. 
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2.2.2.3 Results 
2.2.2.3.1 Inter- and intra-examiner’s landmarking error 
The magnitude of the intra-examiner and inter-examiner landmarking errors are 
shown in table (9).  The mean landmarking distance errors were 0.35 ± 0.17 mm 
and 0.30 ± 0.15 mm for inter- and intra-examiner tests respectively. There was a 
highly significant correlation between the repeated readings for intra- and inter-
examiner error test in all three dimensions, (table 10). A one sample t-test for 
repeated readings showed no significant difference (p>0.05) in all dimensions (x, 
y and z), (table 11). 
2.2.2.3.2 Accuracy of DICOM slice landmarking compared to the gold standard 
measurements  
There was a significant correlation between the two measurements in both the y 
and z dimensions (r = 0.999, p = 0.0001), (r = 0,998, p = 0.0001) respectively, 
whereas in the x dimension there was no significant correlation (r = 0.000, 
p=0.500), (table 12). 
A one sample t-test showed that there was no statistically significant difference 
for the y and z dimensions, (table 13). The x dimension, however, showed a 
significant difference.  
The mean difference between the two absolute measurements was 0.34 ± 0.20 
mm, 0.22 ± 0.16 mm, 0.18 ± 0.13 mm in the y, z and x dimensions respectively.  
Figures (27 and 28) show Bland-Altman plots for the sagittal and vertical data. 
The results in table (14) show a high reproducibility of the measurements on 
clinical cases. The same landmarks were digitised on the superimposed pre- and 
postoperative DICOM images. Paired sample t-test showed a low significance 
values (p = 0.3) in x, y and z dimensions.  
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Figure 27: Bland Altman Plot for sagittal measurements. Note the uniform distribution 
around the mean. 
 
 
Figure 28: Bland Altman vertical measurements. Note the uniform distribution around the 
mean. 
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Table 9:  The intra and inter examiner landmarking errors (Euclidian distances) between the 
repeated readings at each landmark. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 10:  Interclass correlation and the inter- and intra-examiner errors (three dimensional 
distance) between the repeated readings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Inter-examiner Intra-examiner 
Landmark 
Mean 
distance 
(mm) 
SD Landmark 
Mean distance 
(mm) 
SD 
IF 0.22 0.15 IF 0.21 0.07 
GPR 0.29 0.15 GPR 0.13 0.07 
GPL 0.38 0.12 GPL 0.25 0.10 
LL 0.36 0.19 LL 0.60 0.49 
RL 0.39 0.22 RL 0.28 0.08 
RM 0.37 0.13 RM 0.25 0.15 
LM 0.38 0.30 LM 0.40 0.17 
Ling 0.42 0.17 Ling 0.25 0.07 
 Coordinates 
Mean 
(mm) 
SD SE 
Interclass 
correlation 
r-value p-value 
Inter-
examiner 
x 0.02 0.2 0.03 0.638 0.003 
y 0.01 0.17 0.03 0.907 0.001 
z -0.09 0.7 0.12 0.991 0.001 
Intra-
examiner 
x -0.04 0.76 0.13 0.999 0.001 
y 0.14 0.32 0.06 0.999 0.001 
z 0.14 0.32 0.06 1.000 0.001 
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Table 11:  The inter and intra examiner errors in the three dimensions (one sample t-test) 
 Intra examiner error Inter examiner error 
Landmarks Coordinate Mean SD p-value Mean SD p-value 
IF 
x 0.08 1.02 0.88 0.12 0.22 0.34 
y 0.53 0.99 0.37 0.13 0.17 0.23 
z -0.13 0.18 0.23 0.16 0.22 0.24 
GPR 
x -0.08 1.06 0.89 0.01 0.36 0.95 
y 0.62 1.05 0.32 -0.19 0.22 0.18 
z -0.15 0.55 0.61 0.23 0.16 0.06 
GPL 
x -0.15 1.17 0.82 0.10 0.31 0.57 
y 0.44 1.01 0.45 0.02 0.23 0.86 
z -0.23 0.4 0.33 0.16 0.25 0.28 
RL 
x 0.26 0.44 0.32 0.08 0.19 0.48 
y 0.34 0.87 0.49 -0.11 0.17 0.27 
z -0.21 0.25 0.19 0.24 0.32 0.23 
LL 
x 0.10 0.48 0.70 0.06 0.28 0.68 
y -0.03 0.59 0.91 -0.04 0.3 0.79 
z -0.11 0.17 0.28 0.11 0.18 0.32 
RM 
x 0.00 0.33 1.00 0.01 0.17 0.91 
y -0.08 0.73 0.85 -0.08 0.34 0.66 
z -0.05 0.42 0.82 -0.01 0.38 0.96 
LM 
x 0.72 0.86 0.19 0.16 0.32 0.39 
y -0.09 0.48 0.72 -0.11 0.28 0.48 
z -0.15 0.46 0.55 0.17 0.28 0.31 
LING 
x -0.25 0.55 0.43 -0.04 0.32 0.83 
y 0.06 0.92 0.91 0.07 0.39 0.76 
z -0.14 0.31 0.42 -0.09 0.21 0.44 
 
 
 
Table 12:  The differences between the two methods of measurements (Inter class 
correlation). 
 
Coordinate 
Mean 
(mm) 
SD SE 
Interclass correlation 
r-value p-value 
X 0.34 0.21 0.03 0.000 0.500 
Y 0.08 0.27 0.03 0.998 0.001 
Z 0.02 0.22 0.03 0.999 0.000 
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Table 13: The differences between the two methods of measurements (one sample t-test) 
 
  
 
Table 14:  Results of the pilot study of a repeated measurements on clinical cases (Paired 
sample t-test). 
 
Landmark Coordinate Mean (mm) SD p-value 
IF 
x 0.35 0.21 0.02 
y -0.01 0.26 0.99 
z 0.06 0.27 0.44 
GPR 
x 0.33 0.20 0.01 
y -0.15 0.32 0.09 
z -0.07 0.24 0.27 
GPL 
x 0.32 0.25 0.02 
y -0.15 0.27 0.05 
z 0.05 0.19 0.28 
RL 
x 0.43 0.20 0.54 
y -0.25 0.29 0.19 
z -0.09 0.15 0.34 
LL 
x 0.29 0.20 0.13 
y -0.18 0.12 0.06 
z -0.18 0.11 0.05 
RM 
x 0.32 0.17 0.12 
y 0.04 0.12 0.59 
z -0.08 0.13 0.37 
LM 
x 0.35 0.16 0.16 
y 0.05 0.21 0.70 
z -0.07 0.25 0.64 
LING 
x 0.36 0.19 0.22 
y 0.11 0.13 0.20 
z -0.11 0.22 0.40 
Co-
ordinate 
Mean 
(mm) 
SD SE 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
p-value 
Lower 
(mm) 
Upper 
(mm) 
x -0.27 0.77 0.25 -0.87 0.32 0.31 
y -0.18 0.62 0.20 -0.66 0.29 0.39 
z 0.31 0.91 0.30 -0.38 1.01 0.33 
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2.2.2.4 Discussion 
The primary objective of this project was to introduce and validate a new 
method of radiographic measurements to assess the maxillo-mandibular changes 
following orthognathic surgery.  Each of the currently available methods has its 
own deficiency which impacts negatively on the validity of the measurements. 
The proposed method attempts to overcome the problems associated with the 
current approaches of 3D surface model segmentation using DICOM image slices.  
It promises a reliable and a reproducible 3D landmarking to measure surgical 
changes. 
Lack of anatomical correspondence is a major problem associated with the 
colour coded error map method that is frequently used for radiographic 
superimposition (243). However, the method is commonly used to evaluate facial 
soft tissue changes following surgery. It overcomes the difficulty of the limited 
number of landmarks available for soft tissue analysis. The anisotropic 
deformation of the soft tissues of the face in response to the surgical movement 
of the underlying jaw bones is difficult to measure. This is not the case when 
measuring bony movements of the facial skeleton. As a result of surgery, the 
maxilla moves as a unified unit, rigid body transformation. The addition of 
rotational movements such as differential impaction or central midline can 
produce variation in the amount of linear translation of various regions within 
the structure. However, this affects the whole skeletal structure as a unit since 
the geometric integrity is preserved. 
Placement of landmarks on a CBCT scan slice is an advanced technique that can 
provide accurate and detailed information about the internal skeletal structures. 
The reliability and reproducibility of “slice” landmarking was recently validated 
(96). However, the validity of this method to assess skeletal changes following 
orthognathic surgery has not been tested yet. 
Three points in 3D space are enough to create and orient a plane. The 
coordinates of these three points will be changed as a result of the translation of 
the plane in 3D space.  Rotation of the plane around axes which passes through 
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two of the three points would change the coordinates of the third point, 
whereas the rotation around any point other than these three points would 
change the coordinates of the three points. This explains how three points could 
be used to monitor the position of its related anatomical structure in 3D space.  
If this plane forms part of a larger solid 3D object then these three points could 
be used to assess the exact translation and rotation movements of that solid 
object in 3D space. 
This concept was adopted in the proposed approach to assess the skeletal 
displacement of the maxilla and the mandible as a result of orthognathic surgery 
for correction of dento-facial deformities. Three anatomical landmarks are 
therefore required to be marked on each hard tissue structure to accurately 
measure its displacement in 3 planes of space. To overcome the problems 
associated with surface remodelling, three landmarks within the maxilla and five 
landmarks within the mandible were identified directly on the DICOM image 
slices. Landmark positions on the maxilla and mandible were selected for their 
favourable geometric position, clear anatomical definitions and high 
reproducibility. 
Simulating the surgical movement on a plastic skull allowed the maxilla and 
mandible to be separated and translated into different positions anteriorly and 
vertically with minimal lateral or rotational movements. It was not possible to 
measure rotational and lateral movements directly on the plastic skull using the 
current experimental setup; therefore the movement in the x dimension was 
considered to be close to zero throughout the calculations.  However the small 
inadvertent lateral or rotational changes in the x dimension led to the 
expression of a significant p-value and low correlation when compared to the 
physical movement in the x dimension. Differences in measurements in the y and 
z dimensions were not statistically significant with a mean difference of 0.22 ± 
0.16 mm and 0.18 ± 0.13 mm respectively. A one sample t-test was used to test 
for difference from the reference measurement set, the 95% confidence interval 
was narrow ranging from -0.03 to 0.15 mm for the y and z dimensions, with an 
upper limit of 0.15 mm confirming the clinical insignificance. The high 
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reproducibility of the method on clinical cases validates its applicability in 
clinical research environment.   
The proposed method proved reliable in measuring surgical changes of the jaw 
bones which was demonstrated by the high correlation coefficient between the 
physical and digital measurements. The method lends itself to uncomplicated 
landmarking, the inter-examiner and intra-examiner variability were non-
significant.   
2.2.2.5 Conclusions 
Internal landmarking of DICOM image slices is a reliable, reproducible and 
informative method for assessment of the 3D skeletal changes following 
orthognathic surgery. 
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2.3 Section C: Validation of basic methods of soft tissue 
Analysis 
In this part, one experiment was carried out to validate the accuracy of Generic 
mesh conformation which constitutes the bases of soft tissue analysis method. 
Details about stereophotogrammetry system used and a brief details 3D model 
conformation ( elastic deformation ) were also explained.   
2.3.1 The use of a generic mesh to assess soft tissue changes 
using stereophotogrammetry. 
2.3.1.1 Introduction 
The use of generic meshes for analysing biological geometry has previously been 
reported (152,175).  The use of “correspondence analysis”, based on generic 
meshes, has been suggested as a solution for the lack of accurate anatomical 
correspondence between the pre- and post-operative images associated with the 
current surface analysis methods (243). 
The advantage of using a generic mesh is that there are a known number of 
vertices each with known co-ordinates and the triangles formed by these 
vertices are indexed or ordered.  Most importantly following conformation this 
index is maintained and preserved. Conformation (elastic deformation) is a 
process to elastically deform the generic mesh to the pre- and post-operative 
patient’s images.  This process will then produce two meshes with the same 
number of vertices and triangles in the same order in the file structure, where 
each vertex represents a corresponding point on both pre- and post-operative 
conformed meshes.  The accuracy of the conformation will determine the 
accuracy of the final correspondences.  Even though the conformation process is 
semi-automated, it relies on an initial manual landmarking process used to 
match certain corresponding anatomical features and constitutes the bases for 
the automated process.  In addition different conformation algorithms built into 
various software packages may also affect the final correspondences.  
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The in-house conformation software developed by the research group at the 
University of Glasgow provides a wide range of 3D imaging tools including: 3D 
image conformation (elastic deformation), inter-surface distance measurements, 
3D landmarking and colour coded distance map generation.  
For each subject six facial expressions were captured using 3D 
stereophotogrammetry.   One facial expression image, rest position, was chosen 
and used as the “generic mesh”. The rest position generic mesh was then 
conformed to the remaining five images and this was repeated for each subject.  
Following conformation of the rest position “generic mesh”, to each of the facial 
expressions, the 19 landmarks pre-located on the generic mesh which were not 
used during conformation should “slide” into their respective positions to match 
each of the corresponding landmarks on each of the five facial expressions if the 
algorithm was functioning correctly. The distance between the actual landmarks 
on the non-conformed expression mesh and the landmarks on the conformed 
generic mesh, for the same facial expression, gives an accuracy of the 
conformation process. The closer to zero, the more valid and accurate is the 
process of conformation. 
2.3.1.2 Aim 
The aim of this section is to determine the accuracy of the conformation process 
based on 34 pre-marked facial landmarks, 15 of which are used during the 
conformation process and the remainder as measures of conformation accuracy. 
2.3.1.3 Materials and methods 
2.3.1.3.1 Stereophotogrammetry capture protocol 
All three-dimensional facial images were captured using the Di3D imaging system 
(Dimensional Imaging, Hillington, Glasgow). The system was based on passive 
stereophotogrammetry and produced fully textured 3D images from ear to ear.  
The imaging system used two pairs of high-resolution digital cameras (Canon EOS 
1000D-EOS Digital SLR, Canon, Japan) together with external flashes (Esprit 
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digital 1000DX, Bowens, England, UK) to create a stereo 3D image based on the 
principle of triangulation. Please refer to Section (1.1.1.5), (figure 29). 
The Di3D system had separate image capturing software (Di3DCapture) and post-
processing viewing, manipulation and analysis software (Di3DView), both running 
on a high performance PC (Dell OptiPlex 960) and Windows 7 (Microsoft). Di3D 
Capture is the user interface control panel of the Di3D system which enabled the 
user to capture, build and save the stereophotogrammetry images; in addition to 
system calibration. The “live preview” function allowed the correct positioning 
of the subject prior to capture, (figure 30).  
Di3DView software allowed image manipulation including translation, rotation 
and magnification. A variety of tools were built into the software, some of which 
included image landmarking and 3D co-ordinate extraction, image 
superimposition, Euclidian surface distance measurements and asymmetry score 
calculations. In this study, the software was mainly used for image viewing, 
manipulation and assessing the quality of each image prior to saving, (figure 31). 
2.3.1.3.2 System Calibration 
The Di3D system was calibrated prior to the image capture sessions using the 
manufactures instructions.  This process was semi-automatic and involved 
capturing several images of the calibration target in different orientations and 
using the “calibration” function within Di3D Capture software to complete the 
process, (figure 32).  This process provided the intrinsic parameters for the 
camera configuration relying on the known spacing between the centres of the 
circles on the calibration target. The calibration software extracted the co-
ordinates of the circles on the image and from this information the software 
could determine the relative positions of all four cameras without any further 
operator intervention.   
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Figure 29: Di3D Stereophotogrammetry system 
 
 
Figure 30: Di3D Capture software main panel 
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Figure 31: Di3D View software main panel 
 
 
Figure 32: Di3D system calibration board: calibration board (A); Calibration board in 
position during the calibration procedure 
 
 
 
A B 
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2.3.1.3.3 Image capture protocol 
For all captures, patients were seated on a chair directly in front of the Di3D 
imaging system.  Using the “live preview” screen provided by Di3D-Capture 
software, the patient was positioned correctly relative to all four cameras.  To 
standardise the images each subject was asked to:  
 Remove spectacles and jewellery, 
 Keep all hair completely off the face and neck using a head cap, (Nurses 
cap Barrie, MOLNLYCKE, UK.)   
 Remain still during image capture, 
 Say “Mississippi”, then told to swallow once and say “N” (guidelines to 
obtaining rest position natural facial expression as proposed by 
Zachrisson, 1998). 
 Following capture each image was automatically built into a 3D model.  
The images were then exported in Wavefront (.obj) format for future 
analysis. 
2.3.1.3.4 Sample  
Ten individuals (6 male and 4 female) were chosen at random and consented to 
take part in the study.  Volunteers were healthy adults with no history of facial 
deformity or previous surgery in the facial region.  Males were clean-shaven to 
avoid image distortion.  
2.3.1.3.5 Subject imaging 
Prior to 3D facial image capture thirty-four 2mm diameter self-adhesive black 
non-reflective markers (Diamante, Apparel accessories Ltd, Guangdong, China) 
were placed on each subjects face using an application tool (Pick-it-up vacuum 
tool, Bead smith, China).  The position of the markers were selected around the 
eyes, nose, mouth and cheeks in addition to the peripheries of the face i.e. the 
tragus, gonial angle and chin areas, (Figure 33) and (table 15).  
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a) The participants were then asked to rehearse six facial expressions to 
ensure that the markers were secure.  The six expressions are shown in 
figure (34). There were: 
b) maximum smile,  
c) cheek puff, 
d) lip purse,  
e) mandibular displacement to the right (simulating facial asymmetry),  
f) forward mandibular displacement and  
g) Repose or rest position.  
    
The images were captured using the Di3D stereophotogrammetry system and 
protocol previously described (Section 2.3.1.3.3).  In addition subjects were 
asked to keep their lips closed through all captures. This would prevent 
distortion of the image by exposure of the teeth.  Two images were captured for 
each facial expression and the best image was chosen.  Images were individually 
built and viewed using Di3D view software and saved as Wavefront (.obj) file for 
further analysis. 
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Table 15:  Definitions of landmarks for validation of the accuracy of 3D image conformation. 
 Abbr. Landmarks  Definition 
1 EBR Eyebrows-R 
The point just above the eyebrows at a vertical line from 
the pupil. 
2  Gla Glabella  Most prominent midline point between eyebrows 
3 EBL Eyebrows-L 
The point just above the eyebrows at a vertical line from 
the pupil. 
4  Exc-R Exocanthion-R  Outer commissure of the eye fissure 
5 End-R Endocanthion-R   Inner commissure of the eye fissure 
6  Na Nasion  Mid-point on the nasal bridge. 
7  Exc-L Exocanthion-L  Outer commissure of the eye fissure 
8 End-L Endocanthion-L   Inner commissure of the eye fissure 
9 Sbtr-R Subtragion-R 
The most anterior inferior point of the anterior inferior 
attachment of the ear helix, just above the ear lob 
10 
Sbtr-
R1/3* 
Sutragion-R 
(1/3) 
One third the distance from Sbtr-R to Ala-R 
11 
Sbtr-
R2/3* 
Subtragion-R 
(2/3) 
Two third the distance from Sbtr-R to Ala-R 
12 Ala-R Alar curvature-R  Most lateral point on alar contour 
13 Ab-R Alar base-R the junction between the right nostril and upper lip 
14  Prn Pronasale  Most protruded point of the apex nasi (tip of the nose) 
15 Ab-L Alar base-L the junction between the right nostril and upper lip 
16 Ala-L Alar curvature-L  Most lateral point on alar contour 
17 
Sbtr-
L1/3* 
Subtragion-L 
(1/3) 
One third the distance from Sbtr-L to Ala-L 
18 
Sbtr-
L2/3* 
Subtragion-L 
(2/3) 
One third the distance from Sbtr-L to Ala-L 
19 Sbtr-L Subtragion-L 
The most anterior inferior point of the anterior inferior 
attachment of the ear helix, just above the ear lob 
20 Go-R Gonion-R 
The most lateral point of the cheeks close to mandibular 
angle. 
21 
GoR-
1/3* 
Gonion-R 1/3 One third the distance from Go-R to Ch-R 
22 
GoR-
2/3* 
Gonion-R 2/3 The third the distance from Go-R to Ch-R 
23 Ch-R Cheilion-L  Point located at lateral labial commissure 
24 FL-R Philtrum crest-R 
The tip of the right philtral ridge at the upper lip vermilion 
border 
25  Ls Labiali superius  Midpoint of the upper vermilion line  
26 FL-L Philtrum crest-L 
The tip of the right philtral ridge at the upper lip vermilion 
border 
27 Ch-L Cheilion-L  Point located at lateral labial commissure 
28 
Go-
L2/3* 
Gonion-L 1/3 One third the distance from Go-L to Ch-L 
29 
Go-
L1/3* 
Gonion-L 2/3 The third the distance from Go-L to Ch-L 
30 Go-L Gonion-L 
The most lateral point of the cheeks close to mandibular 
angle. 
31 Li+3* Labiali inferius Mid-point on the lower vermilion line  3mm higher than Li  
32  Li Labiali inferius  Mid-point of the lower vermilion line 
33 Pog+3* Pogonion+3 Midline point 3mm higher than pogonion 
34 Pog Pogonion Most prominent midline point of the chin 
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Figure 33: Full set of landmarks indicators placed on participant's face 
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Figure 34:  The six facial expressions. The relax expression (top left) was conformed, as a 
generic mesh, to the other five facial expressions. The positional change of the markers on 
the (relax expression) facial image following conformation were tracked and compared with 
the positions of those on the target images.  
  
Lip purse 
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2.3.1.3.6 Pre-analysis image processing 
Two steps were necessary to pre-process each image before it could be analysed 
following capture, these were: image conversion and conformation. The first 
step was accomplished using 3DSMAX software. The second step and final 
analysis were carried out using the in-house developed conformation software. 
2.3.1.3.6.1 Image Conversion 
The conformation software required all the captured images to be converted 
from Wavefront (.obj) to VRML (.wrl) files.  The texture information, 
dimensional units and the orientation of the image were maintained during the 
conversion process using 3DSMax software.      
2.3.1.3.6.2 Image Conformation 
The procedure has been previously described (Section 1.3.2.2.3.b).  
In summary, the conformation software provides a dual display panel, the 
generic mesh image (repose facial image) was imported and shown in one panel 
whilst the captured face (in this case the smile facial expression) was imported 
and shown in the second viewing panel, (figure 25). 
The conformation process involved two steps that were executed in the 
following sequence; initial conformation (semi-manual) and final conformation 
(fully automated).  
2.3.1.3.6.2.1 Initial conformation 
The images were magnified to allow landmarks to be placed at the centres of 
the markers. Fifteen landmarks were digitised on the generic image (landmark 4 
to 9, 13, 14, 15, 19, 23, 25, 27, 31 and 33), please refer to table (15), and the 
same corresponding landmarks were placed on the captured facial expression 
image (smile). The sequence of landmark placement in both images was 
identical for the process of conformation. 
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Figure 35:  The conformation software showing the main panel with two 3D images loaded; 
the target image (left side) and the generic mesh (right side). 
 
The initial conformation elastically deformed the 15 landmarks on the generic 
mesh (relax image) to align on the corresponding 15 landmarks on the smile 
expression image. The remainder of the repose mesh was automatically partially 
deformed through minimizing the “bending energy” to produce an approximate 
fit of the two mesh surfaces.  
2.3.1.3.6.2.2 Final conformation 
This process fully deformed the generic mesh not only in shape but also in 
position.  At this point the generic mesh resembled the facial expression mesh in 
both shape and position in 3D space.  The conformed image was exported as a 
VRML (.wrl) file and saved for further analyses.  This process was used to 
conform the (relax) facial mesh to each of the remaining 5 facial expressions 
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meshes i.e. cheek puff, lip purse, smile, asymmetric mandibular movement and 
mandibular protrusion.  For each subject, the outcomes were five conformed 
meshes in addition to the five corresponding original facial images; in total 50 
conformations were produced.  
2.3.1.3.7 Accuracy measurements 
For each subject the conformed mesh was compared to original mesh for each 
facial expression i.e. conformed maximum smile to original maximum smile and 
so forth, using two methods of analyses.  Ideally when the two meshes are 
loaded in viewing software both the meshes should be identical in shape and 
position.  The first analysis method was based on the absolute Euclidian 
distances between the points of the two meshes as well as visual distance colour 
maps.  However these measurements rely on the distances between closest-
points rather than corresponding points.  To overcome this, a second method of 
analysis, based on corresponding landmarks was undertaken i.e. the adhesive 
markers. 
2.3.1.3.7.1 Surface Euclidian distances 
For each subject the conformed mesh and the original mesh for each facial 
expression in turn were imported into the conformation software. The mean 
Euclidian distance between the two meshes was measured according to the 
normal surface distance, (Section 1.3.2.2.3). The mean, standard deviation, 
minimum, maximum and the percentage of the surface points and their 
distribution around the mean distance were calculated. In addition, a distance 
colour map was generated for visual illustration. The data from each 
measurement was saved in an EXCEL file for further analysis.  
To determine the accuracy of the conformation, the Euclidian distances between 
all the points on the conformed mesh and the original facial expression mesh for 
all facial expressions were calculated. The mean Euclidian distances was 
calculated then grouped together with all conformations measurements to 
calculate the overall mean Euclidian distances between the two meshes. This 
was accomplished using Microsoft EXCEL. 
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2.3.1.3.7.2 Corresponding landmarks 
The second method of analysis was based on corresponding landmarks. In total 
34 markers were placed on the face prior to image capture, 15 were used during 
the conformation process whilst the remaining 19 were used for the analysis.   
For each subject the conformed mesh and the original mesh for each facial 
expression in turn were imported into the conformation software and 
landmarked. The x, y and z coordinates of each of the 19 landmarks were 
generated and exported as a plain text (.txt) file. For each expression, two text 
files were created, one from the conformed mesh and the other from the 
original mesh. The sequence of landmarking was the same for both, the original 
and the conformed images, this allowed easy identification of landmarks and 
their correspondence for analysis.  The files were saved for future analysis. 
The Euclidean distance between each corresponding landmark was calculated 
using the 3D Pythagoras equation (2). Descriptive statistical analyses and paired 
sample t-test were applied to analyse the data. 
2.3.1.3.8 Landmarking error 
Ten randomly selected images, one from each case, were landmarked twice with 
two weeks interval by the same operator (AAM). The Euclidean distances 
between the repeated digitisation of the same landmark were calculated. 
2.3.1.4 Results 
2.3.1.4.1 Landmarking error study 
The mean Euclidean distance and standard deviation for landmarking errors for 
each of the 34 landmarks is shown in table (16). The overall mean error for all 
the landmarks was 0.25 mm ± 0.10 mm. The overall mean error for all the 
landmarks was 0.23 mm ± 0.11 mm.  Landmarks 6 and 8 had the lowest error 
0.11 mm ± 0.06 mm and 0.11 mm ± 0.10 mm respectively whilst landmark 30 had 
the largest error 0.57 mm ± 0.64 mm. 
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2.3.1.4.2 Conformation accuracy 
2.3.1.4.2.1 Mean absolute distance between meshes 
Table (17) shows the absolute mean distances between the conformed mesh and 
the original “generic” mesh. The largest distance was 0.06 mm which was 
observed in subject 3 across all facial expressions. 
2.3.1.4.2.2 Corresponding landmarks distances 
The 15 landmarks which were used for the initial stage of image conformation 
were excluded. The data from the remaining 19 landmarks were used to assess 
the accuracy of the conformation process. 
Table (18) shows the Euclidean distances between the 19 corresponding 
landmarks on the conformed mesh and original mesh for all facial expressions. 
The absolute mean distances between the corresponding landmarks ranged from 
0.81mm to a maximum error of the conformation process of 1.85 mm for 
landmarks 26 and 20 respectively. The overall mean Euclidean distance error of 
the conformation process was 1.21 mm ± 0.28 mm. 
The effect of each facial expression on the accuracy of the conformation was 
also investigated. Table (19) shows the mean Euclidean distance between the 
corresponding landmarks on the generic and conformed facial meshes. The five 
facial expressions were ranked in an ascending order according to the accuracy 
of the conformation process starting by the lateral mandible shift, lip purse, 
forward mandible shift, cheek puff and smile.  The lowest mean Euclidean 
distance between corresponding landmarks due to the potential errors of the 
conformation process of the facial mesh was associated with the lateral 
mandible shift expression which was 1.06 mm ± 0.33 mm.  The largest mean 
Euclidean distance between corresponding landmarks due to inaccuracy of the 
conformation process of facial surface meshes was 1.46 mm ± 0.51 mm which 
was associated with maximum smile. 
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2.3.1.5 Discussion 
Establishing an accurate conformation process (elastic deformation) of the 
generic facial mesh to resemble the detailed anatomy of the face is essential for 
a valid application of dense correspondence analysis to evaluate morphological 
changes. 
Previous studies on image conformation and elastic deformation have evaluated 
the accuracy of the process using the mean surface distance measurement 
(231,244). The deficiency in this approach lies in the fact that the distances 
were between the closest points of the two surface meshes, generic mesh and 
conformed mesh, not the actual correspondences.  It is quite possible for the 
meshes to slide over each other during the conformation process, measuring the 
closest distance between two meshes would not detect this source of errors. 
Assessment of the accuracy of the conformation process based on specific 
landmarks also carries the risk of over estimating the accuracy of the 
conformation process since the rest of the mesh vertices are not considered in 
this type of analysis. Therefore, the measurements of the 90th percentile of the 
vertices of the two meshes were considered in this study. This is essential for 
the application of dense surface correspondence analysis to evaluate facial 
changes due to surgery, pathology or growth. 
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Table 16:  Mean Euclidean distance and standard deviation for landmarking errors for each of the 34 landmarks. 
 
Landmark 
number 
Case number  
Mean 
(mm) 
SD 
(mm) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   
1 0.1 0.53 0.09 0.08 0.40 0.21 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.09 0.21 0.16 
2 0.28 0.21 0.03 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.09 0.13 0.33 0.06 0.18 0.09 
3 0.18 0.19 0.09 0.16 0.21 0.06 0.19 0.10 0.2 0.16 0.15 0.06 
4 0.03 0.36 0.07 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.1 
5 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.13 0.08 0.39 0.07 0.13 0.1 
6 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.21 0.04 0.10 0.07 0.20 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.06 
7 0.12 0.12 0.27 0.14 0.40 0.15 0.29 0.02 0.24 0.04 0.2 0.11 
8 0.05 0.34 0.19 0.04 0.08 0.14 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.1 
9 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.19 0.13 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.48 0.28 0.17 0.12 
10 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.41 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.1 
11 0.16 0.33 0.14 0.49 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.27 0.21 0.12 
12 0.52 0.34 0.03 0.12 0.16 0.44 0.06 0.13 0.10 0.17 0.21 0.18 
13 0.08 0.14 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.33 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.63 0.18 0.07 
14 0.23 0.29 0.10 0.13 0.08 0.33 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.26 0.17 0.09 
15 0.23 0.37 0.34 0.16 0.12 0.16 0.08 0.23 0.20 0.30 0.21 0.09 
16 0.15 0.48 0.09 0.10 0.18 0.09 0.29 0.18 0.14 0.20 0.19 0.13 
17 0.04 0.22 0.09 0.34 0.17 0.36 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.16 0.12 
Continue 
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Landmark 
number 
Case number  
Mean 
(mm) 
SD 
(mm) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   
18 0.17 0.42 0.12 0.28 0.90 0.60 0.14 0.05 0.24 0.11 0.32 0.28 
19 0.21 0.34 0.28 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.25 0.35 0.94 0.52 0.32 0.24 
20 0.26 0.16 0.10 0.22 0.11 0.15 0.30 0.12 0.08 0.22 0.17 0.08 
21 0.1 0.28 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.19 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.23 0.15 0.08 
22 0.18 0.46 0.07 0.25 0.14 0.28 0.18 0.15 0.29 0.16 0.22 0.11 
23 0.14 0.15 0.28 0.08 0.03 0.13 0.24 0.14 0.23 0.07 0.16 0.08 
24 0.23 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.43 0.24 0.18 0.41 0.14 0.22 0.12 
25 0.16 0.19 0.30 0.74 0.85 0.32 0.20 0.24 0.05 0.01 0.34 0.27 
26 0.04 0.32 0.33 0.17 0.05 0.24 0.10 0.09 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.11 
27 0.17 0.29 0.07 0.13 0.20 0.38 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.09 
28 0.35 0.26 0.04 0.66 0.21 0.30 0.23 0.05 0.22 0.15 0.26 0.18 
29 0.29 0.40 0.19 0.29 0.22 0.34 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.29 0.27 0.07 
30 0.28 2.06 0.34 1.20 0.16 0.18 0.32 0.25 0.37 0.15 0.57 0.64 
31 0.23 0.38 0.42 0.47 0.24 0.75 0.07 0.16 0.50 0.33 0.36 0.21 
32 0.19 0.85 0.12 1.28 0.41 0.16 0.28 0.32 0.34 0.40 0.44 0.38 
33 0.18 0.31 0.47 0.50 0.41 1.21 0.21 0.29 0.41 0.32 0.44 0.31 
34 0.24 0.37 0.39 0.43 0.53 0.30 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.39 0.33 0.11 
Overall 
mean 
0.19 0.37 0.19 0.34 0.24 0.32 0.17 0.16 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.11 
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Table 17:  Mean surface distance in millimetres 
 
Lateral mandible 
shift 
Cheek puff 
Forward mandible 
shift 
Smile Lip purse 
Case
s 
Abs 
Mean 
Mean SD 
Abs 
Mean 
Mean SD 
Abs 
Mean 
Mean SD 
Abs 
Mean 
Mean SD 
Abs 
Mean 
Mean SD 
1 0.04 0.01 0.84 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.09 
2 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 
3 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.11 
4 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 
5 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.04 
6 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 
7 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.03 
8 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 
9 0.02 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 
10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
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Table 18:  The mean Euclidean distances (mm) of the 19 corresponding landmarks between the conformed and original mesh for all facial expressions. 
Landmark 
Number 
CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASE 5 CASE 6 CASE 7 CASE 8 CASE 9 CASE 10 
Mean 
(mm) 
SD 
(mm) 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean   
1 1.48 1.81 0.89 1.33 1.47 0.88 0.74 1.20 1.29 1.58 1.38 0.68 
2 0.60 1.16 0.41 1.07 0.80 0.31 0.44 0.53 1.31 1.05 0.83 0.65 
3 0.94 1.80 0.86 1.08 1.64 1.22 0.84 1.13 1.26 1.17 1.29 0.74 
10 1.03 1.40 1.32 1.46 0.69 1.86 1.82 0.88 1.03 0.52 1.30 0.98 
11 0.89 1.71 1.35 1.56 1.22 1.52 1.54 0.73 1.03 0.56 1.31 0.83 
12 1.96 1.75 1.04 1.08 1.32 0.49 1.41 1.12 0.91 0.59 1.21 0.88 
16 1.39 1.33 1.16 1.09 1.28 1.08 0.28 1.09 0.81 1.18 1.14 0.75 
17 1.15 1.74 0.90 1.43 1.66 1.55 0.89 0.65 0.69 1.16 1.28 0.86 
18 1.12 1.43 1.04 1.01 1.48 1.09 1.79 0.60 0.85 1.01 1.24 0.74 
20 1.17 1.72 1.53 1.41 1.27 2.06 3.12 2.26 1.88 0.93 1.85 1.36 
21 1.35 1.37 1.33 1.44 0.52 1.92 2.48 0.83 1.47 0.98 1.49 0.86 
22 1.00 1.48 1.33 0.91 0.91 0.49 0.37 0.31 0.27 0.52 0.83 0.72 
24 1.11 1.08 0.86 0.85 0.90 0.88 0.77 0.73 0.54 0.41 0.82 0.58 
26 0.94 1.21 0.75 0.62 0.92 0.62 0.73 0.65 0.36 0.56 0.81 0.49 
28 0.71 1.06 0.12 0.91 1.02 1.35 2.36 1.44 0.21 1.32 1.10 1.10 
29 1.43 1.34 0.78 1.31 1.52 1.17 2.43 1.65 1.14 1.38 1.53 1.02 
30 1.34 1.43 1.13 1.68 1.60 1.00 2.18 1.93 0.98 1.15 1.53 0.76 
32 0.56 0.80 0.92 0.92 0.69 0.89 1.33 1.74 0.92 0.86 1.01 0.7 
34 0.93 1.32 0.41 0.35 0.40 0.30 2.10 0.89 2.68 0.36 1.04 1.75 
Overall 
error 
1.12 1.42 0.96 1.14 1.13 1.09 1.46 1.08 1.04 0.91 1.21 0.28 
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Table 19:  Mean Euclidean distance between the corresponding landmarks for each facial expression (mm). 
 
Landmark 
number 
Landmarks Lateral 
mandible 
shift 
Cheek 
puff 
Forward 
mandible 
shift 
Smile Lip 
purse 
Mean  
(mm) 
SD 
(mm) 
Abbr. Name 
   Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean   
1 EBR Eyebrows-R 1.87 1.10 1.25 1.62 1.07 1.38 0.35 
2 Gla Glabella 1.08 0.58 1.01 0.97 0.50 0.83 0.27 
3 EBL Eyebrows-L 1.23 1.23 1.43 1.5 1.08 1.29 0.17 
10 SbtrR 1/3 Subtragion-R (1/3) 1.09 1.65 0.82 1.85 1.11 1.30 0.43 
11 Sbtr R2/3 Subtragion-R (2/3) 1.08 1.95 0.78 1.63 1.10 1.31 0.47 
12 Ala-R Alar curvature-R 0.96 1.76 0.98 1.02 1.35 1.21 0.35 
16 Ala-L Alar curvature-L 0.99 1.67 0.66 0.93 1.44 1.14 0.41 
17 Sbtr L1/3 Subtragion-L (1/3) 0.83 2.03 0.88 1.60 1.04 1.28 0.52 
18 Sbtr L2/3 Subtragion-L (2/3) 0.94 1.62 0.80 1.81 1.01 1.24 0.45 
20 GoR Gonion-R 1.40 1.58 2.49 2.51 1.27 1.85 0.60 
21 GoR 1/3 Gonion-R 1/3 1.31 1.76 0.97 1.80 1.62 1.49 0.35 
22 GoR 2/3 Gonion-R 2/3 0.70 0.84 0.77 0.97 0.87 0.83 0.10 
24 PhLR Philtrum crest-R 0.69 1.03 0.72 1.16 0.87 0.89 0.20 
26 PhLL Philtrum crest-L 0.53 0.90 0.66 1.11 0.83 0.81 0.23 
28 GoL 2/3 Gonion-L 1/3 0.78 1.25 1.07 1.30 1.08 1.10 0.20 
29 Go L1/3 Gonion-L 2/3 0.99 1.65 1.38 2.11 1.53 1.53 0.41 
30 GoL Gonion-L 1.51 1.41 1.35 2.15 1.23 1.53 0.36 
32 Li Labial inferius 1.39 0.68 1.16 0.61 1.19 1.01 0.34 
34 Pog Pogonion 0.74 0.76 1.89 0.99 0.82 1.04 0.48 
Overall mean  1.06 1.34 1.11 1.46 1.11 1.21  
SD  0.33 0.45 0.46 0.51 0.27 0.28  
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It would have been ideal to track every vertex on the conformed mesh to 
evaluate the accuracy of the conformation process. However, this was not 
possible to achieve. Instead, the positional changes of a set of pre-defined 
landmarks that were digitized on the pre-conformed surface mesh were tracked 
to detect any shift from their original anatomical position as a result of the 
conformation process. Although this was not a comprehensive surface analysis, 
its robustness was maximised by carefully selecting the set of landmarks to 
represent various anatomical regions of the face.  We have also considered two 
methods of measuring the disparities between the two surface meshes, the 
absolute distances and the Euclidean ones. The first method takes in 
consideration the discrepancies between the two meshes in both directions and 
produces positive and negative values. Despite the fact that these 
measurements are descriptive to the magnitude and the direction of the 
conformation errors, the mean value of these measurements would be small as 
the positive and the negative measurements would cancel each other.  On the 
other hand the Euclidean distances which measure the shortest distances 
between corresponding points of the two surface meshes, do not consider the 
directionality of the mismatch between the two surface meshes, therefore, the 
average arithmetic value of this distances is more meaningful.  The combination 
of the two methods of measurements considered in this study provides the most 
comprehensive analysis for the assessment of the accuracy of the conformation 
process which is novel.  
Stereophotogrammetry was the chosen facial capture method, in this study, to 
avoid exposing the volunteers to harmful radiation. At the same time, the 
method produced a three dimensional surface image of the face that contained 
the texture information which facilitated landmark identification. 
In order to simulate the variation associated with facial expression, five facial 
expressions were captured for each participant in addition to the baseline 
relaxed posture. The participants were asked to slide the bottom jaw forward to 
resemble prognathic mandible, slide the mandible to the left to resemble 
mandibular asymmetry, cheek puff, lip purse, and smile postures to test the 
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accuracy of the conformation on variable facial features and with various 
expressions. 
This approach also allowed a comprehensive analysis of landmarking error which 
impacts on the reliability of the conformation process. To reduce the effect of 
landmarking errors rounded 2mm landmarks markers were placed on the 
positions of the 34 anatomical landmarks on each participant face. The presence 
of these markers significantly reduced the landmarking error and allowed the 
conformation process to be analysed comprehensively by adding a reliable 
landmarks on the peripheries of the face (245). The rounded shape of the 
landmark indicators facilitated the accurate in landmarks digitization, 
(0.23mm±0.11mm).  
Image registration was not necessary in this project. The initial step of the 
conformation process involved the translation of the corresponding landmarks to 
match their positions of the target image followed by the elastic deformation to 
minimize bending energy (thin plate spline). This process included both shape 
and positional change. The six facial postures were captured at the same 
session. This provided a relatively close starting point for the conformation 
process. 
Despite the fact that only 10 volunteers participated in this study, each of the 
facial postures was considered an individual case, therefore; the total number of 
the images involved in the study was 50.  A total of 15 landmarks were used to 
execute the conformation procedure. To eliminate bias, these landmarks were 
excluded from the analysis of the accuracy of the conformation procedure.  
The results of this study confirmed that landmarks around the lips and nose were 
associated with lower level of conformation error of facial surface meshes 
compared to those around the borders of the image such as cheeks, gonial angle 
regions. This might be due to the lack of distinguished surface topography upon 
which the elastic deformation relied. However, these areas are of our least 
concern as the regions around the lips, nose, and chin are the focus of facial 
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analysis following orthognathic surgery and they showed a higher level of 
accuracy.  
Despite the minimal conformation error detected in both methods of analysis, 
the results confirmed our assumption that there is a higher level of error in mesh 
conformation that could not be detected using traditional closest surface 
distance measurement which produced elusive high conformation accuracy. Two 
main factors might attribute in the errors in the conformation process; first and 
most important is the accuracy and reproducibility of the operator’s landmarks 
digitization used in the initial conformation stage, and second is the deficiency 
of the associated algorithm of conformation which can compensate for these 
errors especially in the peripheral areas of the facial mesh (244). 
2.3.1.6 Conclusions 
The conformation procedure has an acceptable level of accuracy and could be 
applied for the 3D dense correspondence analysis of facial morphology. This has 
broad clinical applications including facial analysis, evaluation of the impact of 
orthognathic surgery in changing facial morphology, and monitoring of facial 
growth. The conformation accuracy is higher toward the centre of the face than 
the peripheral regions.  
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2.4 Section D: Analysis of skeletal and soft tissue 
changes following orthognathic surgery. 
This final section is aimed at relating the hard tissue changes of the maxilla and 
mandible with the overlying soft tissue change in three-dimensions.  The 
previous described methods and validations have been used to determine the 
skeletal change and soft tissue changes.  
To perform the analysis, three main steps were followed; these include; pre-
analysis 3D image preparation, Analysis of skeletal surgical displacement, 
Analysis of soft tissue changes in response to surgery. 
 The pre-analysis 3D image preparation includes; DICOM image 
superimposition; soft and hard tissue models segmentation and Soft 
tissue image processing. 
 Analysis of skeletal surgical displacement include; DICOM image 
orientation and creation of reference planes; DICOM slice landmarking 
and data analysis. 
 Analysis of soft tissue changes following surgery includes; construction of 
generic mesh; conformation of the generic mesh to the full set of the 
pre- and post- surgical soft tissue models; soft tissue model averaging 
and generation of the dense correspondence analysis.   
2.4.1 Pre- analysis 3D image preparation 
2.4.1.1 Volumetric image superimposition using voxel based registration 
Previously the add-on module for Maxilim was used but an alternative software 
package, OnDemand3D (Cybermed, Seoul, South Korea) was used for this 
purpose. The accuracy of the voxel based registration of this software has been 
previously validated by Lee et al., 2012 (67). The process was however the 
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same.  For each patient both the pre- and post-operative images were loaded 
into the software using the “fusion” module. The user interface of this module 
showed three orthogonal slices of each image; the primary image “pre-
operative”, the secondary image “post-operative” in addition to a combined 
view, (figure 36). The secondary image was the movable one or source whereas 
the primary image was the target.  
Four steps were involved in the registration procedure. Firstly using manual 
registration, the post-operative image was moved manually in three dimensions 
by translating and rotating the images to align it as close as possible to the 
target pre-operative image.  Secondly the region of interest on which the 
automated voxel based registration was to be performed was selected. The 
region of interest was selected as a 3D box occupying the anterior cranial base 
and extended to involve the forehead.  Thirdly the automated registration was 
completed. The combined view orthogonal slices window allowed visually 
checking of the alignment between the two images. Fourthly the software 
provided a re-slicing function by which the registered DICOM image could be 
saved in the new position for further analysis. This procedure was applied to the 
100 patient’s data sets. 
2.4.1.2 Hard and soft tissue segmentation 
Following voxel based registration and in order to perform the soft tissue 
analysis, the 3D soft and hard tissue models of the superimposed pre- and post-
operative images were segmented or extracted from the DICOM images. This was 
achieved using Maxilim software as previously described and involved 
segmenting the images at HU=276 and -967 for the hard and soft tissue models 
respectively, (figure 37). 
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2.4.1.3 Soft tissue model processing  
Since the soft tissue models were segmented from CBCT scans, all the connected 
tissue surface that shared the same HU value were segmented as one model. For 
the soft tissue model, the facial surface was successfully segmented. However 
the oro-nasal and pharyngeal soft tissue surfaces were also segmented as one 
continuous model attached to the facial soft tissue. The presence of the internal 
nasal soft tissue affected the accuracy of the generic mesh conformation and 
had to be removed and holes in the facial mesh were successfully filled using 
VRMesh. The process was accomplished by isolation of the undesirable tissue 
surface mesh from the main facial surface mesh and deleting the unwanted part 
using the function “delete floating models”. The holes in the mesh such as the 
mouth opining and nostrils were mended using the function “Mend gaps” in 
VRMesh software. 
For future soft tissue analysis in the in-house developed software, the STL 
models were converted to Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) (.WRL) file 
format using VRMesh software. The image coordinates and units were preserved 
during the conversion process.   
2.4.2 Measurement of hard tissue displacement following surgery 
2.4.2.1.1 Image orientation and creation of reference planes 
Maxilim software was used to segment the pre-operative hard tissue and a 
horizontal (axial) reference plane was created by identifying the left and right 
orbitale and left porion landmarks.  
To establish the median (sagittal) reference planes, hard tissue nasion and sella 
were identified. The median plane was oriented perpendicular to the horizontal 
plane and passed through these nasion and sella. The vertical (coronal) was 
automatically generated perpendicular to both planes passing through the sella 
point, (figure 38). 
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Table 20:  Landmarks definitions used for the measurements of skeletal displacement  
 
Landmark’s 
name 
Code Definition 
1 
Incisive 
foramen 
IF 
The most posterior point of the incisive canal 
opining on the first axial slice showing the full 
form of the canal when scrolling coudo-cranially 
through DICOM slices. 
2 
Greater 
palatine 
foramen/Right 
GPR 
The most posterior point of the right greater 
palatine foramen on the first axial slice showing 
the full form of the foramen when scrolling 
coudo-cranially through DICOM slices. 
3 
Greater 
palatine 
foramen/Left 
GPL 
The most posterior point of the right greater 
palatine foramen on the first axial slice showing 
the full form of the foramen when scrolling 
coudo-cranially through DICOM slices. 
4 
Lingual 
foramen/Right 
LR 
The lowest point of the right lingual foramen on 
the first coronal slice that shows the full form of 
the foramen when scrolling antero-posteriorly 
through DICOM slices.  
5 
Lingual 
foramen/Left 
LL 
The lowest point of the left lingual foramen on 
the first coronal slice that shows the full form of 
the foramen when scrolling antero-posteriorly 
through DICOM slices.  
6 
Mental 
foramen/Right 
MR 
The outermost point of the right mental foramen 
on the first axial slice that shows the full form of 
the foramen when scrolling cranio-coudaly 
through DICOM slices. 
7 
Mental 
foramen/Left 
ML 
The outermost point of the left mental foramen 
on the first axial slice that shows the full form of 
the foramen when scrolling cranio-coudaly 
through DICOM slices. 
8 
Lingual 
tubercle 
Ling 
The tip of the lingual tubercle on the first 
coronal slice that showed the most posterior 
point on the lingual tubercle when scrolling 
postero-anteriorly. 
9 Pogonion* Pog 
The most anterior point of the chin on the first 
slice that showed the first bony chin when 
scrolling antero-posteriorly. 
10 Menton* Me The lowest point of the chin on any coronal slice 
11 
Genioplasty 
Plate* 
Pt 
The most anterior point of the Genioplasty plate 
on the coronal slice when scrolling antero-
posteriorly.  
* Landmarks used with genioplasty cases only      
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A B 
Figure 37: Segmented 3D models from the DICOM image using Maxilim software skeletal 
(right) and soft tissue (left). 
 
 
Figure 38: Reference planes: Showing the superimposed post-operative and the pre-
operative models. The reference planes were created and one couple of corresponding 
landmarks were placed on the left mental foramen and were highlighted to show their 
orthogonal distances measurements to the reference planes. the full set of measurements 
was displayed on the left hand side of the screen 
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2.4.2.2 Landmarking pre- and post-operative images 
The skeletal changes achieved by orthognathic surgery were measured using the 
newly developed method of directly landmarking the DICOM image slices. 
Detailed descriptions of the measuring technique and validation process were 
provided in section (2.2.2) the results of the validation study has been published 
in peer reviewed scientific journal (246). For the current study, the same 
technique was used. In summary, the technique measured the orthogonal 
distance from selected anatomical landmarks placed on the DICOM slices, 
following voxel based registration, of both the pre- and post-operative images to 
common reference planes. The definition of each anatomical landmark was 
given in table (20). The difference between the two measurements was a 
measure of the surgical change of the maxilla or mandible.  
Using a custom cephalometric analysis in Maxilim software, eleven landmarks 
were identified on each of the pre- and post-operative CBCT images slice, (table 
(20).  The custom cephalometric analysis was based on the orthogonal distances 
of 11 landmarks from each of the three reference planes. The measurements 
were then exported into a cephalometric report and saved as an EXCEL file for 
further analysis, (figure 38).  
2.4.2.3 Data processing and analysis 
Data analysis was accomplished using EXCEL software. Two sets of orthogonal 
landmark distances relative to the reference planes were listed for each case 
(one pre-operative and one post-operative). In the A-P dimension, since all the 
landmarks were located anterior to the coronal plane, a positive measurement 
meant anterior displacement of the landmark (away from the plane) while 
negative means a posterior displacement. In the vertical dimension, since all the 
landmarks are below the horizontal plane, negative sign measurement indicated 
a downward displacement of the landmark (away from the plane) and positive 
measurement meant upward displacement. In the x (medio-lateral) dimension, 
since the landmark may be located on either side of the plane, calculations are 
different. When both the pre- and post-operative landmarks had the same sign, 
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the calculations follow the same patterns of the above calculations with the 
same sign. In a few cases the pre- and post-operative landmarks carried 
different signs. In this case, the displacement equals the sum of the two 
measurements and in the direction of the post-operative measurement. 
In this study, the main aim was to investigate the effect of skeletal movement 
on the soft tissue; therefore the movement of the maxilla and mandible were 
calculated considering the landmarks which were close to the soft tissue in the 
direction of movements. For maxilla, the incisive foramen (IF) landmark was 
used for A-P and lateral movements while in the vertical movement, the average 
of the right and left greater palatine foramen (GPR and GPL) were considered in 
addition to the measurements at the IF landmark. To assess mandibular 
movement, the mean displacement of the left and right mental foramen (LM and 
RM) and genial tubercle (Ling) were used. For cases with genioplasty, additional 
measurements were made in the region of the chin. Menton (Me), Pogonion (Pog) 
and Plate (Pt) were considered for the vertical and AP displacement, please 
refer to table(20) for landmark definitions. Unfortunately, no reliable landmark 
could be found to assess the lateral chin displacement. 
2.4.2.4 Hard tissue landmarking error study 
A landmarking error study was carried out on 30% of the total study sample. The 
error study sample was selected using a systematic sampling technique where 
the first one third of each group (Le Fort I, bimaxillary and BSSO) was selected. 
A total of 30 cases were included in the study.  
The full set of landmarks used in the main study was re-digitized by the same 
researcher following a two week interval and the x, y and z coordinates were 
recorded. The orthogonal distance in each dimension (the distance from each 
landmark perpendicular to each of the three dimensional planes) was calculated 
and a mean distance at each dimension was computed using EXCEL software. 
The significance of the positional differences of the repeated landmark 
digitization were analysed in the three dimensions (x, y and z) using a paired 
sample t-test.  Euclidian distances of the repeated measurements were 
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calculated in Excel using the 3D Pythagoras equation (Equation 2) and the mean 
error was calculated. 
Table 21: Landmarks used for generic mesh conformation. 
 Abbr. Landmarks  Definition 
1  Exc-R Exocanthion-R  Outer commissure of the eye fissure 
2 End-R Endocanthion-R   Inner commissure of the eye fissure 
3  Na Nasion  Mid-point on the nasal bridge. 
4  Exc-L Exocanthion-L  Outer commissure of the eye fissure 
5 End-L Endocanthion-L   Inner commissure of the eye fissure 
6 Ab-R Alar base-R Junction between the right nostril and 
upper lip 
7  Prn Pronasale  Most protruded point of the apex nasi (tip of 
the nose) 
8 Ab-L Alar base-L Junction between the right nostril and 
upper lip 
9 Ch-R Cheilion-L  Point located at lateral labial commissure 
10 FL-R Philtrum crest-R Tip of the right philtral ridge at the upper 
lip vermilion border 
11  Ls Labial superius  Midpoint of the upper vermilion line  
12 FL-L philtrum crest-L Tip of the right philtral ridge at the upper 
lip vermilion border 
13 Ch-L Cheilion-L  Point located at lateral labial commissure 
14  Li Labial inferius  Mid-point of the lower vermilion line 
15 UM-R Upper lip Mid 
distance-R 
Mid-point on the upper lip vermilion border 
between Ch-R and FL-R  
16 UM-L Upper lip Mid 
distance-L 
Mid-point on the upper lip vermilion border 
between Ch-L and FL-L 
17 LM-R Upper lip Mid 
distance-R  
Mid-point on the lower lip vermilion border 
between Ch-R and Li 
18 LM-L Upper lip Mid 
distance-L  
Mid-point on the lower lip vermilion border 
between Ch-L and Li 
19 Lm Labio-Mental fold Deepest median point on the curve between the 
lower lip and chin 
20 Pog Pogonion Most prominent Median point of the chin 
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2.4.3 Analysis of soft tissue changes following surgery 
A dense correspondence analysis was used for the soft tissue analysis. In addition 
to the Euclidean distance analysis, the positional changes of facial mesh nodes 
were analysed in x, y and z dimensions individually. The analysis relied on the 
pre-and post-operative conformed generic meshes to create the dense 
correspondence. These meshes contain the same number of vertices and 
triangles which helped in identifying the corresponding vertices of the compared 
meshes. Based on this correlation, the translation of each vertex from the pre-
operative to the post-operative mesh was measured both as a Euclidian distance 
and orthogonal (x, y and z) dimensions separately. 
The full data sample of 100 patients was grouped according to surgical 
procedure into six groups. These were; Le Fort I maxillary advancement; Le Fort 
I maxillary advancement with genioplasty; BSSO mandibular advancement; BSSO 
mandibular advancement with genioplasty; bimaxillary advancement; 
bimaxillary advancement with genioplasty. Only three groups were successful in 
producing a satisfactory sample size (more than 10 samples). These were Le Fort 
I maxillary advancement (33 samples); BSSO mandibular advancement (12 
samples); and bimaxillary advancement groups (12 samples). The soft tissue 
analysis was limited to these three groups.    
For each of the selected groups, soft tissue model averaging was carried out. 
This procedure produced pre-operative and post-operative average soft tissue 
models which were used for analysing soft tissue changes following orthognathic 
surgery within the group.  
2.4.3.1 Construction of the generic mesh  
The generic mesh used in this project was created by our research group in the 
University of Glasgow. The facial polygonal mesh composed of approximately 
1000 vertices distributed in almost equal distances from each other. Using 
VRMesh further modifications of the original mesh were carried out; any holes in 
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the mesh were filled i.e. nostrils, eyes and mouth and removal of any unwanted 
areas of the mesh i.e. back of the head. 
This created a generic mesh with uniform 2 - 3 mm sized triangles free from 
defects extending from the upper hairline to the submental area vertically and 
to the tragus of the ears bilaterally. The generic mesh carried no texture 
information and was saved as a VRML (.wrl) file to be used later for the 
conformation procedure. 
Using VRMesh software the mesh was duplicated and segmented into 9 
anatomical regions; forehead, nose, left and right paranasal areas, left and right 
cheek areas, upper lip, lower lip and chin. The 9 regions were segmented but 
remained at the same coordinates to preserve the generic mesh vertices index, 
(figure 39).   
2.4.3.2 Generic mesh conformation 
The in-house developed software was used to perform the conformation (elastic 
deformation) as previously described (Section 2.3.1.3.6.2). The same generic 
mesh was conformed to the pre- and post-operative soft tissue models of the 100 
patients included in the sample.  
Either the pre- or the post-operative 3D models (one at a time), was loaded into 
the software in the “scan” panel, (figure 40). The generic mesh was loaded to 
the software in the “generic mesh” panel. A set of landmarks, (table 21) were 
identified on both models. The sequence of landmarking was crucial for a 
successful conformation since it represents the corresponding points “anchor 
points” between the generic mesh and the facial 3D model mesh.  
No superimposition (rigid registration) was required since the elastic 
deformation process moved the generic mesh into the position of the facial 
model mesh. The initial step was semi-automated and was guided by the 
corresponding landmarks on both images combined with elastic deformation of 
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the entire mesh based on bending energy reduction (thin plate spline). The next 
step was fully automated performing refinement of the generic mesh surface 
with elastic deformation based on localised geometrical feature matching.  
The conformed mesh was then exported as a (.wrl) file. The x, y and z 
coordinate of the conformed mesh were also exported. At the end of this 
process, 200 conformed meshes (pre and post-operative meshes for each of the 
100 patient) were saved with their respective coordinate data for further 
analysis. 
The complete generic mesh was used for the purpose of conformation (elastic 
registration) of the per- and post-operative models and soft tissue analysis.  
While the segmented mesh was used for the analysis of the final prediction 
accuracy. 
2.4.3.3 Facial Soft tissue model averaging 
Following the conformation of the generic mesh onto the soft tissue models of 
both the pre-operative and the post-operative scans. An average face for each 
group, pre-operative and post-operative, was created. The face averaging 
procedure was based on the conformed generic meshes. Since the 
correspondence was already established using the generic mesh index, partial 
Procrustes Analysis (PPA) was performed on each of the groups where translation 
and rotation was performed and the average position for each vertex was 
calculated based on the generic mesh correspondence. The result of this 
procedure was an average pre-operative and post-operative facial model.  The 
average face carried the same number and index of vertices as the original 
generic mesh. The procedure of facial averaging was performed for the analysis 
of the facial changes following Le Fort I advancement, BSSO advancement and 
bimaxillary advancement surgeries.      
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Figure 39: The generic mesh. Nine segments were detached (preserve the same 3D 
coordinate). The nose (B), the right and left Paranasal areas (B,C), the upper lip (D), the 
lower lip €, the chin (F), the right and left cheeks (G,H),  and the forehead (A), the cheeks 
and forehead areas were not involve in the analysis.   
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A 
B 
C 
Figure 40: Steps of generic mesh conformation: Landmarks placement 
(A), initial elastic deformation (B), final elastic deformation(c) 
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2.4.3.4 Anatomical dense correspondence analysis 
Following facial averaging, the average pre-operative and post-operative faces 
were superimposed on the eyes-nasal bridge region using surface rigid 
registration. The process was accomplished using VRMesh software. An interim 
template for registration was created as a copy of the preoperative model 
cropped to the region of the eyes and nasal bridge regions only without changing 
the 3D original position. The post-operative model was then registered on the 
template using PPA followed by ICP surface rigid registration. The template was 
then discarded. Since the template and the preoperative model have the same 
3D position, the post-operative model is now registered to the pre-operative 
model. The generic mesh index was applied to create the correspondence 
between the superimposed average faces and the changes at the surgical sites 
were analyzed using in-house software.  The distance between the 
corresponding vertices was displayed as a colour scale in millimeters ranging 
from red colour (outward located vertices) to blue (inward located vertices) 
whereas green colour represented no change. The intensity of the colour, on 
both sides of the scale, represents the distance from zero location.   
The differences in the corresponding vertices position were analyzed in the 
individual dimension of space (x, y and z) using in-house software. The 
difference in each dimension was displayed as a colour coded distance map, 
(figure 41). Since a directional element was involved. A right hand coordinate 
system was constantly adopted in the analysis. The colour map was specific for 
each directional change. For the horizontal (medio-lateral) changes the points 
which were displaced to the left of the face were shown in red whereas points 
displaced to the right of the face were shown in blue. Non displaced points were 
shown in green colour. The intensity of the colour represented the amount of 
the displacement. The upper and lower limits of the colour scale were set at the 
mean skeletal displacement in each of the analyzed surgical groups. The same 
was applied to the rest of the directions with specific directional indicators, i.e. 
in the y-dimension points which moved up were shown in red while those which 
moved down in blue.  In the z-dimension points which moved towards the 
observer were shown in red while those away from the observer in blue. 
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2.4.4 Simulation of soft tissue following orthognathic surgery 
2.4.4.1 Prediction of soft tissue changes following orthognathic surgery 
The correlation between the soft and hard tissue displacements for Le Fort I 
advancement surgery were analyzed. Only Le Fort I osteotomy cases (with no 
genioplasty) were considered in this part of the study, with 30 pairs of pre-and 
post-operative conformed generic meshes. The facial shapes were divided into 
the regions of forehead, nose, left and right paranasal, upper lip, low lip and 
chin regions.  The displacements of soft tissues at these regions were calculated 
from the post and pre-operative conformed generic meshes. Principal 
component analysis (PCA) was used to analyze these displacements. The first 22 
principal components (which represent 95% of variations of the displacements) 
were used to reconstruct the displacements of an individual case. With pairs 
data – loadings of 22 principal components versus the displacements of hard 
tissues, the relationship between the loadings of the first 22 principal 
components of the displacements of soft tissues and the displacements of hard 
tissues were calculated. With the relationship established, the displacements of 
hard tissues are now used to predict the 22 loadings of the principal 
components; further the soft tissue changes are calculated from the predicted 
loadings.    
2.4.4.2 Validation of prediction accuracy.  
Leave-one-out cross validation was applied to validate the approach of 
prediction of soft tissue changes. In this validation, 29 of the 30 cases were used 
as a training set to establish the relationship between the loadings of the first 22 
principal components of the displacements of soft tissues and the displacements 
of hard tissues, while the remaining one case was used for validation. It is an 
iterative procedure so the next layer of analysis is to choose a different case for 
the sample  
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as a leave out case and use the rest as training set. The results were 30 trials 
providing the mean and standard deviation of the surface distance between the 
predicted displacements and the actual displacements of the validation case at 
each of the examined region. This procedure was applied to the regions of the 
upper lip, lower lip, chin, nose, and the right/left paranasal areas. 
 The mean and standard deviation of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual displacements of each region were calculated and a boxplot was used 
to display the results. Colour coded maps showing the mean difference between 
the predicted and the actual post-operative facial changes in the x, y, and z 
dimensions were also displayed. 
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Introduction 
A total of 137 pre-surgical and post-surgical CBCT scans were successfully 
retrieved from the database at the radiography department at the dental 
hospital.  37 cases were excluded from the sample for various reasons according 
to our exclusion criteria, (Section 2.1.1). Image quality and ethnic background 
were the two main reasons for exclusion. The remaining 100 cases were 
successfully processed according to the research protocol.  
3.1 Error study  
Landmarking a CBCT derived soft tissue image has always been challenging due 
to the relatively smooth surface and the lack of facial texture information. 
Therefore intra observer landmarking error was investigated. Table (22) shows 
the measured orthogonal distances between the coordinates of the 
corresponding 20 landmarks. The digitization was repeated two weeks later. 
These were the same landmarks employed for the conformation of the generic 
mesh of 30 cases randomly selected from the study sample.  
In the x dimension (medio-lateral), the landmarking error ranged from (0.27 mm 
± 0.37 mm) to (0.72 mm ± 0.89 mm). The mean error of the repeated 
digitization of the 20 landmarks was (0.45 mm ± 0.13 mm). In the z dimension 
(the depth), landmarking error ranged from (0.12 mm ± 0.18mm) to (0.42 mm ± 
0.5 mm), the mean error of the repeated digitization of the 20 landmarks was 
(0.23 mm ± 0.17 mm). In the y dimension (Vertical), the landmarking cases 
ranged from (-0.37 mm ± 0.25 mm) to (0.87 mm ± 1.15 mm), the mean error of 
the repeated digitization of the 20 landmarks was (0.13 mm ± 0.19 mm). The 
only landmark that showed a statistically significant difference in the 
coordinates between repeated digitization which was limited to the x dimension 
was the Inner canthus-Right (0.44 mm ± 0.63 mm, p=0.01). Paired sample 
correlation test confirmed a high correlation between the repeated 
measurements for all the landmarks. 
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          Table 22: Landmarking error (orthogonal distance) between the repeated digitization of landmarks used for generic mesh conformation.  
  
No: Mean x SD P value Corr. Mean z SD P value Corr. Mean y SD P value Corr. 
1 0.27 0.37 0.89 0.997 0.27 0.53 0.16 0.997 0.13 0.2 0.87 1.000 
2 0.32 0.76 0.10 0.990 0.17 0.3 0.21 0.999 0.13 0.19 0.06 1.000 
3 0.45 0.64 0.21 0.994 0.16 0.23 0.27 0.999 0.55 0.75 0.78 0.999 
4 0.44 0.63 0.01 0.992 0.12 0.18 0.93 1.000 0.19 0.28 0.15 1.000 
5 0.34 0.55 0.2 0.994 0.4 0.56 0.57 0.997 0.21 0.3 0.20 1.000 
6 0.28 0.38 0.41 0.996 0.26 0.38 0.12 0.999 0.19 0.26 0.29 1.000 
7 0.42 0.61 0.98 0.994 0.22 0.65 0.34 0.996 0.62 0.85 0.75 0.998 
8 0.35 0.58 0.28 0.993 0.33 0.57 0.85 0.997 0.22 0.31 0.10 1.000 
9 0.33 0.53 0.74 0.994 0.13 0.2 0.68 1.000 0.16 0.22 0.86 1.000 
10 0.51 0.59 0.11 0.991 0.16 0.22 0.16 1.000 0.36 0.46 0.30 0.999 
11 0.42 0.55 0.81 0.993 0.12 0.21 0.84 1.000 0.34 0.46 0.40 0.999 
12 0.44 0.58 0.74 0.993 0.2 0.28 0.26 0.999 0.29 0.38 0.45 0.999 
13 0.50 0.77 0.88 0.986 0.18 0.27 0.72 0.999 0.23 0.36 0.93 0.999 
14 0.53 0.62 0.07 0.991 0.12 0.17 0.43 1.000 0.61 0.78 0.53 0.998 
15 0.68 0.87 0.95 0.984 0.42 0.5 0.67 0.998 0.47 0.58 0.58 0.998 
16 0.51 0.65 0.79 0.991 0.33 0.43 0.78 0.999 0.48 0.6 0.32 0.998 
17 0.48 0.61 0.33 0.993 0.39 0.53 0.75 0.997 0.48 0.61 0.65 0.998 
18 0.49 0.65 0.71 0.991 0.39 0.49 0.97 0.998 0.48 0.63 0.53 0.998 
19 0.58 0.75 0.45 0.987 0.08 0.12 0.54 1.000 0.42 0.59 0.16 0.999 
20 0.72 0.89 0.88 0.983 0.12 0.18 0.67 1.000 0.87 1.15 0.54 0.995 
Mean  0.45   0.23 
 
  0.37   
SD  0.13   0.17 
 
  0.25   
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The Euclidean distance landmarking errors were calculated. Table (23) shows 
the mean and standard deviation of the repeated measurements at each of the 
20 landmarks. The error ranged from (0.45 mm ± 0.53 mm) to (1.26 mm ± 0.71 
mm) with a mean of (0.72 mm ± 0.22 mm). 
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Table 23: Landmarking error (Euclidean distance) between the repeated digitisations of landmarks used for generic mesh conformation. 
 
Exc-R End-R Na End-L Exc-L Ab-R Prn Ab-L Ch-R FL-R Ls FL-L Ch-L Li UM-R UM-L LM-R LM-L Lm Pog 
1 1.98 0.81 2.21 1.96 0.81 0.79 1.19 0.46 0.52 0.18 0.77 0.47 0.34 0.86 1.03 1.80 0.44 0.24 0.60 1.12 
2 0.22 0.12 1.20 0.62 0.03 1.51 0.08 0.42 0.26 0.75 0.52 0.67 0.55 1.05 1.06 0.60 0.35 1.59 1.74 2.59 
3 0.23 0.22 0.36 0.39 0.61 1.48 0.69 0.05 0.21 0.21 1.73 0.65 0.65 1.05 0.82 1.14 0.87 0.39 0.22 2.33 
4 0.52 0.19 0.71 0.33 0.71 0.43 1 0.73 0.55 1.24 0.51 1.71 0.12 0.89 0.64 0.74 1.00 0.57 0.71 0.25 
5 0.30 1.33 0.58 0.8 0.07 0.21 1.69 0.28 0.69 0.68 1.68 0.91 0.27 1.20 1.31 1.02 1.98 1.97 0.50 1.88 
6 0.26 0.23 0.52 0.39 1.23 0.27 0.92 1.05 2.01 0.34 0.56 0.58 0.72 0.58 0.59 1.39 0.51 0.24 0.16 1.44 
7 0.34 0.07 1.56 0.64 0.12 0.78 0.48 0.4 0.12 0.94 0.22 0.58 0.38 1.27 0.25 1.68 1.15 1.13 0.10 0.86 
8 0.51 0.19 1.21 0.31 0.75 0.22 1.26 0.16 0.34 0.38 0.65 0.71 0.06 1.03 0.42 0.61 0.65 0.57 0.52 1.27 
9 0.18 0.12 1.26 0.80 0.30 1.02 1.27 0.97 0.19 0.48 0.13 0.41 0.64 0.65 2.30 0.81 0.42 0.39 0.28 2.89 
0 2.42 0.25 1.06 2.57 1.45 0.14 2.17 2.18 0.04 0.09 0.43 0.34 0.04 1.13 0.68 0.90 0.34 2.24 0.40 2.23 
11 0.17 4.15 2.40 0.7 0.36 0.94 0.60 0.35 0.64 1.06 0.32 0.35 0.72 0.81 1.22 0.48 0.92 0.54 0.79 2.19 
12 0.57 0.15 1.14 0.08 0.11 0.28 4.14 0.05 0.15 0.71 0.82 0.63 0.93 1.61 0.37 1.37 0.28 1.90 0.20 1.80 
13 1.05 0.08 1.19 0.15 0.45 0.25 0.63 0.14 1.27 1.19 0.29 0.14 2.03 0.41 2.16 0.82 0.33 0.98 0.16 1.48 
14 0.79 0.28 1.11 0.83 0.45 0.43 0.59 0.64 0.56 0.91 0.11 0.60 1.53 0.12 1.15 0.55 0.52 0.97 0.49 0.76 
15 0.02 0.37 0.66 0.17 0.08 0.15 1.63 0.13 0.67 0.14 0.71 0.73 0.17 0.76 1.73 0.78 0.41 0.36 0.64 0.85 
16 0.58 0.89 1.00 1.14 1.15 0.27 2.00 0.37 0.00 0.91 0.61 0.20 0.27 0.84 1.30 1.14 0.40 0.36 0.55 1.21 
17 0.16 0.76 0.4 0.83 0.58 0.36 0.21 0.35 0.13 0.57 0.23 0.58 0.29 0.39 0.49 0.38 0.69 0.08 1.36 0.84 
18 0.28 0.28 0.46 0.33 0.22 0.17 0.42 3.18 0.6 0.85 0.93 0.30 0.33 2.14 0.89 0.51 1.12 0.75 1.09 0.65 
19 0.12 0.28 0.24 0.03 0.40 0.51 0.27 0.44 0.08 0.48 0.26 0.38 0.41 0.45 0.74 0.86 0.52 1.46 0.99 0.11 
                   Continue 
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 Exc-R End-R Na End-L Exc-L Ab-R Prn Ab-L Ch-R FL-R Ls FL-L Ch-L Li UM-R UM-L LM-R LM-L Lm Pog 
20 0.27 0.15 0.60 0.23 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.16 0.94 0.9 0.42 0.12 0.78 0.17 1.50 1.23 0.78 0.76 0.50 
21 0.36 0.06 0.63 0.24 2.9 0.55 0.30 0.35 0.37 0.69 0.50 0.55 0.45 0.84 0.65 0.12 0.69 0.47 0.97 0.62 
22 0.30 0.16 0.33 1.04 0.39 0.23 0.79 0.32 0.08 1.21 1.30 0.56 0.22 0.18 0.95 0.33 0.64 1.16 1.16 1.38 
23 0.38 0.45 0.85 0.09 0.14 0.67 0.65 1.56 0.24 1.21 0.80 0.51 0.19 0.28 0.78 1.19 0.58 0.49 2.05 1.39 
24 0.30 0.05 0.23 0.24 0.34 0.05 0.28 0.58 0.14 0.91 0.29 0.19 1.93 1.85 0.36 0.18 0.80 1.42 1.64 1.36 
25 0.12 0.34 0.22 0.18 0.50 0.77 0.07 0.34 0.52 1.34 0.95 1.21 0.16 0.75 1.86 0.05 1.57 0.54 1.94 1.95 
26 0.22 0.27 0.43 0.16 0.57 0.16 0.75 0.58 0.38 0.48 0.39 0.35 1.75 1.48 1.02 0.93 1.12 1.27 1.65 1.28 
27 0.07 0.08 1.54 0.45 0.98 0.27 0.80 0.13 1.00 0.30 0.39 1.63 0.61 0.91 0.71 1.20 1.91 0.94 0.37 0.22 
28 0.04 0.06 0.18 0.12 1.58 0.46 1.33 0.12 0.53 0.63 1.02 0.33 0.20 0.57 2.17 0.75 0.71 0.33 0.60 0.80 
29 0.26 0.38 0.22 0.15 0.24 0.30 0.70 0.39 0.35 1.09 0.32 1.00 2.20 1.69 0.97 0.75 1.52 0.77 0.95 0.83 
30 0.43 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.45 0.08 0.14 0.33 0.13 0.42 0.26 1.27 0.50 0.52 1.01 1.45 2.10 0.86 0.23 0.83 
mea
n 0.45 0.43 0.82 0.54 0.60 0.46 0.91 0.58 0.43 0.71 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.90 0.99 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.79 1.26 
SD 0.53 0.76 0.58 0.57 0.60 0.38 0.83 0.67 0.42 0.36 0.42 0.39 0.62 0.49 0.57 0.45 0.52 0.56 0.56 0.71 
Overall  Mean 0.72 
Overall  SD 0.22 
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3.2 Analysis of skeletal surgical movements  
Table (24) shows the mean displacement of the maxilla and mandible in 3D 
following orthognathic surgery. Three groups were analysed; Le Fort I maxillary 
advancement, Bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) mandibular advancement 
and Bimaxillary advancement groups. The measurements were based on 
landmarks at specific anatomical locations and recorded in the x, y and z 
dimensions (Section 2.4.1.2).   
 
Le Fort I group expressed mainly a forward maxillary displacement of 5.95 mm. 
This was combined with minimal lateral maxillary displacement of 0.05 mm, 
anterior and posterior upward maxillary impaction of 0.14 mm and 0.6 mm 
respectively. The effect of Maxillary advancement extended to involve the 
mandible where 2.79 mm advancement and 2.13 mm upward displacement were 
recorded at the mandibular symphysis.   
 
In the mandibular advancement group, forward and downward displacements of 
the mandible of 3.51 mm and -2.12 mm with minimal lateral displacement of -
0.09mm were recorded at the mandibular symphysis.  
 
In the bimaxillary advancement group, both the maxilla and mandible were 
displaced anteriorly by 5.51mm and 4.58mm respectively. The mandible was 
displaced 5mm upward at the symphysis while the maxilla was simultaneously 
impacted anteriorly and posteriorly by 2.74 mm and 2.36 mm respectively. 
Minimal lateral displacement was detected in both jaws at 0.19 mm and 0.4 mm 
at the maxilla and mandible respectively.    
Table 24: Measurements (mm) of skeletal displacement following orthognathic surgery 
 Skeletal displacement Le Fort I BSSO Bimax 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean STDV 
Anterior maxillary displacement 5.95 1.79 ------ ------ 5.51 2.79 
Anterior mandibular displacement 2.79 2.09 3.51 2.64 4.58 3.28 
Lateral maxillary displacement 0.05 0.95 ------ ------ 0.19 1.50 
Lateral mandibular displacement  0.21 0.97 -0.09 1.24 0.47 3.18 
Vertical maxillary displacement anteriorly  0.14 1.72 ------ ------ 2.74 2.59 
Vertical maxillary displacement posteriorly  0.6 1.48 ------ ------ 2.36 1.38 
Vertical mandibular displacement 2.13 1.86 -2.12 2.71 5.00 3.68 
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3.3 Analysis of soft tissue changes following surgery 
3.3.1 Soft tissue response to Le Fort I maxillary advancement. 
3.3.1.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
The average face models of the preoperative and post-operative facial meshes 
were superimposed on the eye region and the corresponding distances between 
the vertices on both models were presented in a colour coded map. The colour 
pattern represented the net Euclidian distance between the corresponding 
vertices, (figure 42). Considering the geometric centre of the facial mesh, the 
mesh vertices which were displaced in an outward direction due to Le Fort I 
surgery were highlighted in red whereas these displaced in an inward direction 
due to Le Fort I surgery were highlighted in blue . The colour spectrum ranging 
from red (maximum outward) to blue (maximum inward) assigned to each vertex 
of the mesh represented the variation in positional change of each vertex. The 
green colour represents the zero change and located at the centre of the 
spectral colour scale. The colour scale was displayed on the side of the image 
with the displacement values been assigned to each colour segment. The results 
are subcategorised into the following anatomical regions: 
1. The nose: The nasal bridge area showed no changes due to surgery, 
whereas the difference gradually increased toward the nasal cartilage and 
the tip of the nose. The most obvious changes in response to surgery were 
observed at the alar cartilage which was highlighted in red, the intensity 
of the red colour increased close to the nasolabial groove. This indicates 
widening of the nostrils following Le Fort I surgery. The region at the 
columella and the lower part of the nasal tip was highlighted in blue 
which indicates an inward movement toward the geometric centre of the 
face. This combined with the faint orange patches on the nasal tip 
indicates an minimal upward displacement of the nasal tip increases 
posteriorly at the columella secondary to Le Fort I osteotomy.    
2. The upper lip: The upper lip region is bounded by the nasolabial junction 
superiorly, extends to the inferior end of the vermillion border and to the 
oral commissures bilaterally. The majority of the region showed a uniform 
dark red highlight which indicates a marked anterior displacement in the 
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upper lip region in response to surgery. A change in colour to light green 
at the commissures was observed which indicated the limited effect of 
the maxillary advancement on this region.  
3. The lower lip: the region of the lower lip is anatomically bounded by the 
upper border of the lower lip vermilion border superiorly, extends to the 
labiomental fold inferiorly and to the oral commissures laterally. The 
majority of this region displayed a light red highlight due to the slight 
forward displacement at the lower lip. A colour change into a light blue at 
the area below the vermilion border extending to the labiomental fold 
downward and about 50% of the lip width was observed which indicates a 
backward and upward displacement of the lower lip at this region.  
4. The chin:  The chin area extends from the labiomental fold to the lower 
border of the face and extends laterally to the area marked by an 
imaginary vertical lines descending from the oral commissures. The 
majority of the area was highlighted in red which appeared darker 
centrally at the pogonion region. A blue strip at the lower border of the 
chin was also observed, (figure 2,A). This together with the red colour at 
'pogonion' point indicates a minor combined upward and forward change 
at chin region. 
5. Paranasal regions: The red colour display extended bilaterally to the 
nose and limited laterally to a vertical line from the outer canthi. 
Superiorly, there was a display of the red colour immediately below the 
malar eminence which extended down to the level of the oral 
commissures.  
6. The cheeks: The light red colour highlight in this area indicates a minor 
change in response to maxillary surgery. A change to the blue colour at 
the lower border was noted. This was continuous with the strip of blue 
colour below the chin area. These findings indicated a minor upward 
movement of the soft tissue at the lower border of the mandible 
associated with the shortening of the lower facial height.  
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In summary, the results shows generalised forward movements at the mid and 
lower face regions associated with widening of the nostrils and a limited 
shortening of the lower facial height. 
3.3.1.2 Directional soft tissue changes 
The soft tissue changes following Le Fort I osteotomy were analysed for each of 
the x, y and z dimensions separately. Therefore, different colour spectrum was 
assigned for this part of the analysis. The change at surface vertices due to 
surgery to the right or the top sides of the screen, or toward the observer, was 
considered a positive change and highlighted in red. While the change to the left 
or to the bottom of the screen or away from the observer was considered 
negative and were highlighted in blue. Green colour was for the regions where 
no changes were detected. The intensity of the colour indicated the magnitude 
of the change at the examined area.  
  
A B 
Figure 42: Dense anatomical correspondence (Euclidean ) showing soft tissue changes 
following Le Fort I advancement surgery in Front view (A) and 45º view (B) 
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The colour scale was displayed on the left side of the face, (figure 43). The 
higher and lower extremes of the spectral colour scale were limited to 5.5mm 
which was recorded as the mean A-P skeletal displacement in Le Fort I maxillary 
advancement group. 
3.3.1.2.1 Soft tissue changes in x dimension (medio-Lateral). 
Figure (43,A) shows the soft tissue surface changes in x dimension only. Minimal 
changes were noted around the eye regions and the nasal bridge was highlighted 
mostly in green which indicates a minimal change in the transverse direction as 
a result of surgery. The colour changed to yellow toward the nasal tip. A yellow 
colour patch on the right side at the lower part of the dorsum of the nose and a 
blue colour patch on the right side indicated a minor narrowing of the nose at 
this area. The opposite was observed at the alar region, the right ala of the nose 
displayed a blue colour while the left ala of the nose displayed a red colour 
which is an indication of widening of the nostrils.    
Most of the soft tissue changes in response to Le Fort I osteotomy were in the 
reign of the upper lip and paranasal area. This was demonstrated by the well-
defined distribution of the orange colour on the left side and the blue colour on 
the right side of these two regions which indicates a tendency toward a lateral 
expansion along these anatomical regions. The changes were limited to the 
anatomical boundaries of the paranasal region and upper lip. The changes at the 
commissures at the corners of the mouth, the lower lip and the chin were 
minimal.   
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3.3.1.2.2 Soft tissue changes in y dimension (Vertical change) 
Figure (43,B) shows the vertical component of soft tissue changes only in y 
dimension in response to Le Fort I osteotomy. 
Most of the region around the eyes and the nasal bridge displayed green colour 
which confirms the trivial vertical changes of these areas. The dorsum of the 
nose showed minimal changes and displayed a green strip which extended 
toward the tip of the nose. The tip of the nose, the right and left alar curvatures 
and the columella showed a mild upward movement which was displayed as a 
yellowish orange colour.  
The paranasal area showed a homogenous but mild upward movement coinciding 
with the adjacent cheek areas which displayed predominantly in a yellowish 
green colour. The upper lip displayed mostly green colour with yellow/green 
patches closer to the nostrils. This indicates there was a minimal vertical 
displacement of the upper lip following Le Fort I maxillary advancement.  
Vertically, the lower lip showed two types of response to Le Fort I maxillary 
advancement separated by the vermillion border. The region above the 
vermilion border showed minimal vertical changes highlighted in green yellow, 
the region below the vermillion border showed a clear vertical change displayed 
in orange manly at the central region. This indicated an upward movement in 
this region and perhaps a minimal shortening of the lower lip length. The chin 
area on the other hand showed a predominant orange colour with the highest 
intensity centrally then decreased posteriorly toward the cheek areas on both 
sides. This was an indication of an upward movement of the chin area. 
3.3.1.2.3 Soft tissue changes in z dimension (Antero-posterior changes) 
Figure (43,C) shows the depth component (A-P) of the corresponding soft tissue 
changes in response to surgery. The region around the eyes and the nasal bridge 
showed a minimal change which was displayed as generalised green colour. The 
green colour continued on the dorsum of the nose toward the nasal tip with no 
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marked change in colour. The columella together with the right and left alae of 
the nose showed orange colour indicating a marked forward movement of this 
region. 
A well-defined dark red region covered the upper lip and the paranasal Regions 
which indicates a marked forward displacement. The colour was confined to the 
anatomical boundaries of these two regions. The effect of surgery on the 
commeasures at the corner of the mouth was minimal, displayed as a yellowish 
green colour. Green colour was displayed on the lower lip. The chin showed a 
relatively homogenous mostly orange colour which indicates a moderate forward 
displacement secondary to surgery. Similar changes were evident on the lower 
part of the cheeks where the colour intensity reduced posteriorly.   
      
 
Summary 
In summary, there were distinctive forward soft tissue movements combined 
with a marked lateral expansion at the upper lip and paranasal regions, these 
changes were limited by the anatomical boundaries of these regions. The 
commeasures at the corners of the mouth showed minor changes in all 
directions. The effect extended to the chin area where a marked vertical and 
to a lesser extent forward displacement were evident. The lower lip showed 
minimal changes in all dimensions except a marked vertical movement at the 
region between the vermilion border and the labiomental fold. The effect on 
the nose was limited to the widening and advancement of the nostrils and 
the same was noted at the base of the nose (Subnasale and alar base) region 
with a minimal forward change at the nasal tip. The changes at the cheeks 
were to a lesser extent with minimal but consistent upward and forward 
displacement of the soft tissue in response to Le Fort I advancement 
osteotomy. 
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3.3.2 Soft tissue response to BSSO mandibular advancement. 
3.3.2.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
The pre and post-operative average facial models were superimposed and dense 
anatomical correspondence was created following the same protocol (Section 
3.2.1). The results were displayed as a colour coded map, (figure 44). 
  
A B 
Figure 44: Dense anatomical correspondence (Euclidean) showing soft tissue changes 
following BSSO advancement surgery in Front view (A) and 45º view (B) 
 
Unlike Le Fort I osteotomy, the soft tissue changes were confined to the lower 
third of the face corresponding to mandibular advancement. No marked changes 
were observed on the nose, paranasal areas, and upper lip regions where green 
colour was predominant. The lower lip showed a mild change at the vermilion 
border near the midline demonstrating the roll-in effect of the surgery on the 
lower lip. The marked colour change started to show just below the vermilion 
border and increase in intensity towards the chin region. The red colour 
continued backward along the mandibular border towards the gonial angle.  
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3.3.2.2 Directional changes measurements 
In order to investigate the changes in more details, soft tissue analysis was 
segmented into the x, y, and z dimensions where changes at each of the three 
dimensions were analysed independently.      
3.3.2.2.1 Soft tissue changes in x dimension (medio-Lateral) 
Figure (45,A) shows the soft tissue surface changes in x dimension only. The 
changes around the eye regions and the nose were minimal, displayed mostly in 
green colour. The changes around the midface region were observed as a mild to 
moderate narrowing of the upper lip mainly at the sides near the commeasures 
of the mouth displayed as a yellow/orange colour on the right side and light blue 
on the left side of the face, whereas the commissures of the mouth expressed a 
minimal changes which displayed in green colour. Lateral to the Upper lip the 
same colour pattern extended slightly both sides. The lower lip demonstrated a 
tendency toward minimal to mild lateral expansion marked by an orange colour 
on the left side and central regions combined with a bluish green colour on the 
right side of the lip. The results also highlighted a mild shift of the chin to the 
left side which coincided with the recorded skeletal lateral shifting of the 
mandible. 
3.3.2.2.2 Soft tissue changes in y dimension (vertical change) 
Figure (45,B) shows the vertical component of soft tissue changes only in y 
dimension in response to BSSO mandibular advancement surgery.  
Most of the regions around the eyes, nose and paranasal region displayed green 
colour which confirms the trivial vertical changes. The upper lip demonstrated a 
tendency toward downward movement which is displayed in blue colour, this 
diminished laterally to a minimal change at the commeasures of the mouth. The 
blue colour on the upper lip combined with the minimal change at the nose 
highlighted a mild tendency toward lengthening of the upper lip.   
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The vermilion border of the lower lip showed upward movement displayed as a 
yellow/orange patches mainly at the centre and diminished laterally toward the 
commeasures of the mouth. This change highlighted the inward and upward 
rolling of the lower lip as it moved forward and freed from the classical lip trap 
under the palatal surface of upper incisors associated with mandibular 
deficiency. Downward movement was noted at the region below the vermilion 
border of the lower lip, the chin and laterally extended to the cheeks region.   
3.3.2.2.3 Soft tissue changes in z dimension (antero-posterior changes) 
Figure (45,C) shows the depth component of the corresponding soft tissue 
changes in z dimension.  
The region around the eyes, nose, paranasal regions and major part of the upper 
lip showed a minimal change which was displayed as a generalised green colour. 
The main changes were evident at the lower face and lateral cheeks region. A 
generalized and homogenous red colour covering these regions indicates a 
marked forward movement. The vermilion border of the lower lip showed a 
minimal change in the A-P dimension following BSSO advancement surgery. The 
same was noted at the commeasures of the mouth indicating a minimal change 
due to surgery. The vermilion region of the upper lip showed a mild backward 
movement displayed as a blue colour and extends laterally where the colour 
changed to green indicating minimal changes at the commissures.     
 
 
Summary 
There was a marked forward movement of the chin and lower lip regions 
extended posteriorly toward the gonial angle. A marked narrowing of the 
upper lip and widening of the lower lip were also observed. There was a 
generalised downward movement of the chin, lower lip and extended 
posteriorly toward the cheeks. 
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3.3.3 Soft tissue changes following bimaxillary advancement. 
3.3.3.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
The pre and post-operative average facial models were superimposed and dense 
anatomical correspondence was created. The results were displayed as a colours 
coded distance map, (figure 46). 
 
  
A B 
Figure 46: Dense anatomical correspondence (Euclidean) showing soft tissue changes 
following Bimaxillary advancement surgery in Front view (A) and 45º view (B). 
 
Soft tissue changes resembled to some extent the combined effect of 
advancement Le Fort I osteotomy and BSSO osteotomy. Changes at the eyes 
level and nasal bridge were minimal indicating good registration accuracy. The 
yellow colour at the tip of the nose was due to a mild forward and upward 
movement. The columella showed a mild upward displacement marked in light 
blue while the alar cartilages flared laterally and were displayed in orange. The 
upper lip and paranasal regions showed the major changes at the midface 
marked by a darker red colour in a relatively similar fashion to cases which had 
had a Le Fort I osteotomy only, (Section 3.2.1). However, in bimaxillary 
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advancement the red colour extended to cross the boundaries of the upper lip 
and paranasal regions laterally and inferiorly as it merged with the changes 
associated with the lower face as a result of the associated mandibular 
advancement. A moderate changes were observed at the oral commissures and 
lower lip vermilion. The changes started to increase toward the chin area 
marked by a darker red colour. Major changes were only observed at the chin 
area where the red colour started to fade into lighter shades laterally towards 
the gonial angles.   
3.3.3.2 Directional changes measurements 
In order to investigate the changes in more details, soft tissue analysis was 
separated into the x, y, and z dimensions where changes at each of the three 
dimensions were analysed independently.      
3.3.3.2.1 Soft tissue changes in x dimension ( medio-Lateral) 
Figure (47,A) shows the soft tissue surface changes in x dimension only. Minimal 
changes were noted around the eye regions and the nasal bridge which were 
highlighted in green. The changes around the midface region are close to the 
changes observed following Le Fort I maxillary advancement, (section 3.2.1.2.1). 
The region around the nasal bridge and nasal tip demonstrated a green colour 
which indicates minimal changes at these regions. The right ala of the nose 
displayed a blue colour while the left ala of the nose displayed a yellowish-red 
colour, an indication of widening of the nostrils. 
The upper lip and paranasal area showed a clear tendency toward lateral 
expansion demonstrated as a yellow/red colour on the left side of the face and 
the blue colour on the right side of these two regions. The changes were limited 
to the anatomical boundaries of the paranasal region and upper lip and was less 
than that observed with Le Fort I maxillary advancement cases (Section 
3.2.1.2.1). The commissures at the corners of the mouth showed minimal 
tendency toward narrowing as demonstrated by a blue colour on the left 
commissure and yellow colour on the right side. The lower lip showed a similar 
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tendency toward narrowing as demonstrated by a blue colour on the left side 
and yellow colour on the right side of the lip. The chin region showed minimal 
change displayed in green colour. 
3.3.3.2.2 Soft tissue changes in y dimension (vertical change) 
Figure (47,B) shows the vertical component of soft tissue changes in response to 
Bi-maxillary advancement surgery. 
Most of the region around the eyes and the nasal bridge displayed green colour 
which confirms the trivial vertical changes of the soft tissue of this region to bi-
maxillary osteotomy. The dorsum of the nose showed minimal changes and was 
displayed in green/yellow colour. The tip of the nose, the right and left alar 
curvatures and the columella showed a marked upward movement which was 
displayed in orange/ red colour.  
The paranasal area showed a homogenous but mild upward movement. The 
upper lip displayed yellowish green colour with patches of orange colours. This 
indicates there was a minimal vertical displacement of the upper lip following 
Bi-maxillary advancement surgery in the vertical dimension. The lower lip 
showed a compound response to surgery. The vermillion border showed minimal 
vertical changes highlighted in green, the region below the vermillion border 
demonstrated more vertical change displayed in red/orange colour with a 
central dark red colour patch. This indicated an upward movement in this region 
and perhaps a minimal shortening of the lower lip length. An upward movement 
was observed at the chin area which was marked by a well-defined red patch at 
the chin region. 
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3.3.3.2.3 Soft tissue changes in z dimension (antero-posterior changes) 
Figure (47,C) shows the depth component of the corresponding soft tissue 
changes in z dimension.  
The region around the eyes and the nasal bridge showed a minimal change which 
was displayed as a generalised green colour. The green colour on the dorsum of 
the nose extended toward the nasal tip with no marked change in colour. A 
change to red colour was evident at the nasal tip. The columella together with 
the right and left alas of the nose showed a well-defined dark red colour 
indicating a marked forward movement of this region. The forward displacement 
at this region coincided with a generalised forward displacement of most of the 
mid and lower face regions including the paranasal region, the upper lip and oral 
commeasures, the lower lip, the chin and extended posteriorly to involve most 
of the cheeks regions which were marked with a uniform dark red colour. 
 
  
 
Summary 
 
There was distinctive forward soft tissue movements in the mid and lower 
face combined with a marked lateral expansion at the nostrils, upper lip and 
paranasal regions. The expansion was limited by the anatomical boundaries 
of these three regions whereas a milled narrowing of the oral commissures 
and lower lip was observed. Marked vertical upward changes were evident at 
the tip of the nose, part of the lower lip and the chin regions. A relatively 
mild upward movement was observed at the upper lip and paranasal regions. 
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3.4 Prediction of facial soft tissue changes following Le 
Fort I advancement surgery. 
The correlation between the soft and hard tissue was calculated for each of the 
facial anatomical regions, these included: The upper lip, lower lip, chin, nose, 
right paranasal and left paranasal regions. Soft tissue prediction and validation 
has been carried out using the statistical test “Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation”. 
Details about this test have been provided in the related methodology section.  
Thirty cases were included in the process, 29 of them were used as a training 
group and the resultant simulation was tested by applying the simulation 
algorithm on the preoperative image of the remaining one case. The difference 
between the actual post-operative change and the prediction was calculated. 
The process was then repeated 30 times to predict a case by case. 
The results are visually displayed with a colour coded map showing the 
differences (errors of prediction) in the three dimensions between the predicted 
and the actual post-operative changes for each of the anatomical regions. The 
mean shape difference of the 30 trials is presented in each of the three 
dimensions (x, y and z). A Box-and-whisker plot was produced showing the 
median and the range of the 30 trials and the 25 percentile for each of the 
individual facial regions also in x, y, and z dimensions separately.  
The mean values ranged from as low as (0.01 mm ± 0.582 mm) at the nose region 
to (-0.03 mm ± 2.1996 mm) at the chin region. Although the mean values were 
relatively small, there was a general tendency of over estimation of the 
predicted change of soft tissue in response to Le Fort I advancement osteotomy 
in the x dimension (medio-lateral) and y dimension (depth) while an 
underestimation of the vertical changes was noted. This was demonstrated on 
the colour coded map.  
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3.4.1 Upper lip 
The results of the upper lip prediction are shown in figures (48 and 49). The 
difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative changes were 
individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The x dimension (Medio-lateral) showed the lowest mean ± standard deviation 
among other dimensions (-0.02 mm ± 1.04 mm) followed by the z dimension (the 
depth) and the y dimension (vertical) dimension with a mean value of (0.12 mm 
± 0.96 mm) and (-0.07 mm ± 1.08 mm) respectively. In general, the total mean ± 
standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 1.2 mm.  
Figure (48) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y, and z) Box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 0.5 mm prediction 
errors. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the trials 
which was comparable in the three dimensions and equally distributed around 
the zero point. The range of the data represented by the whiskers showed a 
relatively lower level of variations in z dimension.   
Figure (49) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. There was a general tendency 
toward an overestimation (over prediction) of the changes at the upper lip 
region of around in the z (depth) dimensions. Whereas an under estimation of 
the same values were expressed in the y (vertical) dimensions as displayed on 
the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 48: Accuracy of prediction at the upper lip region. Illustrates the median, the three 
quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft tissue change 
following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Upper lip region in the three dimensions. 
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3.4.2 Lower lip 
The results of the Lower lip prediction are shown in figures (50 and 51). The 
difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative changes were 
individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The x dimension (medio-lateral) showed the lowest mean ± standard deviation 
among other dimensions (-0.02 mm ± 1.09 mm) followed by the y dimension 
(vertical) dimension and the z dimension (the depth) with a mean value of (-0.07 
mm ± 1.81 mm) and (-0.16 mm ± 1.27 mm) respectively. In general, the total 
mean ± standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 1.44 mm.  
Figure (50) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y and z) Box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 1 mm of error in 
prediction. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the 
trials which was higher in the y dimension than the other dimensions. All of the 
boxed were equally distributed around the zero point. The range of the data 
represented by the whiskers showed a higher level of variations in y dimension.   
Figure (51) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. There was a general tendency 
toward an overestimation (over prediction) of the changes at the lower lip 
region in the z (depth) dimension. Whereas an under estimation were expressed 
in the y (vertical) dimension as displayed on the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 50: Accuracy of the prediction at the lower lip region. Illustrates the median, the three 
quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft tissue change 
following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Lower lip region in the three dimensions. 
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3.4.3 Chin 
The results of the chin prediction are shown in figures (52 and 53). The 
difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative changes were 
individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The z dimension (the depth) showed the lowest mean and standard deviation 
among other dimensions (-0.12 mm ± 1.16 mm) followed by the x dimension 
(Medio-lateral) and the y dimension (vertical) dimension with a mean value of 
(0.07 mm ± 1.76 mm) and (-0.03 mm ± 2.19 mm) respectively. In general, the 
total mean ± standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 2.24mm.  
Figure (52) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y, and z) box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 1 mm of error in 
prediction. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the 
trials which was higher in the y dimension than the other dimensions. All of the 
boxed were equally distributed around the zero point. The range of the data 
represented by the whiskers showed a higher level of variations in y dimension.   
Figure (53) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. There was a general tendency 
toward an overestimation (over prediction) of the changes in all dimensions. 
However, a mixed blue and yellow colour patches were noticed over the chin 
region as displayed on the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 52: Accuracy of the prediction at the chin region. Illustrates the median, the three 
quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft tissue change 
following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Chin region in the three dimensions. 
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3.4.4 Nose 
The results of the nose prediction are shown in figures (54 and 55). The 
difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative changes were 
individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The x dimension (medio-lateral) showed the lowest mean ± standard deviation 
among other dimensions (0.00 mm ± 0.58 mm) followed by the y dimension 
(vertical) dimension and the z dimension (the depth) with a mean value of (-0.04 
mm ± 0.69 mm) and (-0.02 mm ± 0.75 mm) respectively. In general, the total 
mean ± standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 0.79 mm.  
Figure (54) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y, and z) box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 0.5 mm of error in 
prediction. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the 
trials which was higher in the z dimension than the other dimensions. All of the 
boxed were reasonably distributed around the zero point. The range of the data 
represented by the whiskers showed a lower level of variations in z dimension.   
Figure (55) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. Although marginal differences 
were recorded, there was a general tendency toward an underestimation (under 
prediction) at different regions and dimensions including the flaring of the 
nostrils region in the x dimension (medeo-lateral) and the nasal tip displacement 
was also underestimated in both the Y (vertical) and z (depth) dimensions as 
displayed on the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 54: Accuracy of the prediction at the nose region. Illustrates the median, the three 
quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft tissue change 
following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Nose region in the three dimensions. 
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3.4.5 Paranasal Left 
The results of the left paranasal region prediction are shown in figures (56 and 
57). The difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative 
changes were individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The z dimension (the depth) showed the lowest mean and standard deviation 
among other dimensions (0.09 mm ± 1.00 mm) followed by the y dimension 
(vertical) dimension and the x dimension (Medio-lateral) with a mean value of 
(0.02mm ± 1.08 mm) and (0.08 mm ± 1.19 mm) respectively. In general, the 
total mean ± standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 1.26 mm.  
Figure (56) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y, and z) box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 1 mm of error in 
prediction. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the 
trials which was comparable in all dimensions. All of the boxed were equally 
distributed around the zero point. The range of the data represented by the 
whiskers showed a comparatively higher level of variations in x dimension.   
Figure (57) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. There was a general tendency 
toward an overestimation (over prediction) of the changes in all dimensions as 
displayed on the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 56: Accuracy pf the prediction at the left paranasal region. Illustrates the median, the 
three quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft tissue 
change following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Paranasal Left region in the three 
dimensions. 
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3.4.6 Paranasal Right 
The results of the right paranasal region prediction are shown in figures (58 and 
59). The difference between the predicted and the actual post-operative 
changes were individually analysed in the three dimensions.   
The z dimension (the depth) showed the lowest mean and standard deviation 
among other dimensions (0.019 mm ± 0.69 mm) followed by the x dimension 
(medio-lateral) and the y dimension (vertical dimension) with a mean value of (-
0.05 mm ± 0.99 mm) and (-0.02 mm ± 1.1832 mm) respectively. In general, the 
total mean ± standard deviation in all dimensions was lower than 2.2 mm.  
Figure (58) shows the difference in the three dimensions (x, y, and z) Box plot. 
The results showed that 50% of the trials showed less than 1 mm of error in 
prediction. The size of the boxes showed a relatively low variation among the 
trials which was comparable in all dimensions. All of the boxed were relatively 
equally distributed around the zero point. The range of the data represented by 
the whiskers showed a higher level of variations in y dimension and a lower 
variation in the z dimension.   
Figure (59) shows the colour map of the differences between the predicted and 
the actual post-operative soft tissue changes. There was a general tendency 
toward an underestimation (under prediction) of the changes in the y and z 
dimensions but over estimation in x dimension. However, a mixed blue and 
yellow colour patches were noticed over the right paranasal region close to the 
corner of the mouth as displayed on the associated colour scale. 
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Figure 58: Accuracy of the prediction at the right paranasal region. Illustrates the median, 
the three quartiles and the whiskers of the errors associated with the prediction of soft 
tissue change following Le Fort I maxillary advancement at the Paranasal Right region in 
the three dimensions. 
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Summary 
The differences between the predicted and the actual results were 
minimal. Relatively large variation in the prediction were observed at the 
vertical dimension represented by a higher than average standard 
deviations in addition to wider range (whiskers) in most of the compared 
boxplots. There is no specific pattern of under and over estimation of the 
predicted results as the means were divided equally between 
underestimation and overestimation of the changes distributed among 
different regions and dimensions.  
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4.1 Study Sample 
The analysis of pre- and post-operative records to investigate surgical changes 
following orthognathic surgery has been previously reported (107). 
Superimposition of the pre-operative and post-operative images provide valuable 
information to quantify the magnitude of surgical movements and the overlying 
soft tissue response (247). Three main reasons justified the choice of CBCT 
imaging as the main source of data for this study. Firstly, the 3D surface analysis 
applied in this research necessitates 3D image of the skeletal and soft tissue 
facial structures. 3D data cannot be obtained from a lateral cephalogram alone 
and therefore the choice was between CT and CBCT. Cone beam computerized 
tomography (CBCT) images  provide three-dimensional volumetric data with a 
lower exposure to radiation compared to conventional CT but more than a plain 
film (248,44,45) more details were provided in the literature review chapter. 
CBCT facial scans were validated for their accuracy in capturing facial images 
(248–253). Farman et al., 2006 reported that the soft tissue definition of the 
CBCT was  sufficient to determine air/soft boundaries (252). Moerenhout et al., 
2009 used mannequin head to determine the 3D surface accuracy of soft tissue 
acquired from a CBCT scan. They found that the 3D surface of the facial soft 
tissues segmented from a CBCT scan  were accurate and comparable to laser 
surface scan (253).  Kau et al., 2005 stated that “The CBCT is excellent for 
imaging hard tissues structures and most soft tissue components” (248). 
 Secondly, the aim of this research was to investigate the surface changes of the 
soft tissue following orthognathic surgery. A CBCT scan captures the hard and 
soft tissues simultaneously and preserves the relation between them. Finally, 
the availability of the pre-surgical and post-surgical CBCT scans routinely 
captured for orthognathic patients.    
Ethical approval was obtained from the West of Scotland Research Ethics Service 
on 24th May 2012 (Rec Reference 12/WS/0133). The approval limited the study to 
a retrospective analysis of the pre-existing data, hence there was limited control 
with respect to the technical parameters of the CBCT scans, as the radiography 
technicians standardised the method of CBCT scans for orthognathic surgery 
patients (Section 2.1.2). Ethical approval allowed the analysis of other types of 
images such as facial stereophotogrammetry, to validate the methodology.  
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A total of 137 pre-surgical and post-surgical CBCT scans were successfully 
retrieved from the database in the radiography department of the Glasgow 
Dental Hospital; 37 cases were excluded from the final sample as they failed to 
meet the inclusion criteria. Image quality and ethnic background were the two 
main reasons for exclusion. The remaining 100 cases were successfully processed 
according to the research protocol mentioned earlier, (Section 2.4.1).  
The sample size was based on previous studies which investigated the accuracy 
of orthognathic surgical simulation and prediction planning (table 25). The range 
of the sample size of previous studies varied from 1 to 100 patients. The cases in 
most of the studies were mixtures of maxillary and mandibular surgical 
procedures.  
 Table 25:  Sample size reported in previous studies. 
 
The need for homogeneous samples when studying soft- and hard-tissue 
behaviour following orthognathic surgery is essential. Soft tissue behaviour 
following orthognathic surgery proved to be variable in the various regions of the 
face (223,254). Therefore the study sample was sub-grouped according to the 
type of surgical intervention, i.e. cases which had maxillary surgery only (52 
patients), cases which had mandibular surgery only (20 patients) and cases which 
had bimaxillary surgery (28 patients).  
Author Year Type of simulation Sample 
size 
Marchetti et. al., (170) 2011 Mathematical modelling and  
numerical simulation 
10 
Marchetti et. al., (255) 2006 Mathematical modelling and  
numerical simulation 
25 
Tucker et. al., (256) 2010 Mathematical modelling and  
numerical simulation 
20 
Rihan Ullah (236) 2012 Mass spring model 13 
Shafi et. al., (158) 2013 Mass tensor model 13 
Lieberegts et al., (312) 2015 Mass tensor model 100 
Beldie et. al., (257) 2010 Finite element analysis 1 
Meehan et. al., (234) 2003 mass spring model 1 
Deuflhard et. al.,(258) 2006 Mathematical modelling and  
numerical simulation 
4 
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 Several factors can be attributed to the predominance of maxillary surgery in 
the current sample, as compared to other studies conducted in the UK(259). 
These include the prevalence of Class III deformities in the West of Scotland 
which is greater than other regions in the United Kingdom (260); In addition, the 
prevalent attitude is to postpone the treatment of mild to moderate skeletal 
Class III jaw deformities until the completion of growth for a number of reasons, 
including the limited application of mid-face protraction and growth 
modification (261,262). 
Variation in facial soft tissue characteristics among different ethnic groups has 
been documented (167,188,215,221). Soft tissue thickness, consistency and 
facial features were the most common ethnic variations that may affect 
orthognathic surgery planning (215,221). To establish a reasonable homogeneity, 
the study sample was confined to Caucasian subjects.  
Patients who had a history of previous operations in the orofacial region were 
excluded to avoid the effect of previous facial scaring on soft tissue response to 
orthognathic surgery (185,220); this includes cleft lip and palate, facial trauma 
and surgical treatment of facial pathologies.  
No age restrictions were applied; however, the lowest age included was 17 years 
and 8 months. This excluded any significant growth related facial changes during 
the treatment period.  
The timing for CBCT scan capture was a purely clinical decision. However, 
patients who had their scans captured within a month prior to surgery (pre-
operative) and between 6-12 months after surgery (post-operative) were 
included in the study. This pre-operative time limit was set to avoid non-surgical 
soft tissue changes that might occur preoperatively. The post-operative scan 
limits were implemented to avoid the short-term effect of maxillofacial surgery 
on postoperative swelling (oedema from retraction, irritations, and 
inflammation), which has been well documented (186). It has been reported that 
facial morphology recovers to approximately 90% within 3 months after 
bimaxillary surgery (263). Dolce et al., 2003 (264) showed that the swelling 
caused by BSSO for mandibular advancement began to resolve by 8 weeks and 
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was fully resolved by 6 months. Although the post-surgical relapse rate is 
multifactorial (including the technique and extent of the performed surgery), 
most studies evaluating surgical relapse suggested one year as a cut-off point for 
the collection of follow-up records. It was suggested that the majority of 
surgical relapse was evident during the first few months after surgery, following 
bone fragment consolidation, and the relapse rate was fairly minimal after one 
year (265–269). Therefore, in this study, the post-operative CBCT scans included 
the combined effect of orthognathic surgery and early relapse without affecting 
the robustness of the methodology. The exact bony movements were extracted 
by superimposing post-operative radiographs on the pre-operative CBCT scans 
and the changes of the soft tissue where related to the calculated skeletal 
movement. 
Despite the noticeable technological advancement, CBCT scan is still a time 
consuming procedure. A full head 22 cm extended field of view (EFOV) scan 
takes from 17.5 to 36 seconds (248,270). The (i-Cat) CBCT scanner at the 
Glasgow Dental Hospital takes 20 seconds for facial capture with the radiation 
gantry rotating twice around the head. Patients were asked to remain still 
throughout the procedure, but minor movements during the scan are sometimes 
unavoidable. Depending on the extent of these movements, the distortion of the 
captured image may range from blurred image to a clear stepwise regional shift 
in the image. The retrospective nature of the research sample and the policy of 
the Glasgow Dental Hospital regarding CBCT scans made it impossible to repeat 
the scan for these cases. Errors associated with image capture were the main 
source of exclusion of cases in this study.  
The surgical technique was another important exclusion criterion. The majority 
of the cases had Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy, bilateral sagittal split mandibular 
osteotomy or a combination of both. However, few cases were treated with 
different surgical techniques including total body otectomy, vertical sub sigmoid 
osteotomy and multi-piece segmental Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy. These few 
cases were excluded to preserve the homogeneity of the study sample. 
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4.2 DICOM image processing and analysis 
4.2.1 Image superimposition 
Image superimposition on a relatively stable region which was unaffected by the 
procedure was the classical approach for assessment of the outcome of 
orthognathic surgery. A variety of superimposition techniques were applied 
(Section 1.2.2). The choice for voxel based registration in this project was 
evidence based. A published study by our group (70) compared two common  
types of automated 3D image superimposition techniques (surface based 
registration and voxel based registration). The results revealed that there was 
no statistically significant difference between the accuracy of the two 
techniques in terms of the mean distance of the superimposed meshes. However 
the results also showed that the correlation between the soft and hard tissue 
models has been lost in the surface based registration group since each model 
was superimposed separately. This was not the case with the voxel based 
registration where the two tissues (soft and hard tissue) were registered 
simultaneously. The conclusions suggested that studies which aim to investigate 
the soft to hard tissue correlation should use the voxel based registration 
whenever it is applicable.  
Around 40% of image superimpositions were carried out using the 
superimposition module of the Maxilim software package. This module was 
offered from the manufacturing company for a limited time to help with part of 
this study. The rest of the images were superimposed using another software 
package (OnDemand3D), which provided the same quality of 3D image 
superimposition. This software have been validated for its image registration 
accuracy (67) and hence was used for the rest of the sample in this study.  
Only one DICOM image registration was carried out for each patient at the start 
of the analyses. Both soft and skeletal tissue analyses were carried out on the 
same image superimposition. This eliminated potential error of the repeated 
registration process.  
Upon successful superimposition, both soft and hard tissues were segmented 
from each of the preoperative and postoperative DICOM images using Maxilim 
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software. This software applies the marching cube algorithm (61) to segment 
each tissue boundary according to its associated Hounsfield unit (HU) value. The 
optimal HU value for each tissue varied between patients. However it was not 
possible to estimate the exact value for each patient; this might have introduced 
another variable that could have affected the credibility of the analysis. For that 
reason, a standard HU value of (276) for skeletal tissue and (-976) for soft tissue 
segmentation were adopted for all cases. These were the default values built 
into Maxilim software.  
When analysing the superimposed models, the skeletal tissue appears to align to 
a clinically acceptable level on the anterior cranial base, which is the region of 
registration, whereas the soft tissue models seem to have some inaccuracy on 
the forehead. Details of these inaccuracies were previously discussed (Section 
2.2.1). This could be explained by the fact that voxel based registration relies on 
the grey scale values of the voxels of the selected region of interest and not on 
the surface of each tissue. Minor changes in soft tissue related to different facial 
expression during scan or weight gain or loss does not affect the registration 
since the surface has a limited effect on this variable. This, on the other hand, 
provided an accurate description of the real change and preserved the relation 
between the hard and soft tissue models rather than losing this relation to 
produce a better soft tissue superimposition which was achieved by surface 
based registration. 
To address the aim of the project, that of finding the correlation between soft 
and hard tissue changes, three distinct steps of the analysis had to be followed; 
firstly to analyse the skeletal displacement; secondly to analyse soft tissue 
deformation and finally to find the correlation between the two changes.  
4.3 Measurement of Skeletal Displacement 
The measurement implemented to assess skeletal displacement was a novel 
approach developed and validated within this PhD project. The method was 
simple, reproducible and yet highly accurate in analysing the skeletal 
displacement in three dimensions of space. Previous methods to analyse skeletal 
displacement were less successful in achieving these goals without a higher 
magnitude of errors (75,100,210). Despite the problems with 2D lateral 
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cephalometric analysis with regard to its landmarking errors, with lack of 
recording of bilateral structures and with magnification issues (75,100,271–273), 
it is still considered by other researchers (274,275). The reason for this might 
have been the unavailability of the 3D CBCT scans. This project benefited from 
the availability of the CBCT scans in the data base to carry out the 3D analysis 
presented in this study. 
A variety of 3D image analyses have been considered for the evaluation of soft 
and hard tissue changes following surgery. The most commonly used are the 
anatomical landmarking (3D cephalometry), Euclidean surface distance (mean 
distance on a surface patch or distance at specific points), and, less frequently 
volumetric analysis (110). Nevertheless, each of these methods has its 
drawbacks which affect its credibility on certain aspects. Details of shortcomings 
of each method have been explained earlier in the literature review.  
The method applied in this study was based on creating an anatomically based 
local 3D axis (three orthogonal planes) to track the differential change of the 
jaw bones at different areas where the linear (distances) and the angular (pitch, 
role, and yaw) displacements could be measured. Each plain required at least 
three points to be established. The challenge was in finding valid and 
reproducible landmarks on the smooth bony surface of the jaw bones, especially 
the maxilla, to establish this plane. The three foramina on the hard palate 
surface (incisive foramen and bilateral greater palatine foramina) and five 
anatomical locations at the mandible (bilateral lingual foramina, bilateral 
mental foramina and lingual tubercle) were used. Although their boundaries 
were clearly visible on the DICOM slices, the relatively thin bony plate 
surrounding the foramina were not accurately segmented into the 3D model and 
in the majority of the cases there were noticeable differences in size and shape 
between the pre and post-operative images especially around the greater 
palatine foramina, (figure 60). This was in addition to the fact that digitizing 
landmarks on DICOM image slices were more accurate and reproducible than 
identifying them on the three dimensional model surface (96). Maxilim software 
provides the ability for DICOM slices landmarking; therefore, the decision was 
taken to place the landmarks on the shadow of the foramen boundary on the 
DICOM slices with a distinctive anatomical definition of each landmark. 
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 Validation of the protocol of this method has been established by our research 
group (246) 
Figure 60: Difference between the 3D model and the radiographic shadow in representing  
the contour of the greater palatine foramina. 
Only the linear measurements were considered in this project. Angular 
measurements were excluded from the study. The newly developed PCA 
simulation algorithm has not reached the level to allow incorporation of the 
rotational elements (pitch, role and yaw) and yet these were thought to be a 
source of noise to the statistical soft tissue analysis and it was believed to have 
a limited effect on the overlying soft tissue behaviour compared to the linear 
measurements. Future studies may enhance the overall result of the prediction 
planning by the addition of the rotational element.  
The measurements in this study were established as the orthogonal distance 
from the selected landmarks to three orthogonal reference planes. A detailed 
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description of the measurements was previously provided (Section 2.2.2). The 
orthogonal distance from the same reference planes to each landmark on the 
pre- and post-operative images were measured following voxel based 
registration. This eliminates errors that could have developed as a result of the 
establishment of reference planes for the pre- and post-operative images 
separately.  
4.4 Measurement of soft tissue changes in response to 
orthognathic surgery. 
Soft tissue analysis was based on the concept of dense correspondence between 
the pre- and the post-operative images. Previous studies reported other methods 
for soft tissue analysis, including anatomical landmarking (cephalometric 
analysis), colour coded surface distance and volumetric analysis (110,147,276). 
Each of these methods has its own shortcomings and could not be used to 
address the aim of our research (details were provided in Section 1.3.2).  
The application of the corresponding surface analysis is relatively new to the 
field of orthognathic surgery. Mao et al., 2006 (244)published their work on a 
similar concept which they named "Anatomical dense correspondence analysis" 
and showed that it could be applied to study human faces. Since then, limited 
studies have been carried out on this method. Claes et al., 2011-2012 and 
Walters et al., 2013 (152,175,277) described the use of an "the anthropometric 
facial mask ", which followed the same concept. The aim of their studies was to 
describe the soft tissue changes due to growth and after correction of 
asymmetric faces by orthognathic surgery. However, their analysis did not 
progress further and the two studies were concluded as a visual description of 
the vectors connecting the corresponding vertices on the pre and post-operative 
facial meshes or at two time intervals. A number of reasons might have 
contributed to the limited number of publications including the complicated 
procedure associated with generic mesh construction and conformation; limited 
software packages providing this type of analysis (usually coded specifically for 
this purpose within the research group) and lastly the lack of evidence to 
support any superiority of the method.   
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The advantage of this method over other surface or landmarks based analyses, is 
in the preservation of the anatomical correspondence while a comprehensive 
facial surface analysis is carried out. The technique however, is sensitive and a 
high level of accuracy is required in all the stages of the analysis, including 
image capture, generic mesh construction, landmark digitization and 
conformation procedure.  
In this project, an investigation was carried out to ensure the highest possible 
accuracy of all stages of the analysis. The results showed an acceptable level of 
accuracy and formed a solid base for a comprehensive analysis, (Section 2.3.1).  
Although the magnitude of surgical displacement was variable among the cases, 
the surgical technique and the direction of movement were standardised to 
reduce the variability within each group. This variation might have a negative 
effect on the analysis. However, the clear correlation between the results of the 
analysis and the clinical observation support its validity. A larger sample size is 
recommended for future studies to reduce this margin of error.  
Dense correspondence was the selected method of the analysis in this project 
for two main reasons: Firstly, it provided surface information data hence it 
overcame the shortcomings associated with the landmarks based analysis. 
Secondly, it provided an anatomical correspondence between the pre- and post-
operative facial meshes, thus, it avoids the limitations associated with the 
traditional closest distance and coloured coded map. The availability of the 
database and the in house developed software packages allowed the application 
and validation of the method. 
In order to apply the concept of dense correspondence, a facial generic mesh 
conformation was used. The original generic mesh was previously generated by 
our research group for a similar purpose. VRMesh software was employed to 
reduce the number of surface mesh triangles to 1000, closing mesh holes and 
removing duplicate triangles. The resultant generic mesh has a uniformly 
distributed approximately 3mm apart nodes with around 1000 triangles.  
The process of conformation (elastic deformation) of the generic mesh to the 
pre- and post-operative soft tissue models was carried out using in house 
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developed software (Section 2.3.1). Validation study was carried out to confirm 
the software package accuracy and to test the accuracy of the conformation 
process. Errors, including mesh sliding and poor elastic deformation, were 
examined. The results showed high accuracy of the conformation with a mean 
error of 1.12±0.23 mm.  
The procedure of conformation was previously described, following the 
placement of 20 anatomical landmarks, the conformation performed in two 
steps: firstly was the “spline” step which is the application of the ‘thin plate 
spline’ algorithm; secondly was the “conformation” which is a localised 
automated elastic deformation algorithm. The first step relied on 20 landmarks 
manually placed on both the generic mesh and the target mesh (pre- or post-
operative images). The CBCT scan produces one of the most challenging 
landmarking placement soft tissue images due to the smooth and texture-less 
surface (248). Landmarking error study was carried out and results showed a 
reasonable level of accuracy for clinical application and soft tissue analysis. 
Although the landmarking error was below the clinical significance level, two 
additional measures were carried out to reduce the range of errors: Firstly the 
generic mesh was landmarked only once for the purpose of conformation on all 
cases; This reduced the landmarking errors to 50% by excluding the potential 
errors associated with repeated generic mesh landmarking for each case. 
Secondly, the pre- and post-operative meshes were landmarked simultaneously 
on a multi view window on the same screen which facilitated and improved the 
accuracy of landmark identification. Digitizing the landmarks on the exact 
position on both images was the key for successful facial dense correspondence 
analysis. 
4.4.1 The generation of the “average face”  
The use of the “average face” to study human facial features has been 
previously reported (162). This method provided a possible solution to process a 
large data set of facial meshes by averaging facial shapes into a single mesh. A 
single visual outcome of the facial analysis was achieved for the entire sample; 
this could not have been possible through individual case analysis. However, the 
accuracy of this type of analysis is highly dependent on the magnitude of case 
variations and the sample size to generate the “average face”. In this study, the 
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variations were reduced through strict case selection criteria, excluding cases 
with additional genioplasty procedures and subdividing the study sample into 
five groups (Le Fort I advancement, BSSO advancement, BSSO setback, 
bimaxillary (Maxillary advancement-Mandibular setback) and bimaxillary 
advancement. Despite the large number of collected sample (100 cases), only 
three of the five groups achieved a sufficient sample size to be considered in the 
analysis. These were Le Fort I advancement (33 cases); BSSO advancement (12 
cases) and Bimaxillary advancement (12 cases). 
The method applied for facial averaging was relatively new to the field of facial 
analysis. Limited work has been published on this topic, (Hutton et al., 2003 and 
Hammond et al., 2004). Both studies applied the average facial meshes to study 
facial morphology. Their methods were based on a similar concept of 
establishing a closest point dense correspondence between the two averaged 
meshes. The selection of the initial facial mesh was critical in their study, as it 
has a direct effect on the generation of an average mesh which was the result of 
subsequent superimposition and averaging of all individual meshes of the study 
sample. The starting mesh (template), therefore, should be selected at the 
middle of the shape variation across the sample. This was achieved by 
landmarking the entire study sample with a minimal set of facial points, 
followed by the application of full Procrustes analysis. Principal component 
analysis was then used to extract the facial averaging template (initial mesh).  
The closest point correspondence has been used by many researchers to assess 
facial changes and was found to be more accurate than other methods (177), 
however, it still carries a considerable amount of error, especially at the 
peripheral regions of the mesh.  
The method of facial averaging used in our project is more accurate, and yet 
considerably less complicated. A detailed description has been previously 
provided (Section 2.4.1.1.7). The averaging procedure was based on using the 
conformed generic meshes utilizing the common 3D index of the generic mesh 
vertices to establish the dense correspondence among the facial meshes of the 
whole study sample. Facial average was generated by applying partial Procrustes 
analysis (PPA) on the entire sample. Each vertex was considered as a landmark 
and participated in the (translation and rotation) procedure of the PPA based on 
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the generic index. The mean position of each vertex across the full sample was 
considered as the average position of all vertices that carries the same index. 
The resultant face was an average facial mesh at the centre of the facial 
variations across the study sample.  
This method appeared to be more reliable than the previously published data 
(278). Increasing the study sample would be highly advantageous for future 
studies. 
4.4.2 The corresponding 3D facial soft tissue changes in 
response to Le Fort I maxillary advancement. 
4.4.2.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
The average pre-operative and post-operative faces were superimposed on the 
eye and nasal bridge regions. The forehead region was not used in this analysis 
because it was deficient in some of the averaged facial meshes which affected 
the position of the forehead in the average face. Figure (42) showed good 
accuracy of superimposition by expressing a predominant green colour on the 
region of the superimposition and the surrounding areas. Since the average face 
was constructed by averaging conformed facial meshes which belong to the same 
generic mesh, the vertices indexing were still valid and the two meshes had an 
identical number of triangles. The colour assignment was generated by cross-
matching the vertices indices of the two images creating a corresponding 
distance colour map. Some of the areas on the mesh surface were assigned with 
the colour red which indicated a significant movement, even though they were 
extremely close to the corresponding mesh surface. This was due to the 
detection of mesh sliding movement which was completely overlooked in the 
classical colour surface analysis. Figure (61) shows the difference between the 
two analyses, the closest point correspondence and the anatomical dense 
correspondence, of cases which had had a Le Fort I advancement osteotomy. It 
is clear that a major area around the cheeks, nose and chin were overlooked or 
misinterpreted when the closest surface distance, (figure 61 A) was applied. 
Figure (61 B) shows the corresponding distance which reveals an area of 
additional changes involving chin, cheeks and nose region. However the classical 
inner and outer surface colour scale assignment (inner blue, outer red) was still 
considered. Using the Euclidean distances obscured the directionality of the 
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change, the red colour at the chin may be due to an upward, downward, right or 
left movement of soft tissue following surgery. To solve this problem, a separate 
analysis of each dimension was developed.  
  
A B 
Figure 61: Comparison between classical colour map A, and the corresponding analysis B. 
4.4.2.2 Directional changes measurements 
Surface distance, in a form of a colour map, is commonly applied for a 
descriptive analysis of surface changes (276), however, it lacks the directionality 
of the change. The classic landmark based analysis provided some information 
regarding the direction of the displacement at selected regions (17–20). Verdenik 
et al., 2014 modified this approach to overcome this issue, four horizontal and 
two vertical planes were established anatomically to segment the facial surface 
into ten regions. The method provided additional regional information without 
the need for measuring the change at certain landmark. However, the 
segmentation procedure was not representative of the anatomical regions, 
especially in the paranasal region. It was also assumed that most of the changes 
were in the A-P direction. The authors commented that the changes around the 
lower lip and chin areas showed minimal change. However, they also noted 
significant change in the submandibular region in an upward direction. This 
contradiction was due to the fact that the method used for the analysis (closest 
surface distance) did not detect the upward sliding of the facial soft tissue mesh 
that occurred at the lower lip and chin area, unlike the submandibular region 
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where the upward surgical movement set the two surfaces apart, therefore, the 
changes were detected only in the submandibular region. With our approach, 
anatomical correspondence (dense correspondence analysis) has the ability to 
detect mesh sliding and to produce an accurate analysis of the changes at this 
region.   
In this study, the application of the dense correspondence analysis combined the 
advantage of anatomical landmarking and the comprehensive surface analysis 
which is desirable and innovative. 
The results presented by the corresponding colour map in the x (medio-lateral) 
dimension were novel, (figure 43). Most of previous studies focused on the A-P 
changes of facial morphology at the mid-facial region following Le Fort I 
osteotomy (147,187,201,281–284); other directional changes were largely 
overlooked. In addition to the well-defined forward displacement of the mid 
face soft tissue, the four striking features observed in this analysis were the 
lateral stretching of the upper lip and paranasal areas; the limited effect of 
surgery on the lower lip vermilion and oral commeasures; the vertical and 
forward chin movement and lastly the shortening of the nostril height associated 
with flaring of the alar cartilages. 
The detected changes In the x (medio-lateral) dimension (figure 43 A) on the 
nose including widening of the nostrils, were in agreement with the vast 
majority of previous published studies (147,161,259,285). However, this effect 
was evident at the alar curvature more than the alar base. This may be due to 
the fact that the cases in this study had a nasal cinching stitch which might have 
reduced the alar base width. This observation was in agreement with Metzler et 
al., 2014 (282). However, their measurements were based on linear distances 
between anatomical landmarks whereas in this study the total alar base region 
and alar curvature surfaces were analysed more comprehensively. 
Keep in mind that Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy is performed to address the 
underlying maxillary hypoplasia with its characteristic soft tissue facial 
configuration. One of these soft tissue characteristics is the narrow alar base. 
Therefore, it is not unusual to allow some widening of the alar base to occur 
following surgery to restore normal facial appearance. It is difficult, however, to 
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report on the effect of cinching stitch on the width of the nostrils and whether 
this effect was intended.  
The main detected effect of the Le Fort I osteotomy on the mid face region was 
the lateral widening of the upper lip and the paranasal areas. To date, no 
previous studies have reported on similar findings. Metzler et al., 2014(282) 
reported on an increase in the upper lip philtrum width following Le Fort I 
osteotomy. On the other hand they showed a limited change of the upper labial 
width. This was not in agreement with our study. This disagreement was due to 
the fact that the labial width was measured as the linear distance between the 
two oral commeasures. We demonstrated that the expansion of the upper lip 
was evident at a higher level outlining the oral commissures as anatomical 
boundaries of that expansion. van Loon et al., 2015 (286) reported an increase in 
the upper lip volume following Le Fort I advancement. Our conclusion was that 
the widening of the upper lip and paranasal regions were a result of an increase 
in fullness in these regions secondary to surgery and the changes were limited to 
their anatomical boundaries.   
Vertical skeletal maxillary displacement was minimal in the study sample. Soft 
tissue vertical displacement was only observed at the nostrils and chin (figure 43 
B). No marked vertical changes were observed at the upper lip region (0mm- 
0.5mm). This was combined with a relatively higher upward displacement 
observed at the naso-labial junction and sub-alar area. This led to the conclusion 
of an increase in lip length following Le Fort I advancement surgery. This result 
was in agreement with previous studies(281). The lower lip on the other hand 
showed a generalised upward displacement in response to the Le Fort I 
osteotomy. However, the lower lip vermilion border was relatively stable within 
(0mm-0.5mm) of the pre-operative position; this observation led to the 
assumption that the lower lip had shortened vertically secondary to Le Fort I 
osteotomy. At the chin area, major upward displacement had occurred which 
was relatively confined to the chin region and faded away laterally. Although the 
mean vertical maxillary displacement was minimal, the changes were observed 
at the chin secondary to the mandibular autorotation as a result of posterior 
maxillary impaction.  
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The red colour at the nostrils and nasal tip suggested an upward movement of 
this region secondary to Le Fort I advancement osteotomy. This result was in 
agreement with previous studies (281,285). 
In the antero-posterior z dimension (figure 43 C), there was an obvious forward 
movement of the mid face region at the upper lip, paranasal areas and nostrils 
with a less extent at the chin region. These results were predictable with 
advancement of the maxilla at Le Fort I level and were in agreement with the 
previous studies (161,259).  
Interestingly, the tip of the nose did not show significant change in the A-P 
direction; this was associated with a significant forward displacement of the alar 
cartilages and columella of the nose. The combined effect in x, y and z 
dimension could be described as compression of the nostrils in the A-P dimension 
which were expressed as shortening of the columella and widening of the alar 
cartilage curvature. This result was in partial agreement with previous studies 
which suggested shortening of the nostrils and increase of the alar 
width(281,287). However, the majority of these studies reported a significant 
nasal tip protrusion following Le Fort I osteotomy(281,285,287). The reason 
behind this disagreement might have been the minimal maxillary impaction in 
our study, the removal of the anterior nasal spine and the reduction in the 
inferior borders of the pyriform aperture during Le Fort I osteotomy.   
The relationship between the soft tissue surface changes and the underlying 
anatomical structures was clear. The orientation of the muscles and their 
attachments played a marked role in the expression of the overlying soft tissue 
changes, (figure 62). The bilateral group of muscles of facial expression which 
originated from the side of the bridge of the nose including the 
levator labii superioris alaeque nasi and from the zygomatic bone including 
zygomatico major, zygomatico minor and levator labi superioris muscles which 
are inserted in the facia of the upper lip and the muscle fibre of orbicularis oris 
muscle. This group of muscles were stretched by the advancement of the 
maxilla, which contributed to the augmentation of the relatively depressed area 
at the paranasal region. These effects were limited superiorly by the origin of 
these muscles and laterally by the anterior superficial fibres of masseter muscle 
which were not affected by the surgery. This was in agreement with previous 
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studies which proposed similar boundaries of the soft tissue changes at these 
regions of the face(279). 
Figure 62: Anatomy of mid-face muscle) quoted from Grant's atlas of anatomy) 
 
4.4.3 The corresponding 3D facial soft tissue changes in 
response to BSSO mandibular advancement. 
4.4.3.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
Figure (63) shows the difference between two methods of analyses of the BSSO 
mandibular advancement group, the closest point correspondence and the 
anatomical dense correspondence analysis. It is clear that changes around the 
cheeks, nose and chin were completely overlooked or underestimated when the 
closest surface distance, figure (63-A), was applied. Figure (63-B) showed the 
corresponding distance which revealed more extensive but homogenous pattern 
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of changes involving the chin, lower lip and extended back to the cheeks and 
gonial angle regions. Colour coded analysis obscures the directionality of the 
change. This means the red noted colour at the chin may be an upward, 
downward, right or left direction. To solve this problem, a separate analysis of 
each dimension was again used.  
  
A B 
Figure 63: Comparison between classical colour map A, and the corresponding analysis B. 
4.4.3.2 Directional changes measurements 
The current study attempts to clarify the three dimensional changes of the soft 
tissue following mandibular advancement surgery in a comprehensive and 
anatomically guided surface analysis. Every effort has been made to standardise 
the multi stage method of assessment. The small sample size (12 cases) was due 
to the strict exclusion criteria. BSSO mandibular advancement with minimal 
lateral shift surgery with rigid fixation was selected and cases with adjunctive 
genioplasty were excluded. 
The colour map was stratified to reveal the directional changes in each of the 
three dimensions. This helped in providing a comprehensive 3D description of 
the soft tissue changes following mandibular advancement. The results of this 
study clarified the areas of controversy and introduced further details of the soft 
tissue changes following BSSO mandibular advancement surgery. 
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Facial soft tissue changes following BSSO mandibular advancement has been 
investigated previously either by profile assessment using 2D cephalometric 
analysis (288–290) or by the 3D soft tissue analysis (159,288).   
Apart from the frequently reported direct forward movement of the chin soft 
tissue, the lower lip showed less forward movement, this displayed as a lower 
intensity of the colour red when compared to the chin region, while the upper 
lip showed a backward movement marked by a light blue colour, (figure 45). This 
was in agreement with most of the published studies, (223). In addition, a wider 
lower lip and narrower upper lip were also demonstrated, (figure 45), as a result 
of mandibular advancement.   
Mobarak et al., 2001 (222) showed that the lip thickness decreased as the 
mandible moved forward. This could be logically clarified by the tendency of the 
soft tissue, on both sides of the lip, to move laterally, stretching the lip and 
reducing its thickness, (figure 45). Stretching the lower lip laterally gave the 
mandible a broader aspect, which was in agreement with previous studies(291).  
Reduction of lower lip eversion following mandibular advancement was reported 
(289,291). This in agreement of our findings and was clearly demonstrated by 
the minimal change in both the vertical and A-P position of the vermilion part of 
the lower lip when compared to the marked forward and downward 
displacement of the cutaneous part (figure 45).  
Minimal vertical change in the vermilion part, combined with a marked 
downward displacement of the cutaneous part of the lip was observed (figure 
45). This was in agreement with Raschke et al., 2013 (291), who showed a 
marked Lengthening of the lower lip.  
In general, the change of the facial soft tissue in response to mandibular 
advancement surgery was confined to the anatomical borders of the underlying 
skeletal structures. Muscle orientation and attachments played a marked role in 
controlling the expression of the overlying soft tissue changes as shown in figure 
(64). The firm control of the supra labial muscle group kept the changes at the 
commissures of the mouth to a minimum and the sharp colour change on the 
cheeks in both A-P and vertical dimensions appeared to be limited superiorly to 
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the position of the teeth. Stretching of the platysma  muscle in the A-P 
dimension, in addition to the change in the orientation of the masseter muscle 
following mandibular advancement, (292) was clearly responsible for the well-
defined expression of the displacement of the overlying soft tissue especially at 
the cheeks regions.  
 
Figure 64: Anatomy of mandibular muscles (quoted from Grant’s atlas of anatomy) 
 
4.4.4 The corresponding 3D facial soft tissue changes in 
response to bimaxillary advancement. 
4.4.4.1 Euclidean distance measurements  
Figure (65) shows the difference between the two analyses, the closest point 
correspondence and the anatomical dense correspondence analysis, of the 
bimaxillary advancement group. It is clear that major areas around the cheeks, 
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nose, mandibular borders and chin were completely overlooked or 
misinterpreted when the closest surface distance, (figure 65,A), was applied. 
Figure (65-B) shows the corresponding distance analysis which revealed a more 
extensive displacement which extended back to the cheeks and gonial angle 
regions. A separate analysis of each of the three dimensions (x, y and z) was 
carried out to investigate the changes in detail.  
  
A B 
Figure 65: Comparison between classical colour map A, and the corresponding analysis B. 
 
4.4.4.2 Directional changes measurements 
The method used in this study for the analysis of soft tissue changes is unique, 
which enabled a comprehensive 3D description of the soft tissue changes 
following bi-maxillary advancement surgery. Limited publications were found 
focusing on soft tissue changes following bimaxillary advancement surgery; this 
might be due to the fact that the surgical procedure was applied mainly for 
treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea cases with most of the publication 
focussed on its effect on the pharyngeal airspace rather than facial soft tissue 
changes. However, bi-maxillary advancement surgery has been used for the 
correction of high angle class II cases (274).   
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The earlier 2D and 3D landmark based analysis helped in identifying the 
direction of the displacement at selected anatomical sites on the mid and lower 
face regions following maxillo-mandibular advancement surgery (134,274,293) 
but the extent of these changes were not examined. Surface distance, in a form 
of colour coded map, was commonly applied as a descriptive analysis (276). 
However, the lack of anatomical correspondence was its main limitations.  
In this study, the application of the anatomical dense correspondence analysis 
combined the advantages of the anatomical landmarking and the comprehensive 
surface analysis. Since the average pre and post-surgery facial surface meshes 
have the same number and index of the vertices, the correspondence between 
the two meshes was built on the anatomical bases and the displacement of each 
vertex from the pre-operative to the post-operative position was calculated. The 
results of the all measurements of all the vertices on the facial mesh were 
displayed as a colour coded map to simplify the analysis. A similar method  was 
previously applied, (152,294), to monitor facial growth and to evaluate facial 
asymmetry correction where each point on the facial mesh was tracked to its 
displaced position, the displacement was displayed as a coloured line joining the 
two positions. However, in their analysis, it was not possible to determine the 
direction of change since the classical method of the outward-inward colour map 
configuration was applied. In our analysis, soft tissue changes in each the x, y 
and z dimensions were analysed separately with a unique colour coding display.  
This enabled the current analysis to investigate the changes in a more 
comprehensive manner and enabled the analysis of the extent of lateral 
expansion of the midface in response to maxillary advancement which was not 
previously reported. 
The use of the average pre and post-surgical face mesh for soft tissue analysis 
was reported (295). Gerbino et al., 2014 (295) reported on the use of average 
pre- and post-surgery facial meshes to analyse soft tissue changes following  
maxillo-mandibular advancement surgery for treatment of obstructive sleep 
apnoea (OSAS). The sample size was close to our study (10 cases) and the results 
were in partial agreement. They also reported minimal widening of alar 
curvatures. However, their study also showed widening at the commissure of the 
mouth which was in disagreement with our study. The reason behind the 
disagreement might be due to the fact that their measurements were based on 
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the linear distance between the right and left chilion points passing through 
subnasali and pogonion points (Chil r- Sn- Chil l). Their measurements indicated 
an increase in fullness of the upper lip but not necessarily widening of the inter-
commissural distance. Our findings suggested widening of the upper lip at a 
higher level whereas the inter-commissural distance remained constant.  
The colour distribution on the lower lip showed narrowing of the sub 
commissural regions. The surgical movements involved advancement of the 
mandible with an element of vertical movement, especially in open bite cases, 
which might have contributed to the noted soft tissue behaviour of the lower lip. 
The response of the lower lip to these skeletal movements is complex. Three 
factors might have contributed to the noted soft tissue response to surgery: The 
vertical element of mandibular and/or maxillary surgical displacement; the 
magnitude of maxilla-mandibular advancement and the achievement of lip seal 
following bimaxillary advancement surgery.    
The extents of the soft tissue changes were confined to the anatomical 
boundaries of the affected regions. The medio-lateral changes at the upper lip 
and paranasal regions were limited to the muscular attachments around the 
osteotomy site where as the effect of the BSSO advancement was localized to 
the lower lip and commissures of the mouth, which are the most affected 
regions by surgery. It is difficult to separate the effect of the two osteotomies 
since the soft tissue acts as a single unit and changes in one region may be 
affected by changes in other regions. This contributed to the reason for the 
difference in the response of the lower lip noted in Mandibular advancement 
cases in the x dimension and not seen with a combined maxilla-mandibular 
advancement.  
In the A-P dimension, the effect of the bi-maxillary advancement on the midface 
extended posteriorly more than what was observed with a Le Fort I maxillary 
advancement alone. The reason might be the loss of the posterior boundaries of 
this region as a result of the change of the masseter muscle orientation following 
BSSO mandibular advancement (292).  
The vertical changes were less obvious than those in the other dimensions. This 
was in agreement with previous studies (293) Vertically, shortening of the lower 
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lip was observed as a combined display of a red colour at the cutaneous part of 
the lower lip down to point B and yellowish green colour at the vermillion part, 
whereas minimal lengthening of the upper lip was observed with green colour on 
the upper lip and orange colour in the naso-labial junction and supra 
commissures regions. These two observations were in agreement with the 
previous studies of Gerbino et al., 2014 (295) and Conley and Boyd 2007 (293).   
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4.5 Soft tissue prediction 
The relationship between hard and soft tissue changes has been extensively 
investigated over the past decades using 3D imaging tools (170,235,296,297). 
Novel approaches were applied for prediction of soft tissue changes following 
orthognathic surgery, which included three main approaches; Mass Spring model 
(MSM); Linear/Non Linear Finite Element Model (FEM) and Mass Tensor Models 
(MTM). In general, the volume tissue in-between the skin surface and the bone 
surface is occupied by mathematical dense tetrahedron prisms or individual 
connectors (298,299). Each prism or connector has a fixed side at the bone 
surface and a free side at the skin side. Movement of the jaw bones introduces a 
stress on the overlying soft tissue volume, which in turn results in an internal 
strain. The associated algorithm reacts to this by minimizing the energy through 
displacing the soft tissue side to re-establish equilibrium state (227). The 
magnitude of skin surface displacement is directly dependent on the function 
built into the algorithm that defines the stiffness at each connection site. Some 
of these methods were found to be more accurate and more reliable than the 
others but there was an agreement on the need for improved soft tissue 
prediction following orthognathic surgery.  
The approach in this study is unique, with no reliance on the inter-surface 
connectors or on the stress strain correlation. Instead, a statistical model was 
built on the actual soft tissue surface changes associated with the skeletal tissue 
displacement. 
4.5.1 Mass spring model (MSM) 
Spring mass model (MSM) originated in the computer animation world (Keeve et 
al., 1998, Teschner 2001). The application of this method for prediction of facial 
soft tissue changes in response to orthognathic surgery was based on quoting 
constants from pure engineering contexts of materials addressing stress-strain 
properties and applying them for the prediction of soft tissue changes. The 
prediction algorithm of this approach relies on a dense mesh of connectors 
between each vertex on the soft tissue surface mesh and the nearest point on 
the hard tissue surface.  These connections were described as springs and each 
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three springs at the corner of a mesh triangle formed a tetrahedral prism. The 
stiffness of these springs is determined by a constant representing the stress-
strain (stiffness) value which is only an approximation to the soft tissue stiffness 
and has no biomechanical characteristics. 
The weakness in this approach is two folds; first is the assumption of the 
similarity of the behaviour of soft tissue to that of artificial material, and second 
is the assumption of a linear stress-strain relationship. It is well known from 
previous literature that biological tissue is anisotropic, inhomogeneous and has a 
non-linear stress-strain relationship (300). Human soft tissue is composed of a 
multi layered volume of tissues which contains variable percentages of various 
tissues types, including muscle fascia and fat, each of these had its own stress 
strain curve which is not necessary a linear correlation. There is no way to really 
control the volume conservation to resemble biological tissue behaviour during 
simulation, even when the model is extended with extra ‘volume spring’ as 
described by Molleman et al., 2003 (227).    
Keeve et al., 1998 (230) proposed an approach to solving these problems by 
introducing a multi layered spring with different stiffness values in addition to a 
non-linear stress-strain relationship. The total spring stiffness value is the 
summation of its layers. This improves the quality of the prediction of soft tissue 
changes due to surgery.  However, the choice of the value was still based on 
pure physical, non-biological material properties. The results of the experiment 
showed lower accuracy compared to the finite element analysis. However, a 
considerable gain in computational time was achieved with this method (230). 
3dMD vultus software is one of the surgical prediction planning software 
packages that used this algorithm. 
4.5.2 Finite element model ( FEM)  
The analysis of facial soft tissue changes using finite element analysis is based on 
a similar concept to MSM in terms of correlating each vertex on the soft tissue 
mesh to a single point on the skeletal surface. However, the connections in this 
method are treated individually rather than the tetrahedral prisms structure of 
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the MSM and their stiffness is a function of stress-strain values based on 
biological tissue properties. These values were obtained mainly from the online 
source “Diffpack” (301). For a linear FEM, the assumption of the linearity of 
facial biomechanical behaviour was based on the work of Gladilin et al., 2001 
(302) who described the biomechanical behaviour of soft biological tissue as an 
isotropic, homogenous and linear elastic continuum. However, it is well known 
from previous studies that biological tissue is anisotropic, inhomogeneous and 
has a non-linear stress-strain relationship (300). The stiffness values of FEM are 
obtained from different tissues, mainly thigh muscles and forehead tissues. The 
results showed better prediction accuracy when compared to the MSM approach 
(299). However, the assumption of a linear stress-strain correlation was a major 
source of deficiency of this method in addition to the inability to separate each 
connection into layers as in the MSM approach, rendered it short of an accurate 
soft tissue prediction. Moreover, the high computational power and long 
computational time (up to 10 minutes) made it difficult to use in a regular 
clinical settings (299). 
Ulusoy et al., 2010 (303) proposed a solution to the computational demand and 
the high processing time named “Dynamic volume spline”. This approach was 
based on condensing the analysis into number of selected vertices scattered on 
the facial mesh surface then joining them with a continuous spline (303). This 
approach reduced the processing time but introduced another source of error in 
the areas between the selected points.     
In an attempt to improve the prediction accuracy of the soft tissue changes 
following orthognathic surgery, Delingette et al., 1998 (304) applied a 
biomechanical FEM that has non-linear stress-strain correlation. This was found 
to be more accurate in predicting facial changes (304). However the difference 
between the two models was non-significant. 
In FEA, the tetrahedron prisms of the FEM are not segmented into layers as with 
the MSM. To overcome this shortcoming, Delingette et al., 1998 and Chabanas et 
al., 2003 (231,304) structured the skull, muscle and skin in the patient’s face 
with three to four connected 3D mesh layers to reconstruct patient’s realistic 
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facial anatomy. The muscles of the face were individually modelled at their 
anatomical position with interconnected meshes allowing each mesh to deform 
individually under the stress generated by surgical skeletal displacement. This 
approach required a higher computational power; it is individualized to each 
patient and an operator input is necessary to model each muscle.      
Although the FEM in its linear and non-linear types has a higher level of accuracy 
compared to the mathematical mass spring model (227,299), the marked higher 
computational time was a disadvantage. Molleman et al., 2007 highlighted the 
fact that there is always a trade between the accuracy of prediction and the 
processing time (227). 
VISU simulation model as a novel modification of the classic FEM was introduced 
by Sarti et al., 1999 (232). The CT image was segmented in three components; 
skin surface, bone surface and the bulk of tissue in-between. The simulation 
algorithm applied the finite differences on the acquired CT grid directly and 
utilised the bulk of soft tissue volume rather than the bone and soft tissue 
surface meshes thereby reducing the computational cost without losing details 
of the anatomic structures. The algorithm utilized the modified linear elasticity 
equation system(305) based on the in vivo mechanical properties of skin and 
muscles described by Black and Hastings 1989, which assumed that soft tissue 
responded as a linear, elastic, isotropic material (306).   
This algorithm was later incorporated in commercially available software 
(SurgiCaseCMF®). In a 10-patient series, Marchetti et al., 2006 (255) reported 
80% reliability and reproducibility for VISU. Bianchi et al., 2010 (296) reported 
0.94 mm ±0.9mm absolute error with an average 86.8% of the errors remaining 
below 2mm.  
4.5.3 Mass tensor model (MTM) 
This method could be seen as a combination of the MSM and the FEM. On one 
hand the model preserves the easy architecture of the MSM and on the other 
hand the model has the bio-mechanical relevance of FEM. The original MTM was 
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introduced by Cotin et al., 1999 (235), modified by Schwartz et al., 2005 and 
Molleman et al., 2007 (300)(227) to be applied for soft tissue prediction. The 
algorithm has been incorporated in commonly used software packages including 
Maxilim prediction software.  In MTM the modelled object is subdivided into 
tetrahedral mesh prisms. Inside every tetrahedron, the field is defined by a 
linear interpolation of the displacement vectors of the four vertices as defined 
by the finite element theory using biomechanical elastic constants.  
During simulation of the surgical facial changes, the displacement at one side of 
the prism is fixed to represent the skeletal displacement. Vertices at the other 
side of the prism are then free to move affected by the vectors of the generated 
elastic forces. The new rest position of these free points is established when 
total elastic force in all dimensions is zero while the object is at rest. 
Using this novel algorithm, Molleman et al., 2007 (227) were able to predict soft 
tissue changes in response to orthognathic surgery at up to 0.6 mm accuracy, 
with 90% of the errors remained below 1.5 mm. However, the linear stress/strain 
model, on which this method is based, might be the cause of constant 
overcorrection of specific regions on the face including the upper lip (307).  
All previous methods share the common concept of employing engineering 
oriented mathematical algorithms, which were originally applied to simulate 
mechanical behaviour of a stressed raw materials or alloys based on their pure 
physical properties, and modifying this to simulate the biomechanical behaviour 
of a biological tissue under stress. The methods could be divided into two main 
groups; the first group are those who appreciated the differences between 
biological tissue and raw material properties such as the non-linear FEM by 
Delingette et al., 1998 (304) and the anatomy based FEM by Keeve et al., 1996 
(301), with their algorithms built on a non-linear stress-strain correlation. Those 
researchers were faced with individual tissue variations in addition to human 
differences, which rendered their analysis to be of a limited accuracy with a 
high need for computation power. These might be the reason that none of these 
methods had broad clinical applications.  
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The second group of prediction methods are those which ignored the difference 
between the biological tissues and the raw materials and built the analysis on 
linear stress- strain correlation hypotheses such as MTM (227), Linear FEM (299) 
and VISU prediction (232,255).The algorithm expressed relatively lower 
simulation accuracy (299). However, they showed a reduced need for 
computational power with a higher level of reproducibility (255).     
All the methods were not fully successful in bridging the gap between the raw 
materials and biological tissue to develop a reliable prediction of soft tissue 
changes following orthognathic surgery. The algorithm that was developed in 
this study is based on decomposing the actual soft tissue changes following 
orthognathic surgery into its principal components of the three-dimensional 
shape variation and finding the correlation of each to the associated skeletal 
displacement. This was accomplished by applying the principal component 
analysis (PCA) to the CBCT scans of a homogenous cohort of cases to develop the 
prediction algorithm. The identified principal components would predict the 
facial shape changes in response to orthognathic surgery for future cases.  
In this method, the principal components of the shape difference for soft tissue 
prediction were derived from the actual soft tissue changes which are 
biologically reliable. The simple statistical equation of PCA and the relatively 
low required computational power allowed an instant prediction. The 
segmentation of the face into 6 anatomical regions (nose, upper lip, lower lip, 
chin, right paranasal region and left paranasal region) facilitated region specific 
analysis and produced an anatomically guided prediction. 
The estimation of the soft tissue changes is based on the pre analysed PCA 
values where the skeletal surgical movement is simply a one numerical value in 
each of the x, y and z dimensions. This enabled the algorithm to predict soft 
tissue changes without the need for the skeletal surface model similar to the 
FEM and MTM prediction methods. In other words, prediction of soft tissue 
changes could be applied to any facial soft tissue model such as 
stereophotogrammetry image or laser scanned image simply by providing the 
numerical three-dimensional skeletal surgical movements. The overall accuracy 
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of the prediction was comparable to previous methods. However, prediction of 
the changes at specific regions such as the upper and lower lip showed better 
results when compared individually. The method could be applied to a variety of 
facial deformities including cleft lip and palate, facial paralysis and facial 
reconstruction surgery without the need for CBCT scan. The prediction of various 
facial motions could also be achieved with the appropriate application of a 4D 
training set. 
4.5.4 Measurement of prediction accuracy  
The aims of the prediction algorithms are to simulate the surgical outcome of 
facial soft tissue changes which will help in patient education and, more 
importantly, in finalising a surgical treatment plan. Thus, the accuracy of 
prediction is crucial. 
Three general criteria should be considered when establishing a method to 
evaluate the prediction accuracy. Firstly, the measurements should disclose 
errors at all the vertices of the 3D mesh rather than at a few selected points; 
secondly the measurements of prediction accuracy using 3D surface mesh should 
not be based on the mean value of the whole face as this will camouflage errors 
at specific facial regions; and lastly a reliable form of correspondence should 
exist to allow tracking of these vertices. 
Most of the previously published studies which evaluated the accuracy of soft 
tissue prediction following orthognathic surgery were either based on surface 
analysis or evaluation of the changes at certain landmarks. Surface based 
analysis is the most common approach(158,170,227,296,303,308). The analysis is 
based on calculating the square root of the distances of all vertices on the 
predicted facial meshes to the nearest points on the real post-operative facial 
surface mesh. The main drawback of this method is the lack of a true 
correspondence between the two meshes and more important is the reliance in 
some studies (227,303)on the whole facial mesh for estimation of the mean 
value of the prediction accuracy. The inclusion of anatomical areas away from 
the surgical site, including the eye region which has a low error values, could 
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camouflage the relatively higher errors in specific regions of the face. Bianchi et 
al., 2010 and Marchetti et al., 2011 (170,296), tried to overcome this problem 
by including the lower and midface regions only in the analysis in addition to 
setting a threshold for the acceptable error and calculated the percentage of 
the vertices which lies below that level. Their method gave a better description 
of the prediction accuracy (86.8% of vertices lower than 2mm of error) using 
SurgiCase® software. However, this was not region specific, in addition to the 
classical lack of the anatomical surface correspondence. Further refinement of 
the analysis was carried out by Shafi et al., 2012 (158) and Khambay et al., 
2014(309). Both studies added the segmentation of the facial meshes into 
various anatomical regions to measure the relative accuracy at each area using 
Maxilim and 3dMD Vultus software packages respectively. Although this method 
provided a more detailed analysis of regional error, it still suffers from the 
fundamental lack of anatomical correspondences in addition to the inevitable 
subjectivity in the segmentation of the facial regions. However, to avoid the 
latter problem, 90th percentile of the mesh surface was considered in the 
analysis. 
On the other hand, landmark based analysis was applied to investigate the 
accuracy of soft tissue change prediction following orthognathic surgery. 
Hemelen et al., 2015 (310) applied landmark based analysis to investigate the 
accuracy of 3D soft tissue prediction. This approach has the advantage of 
establishing anatomical correspondence between landmarks on the predicted 
and post-surgical facial meshes. However, using few landmarks on the face does 
not represent the surface changes comprehensively.  
In an attempt to overcome the deficiencies associated with both methods 
(surface and landmarks based analyses), some studies were undertaken to 
incorporate the two methods in the analysis (237,311). The combined analysis 
benefited from the advantages of both of them but it also included their 
associated limitations. Neither the limited reliability of the closest point 
correspondence associated with the surface distance measurements, nor the 
deficient surface representation of the landmarks based analysis were 
addressed.  
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In this study, the accuracy measurement was based on the dense anatomical 
correspondence provided by the conformed generic mesh index. This approach 
combined the comprehensiveness of surface analysis with the reliability of 
anatomical correspondence.  
“Leave-One-Out cross-validation” is a well-known statistical method which was 
applied in this study to overcome the problem of the relatively small sample 
size. The method considers one of the total 30 samples included in this study as 
a tester while the remaining 29 samples as training set for the PCA. The result of 
the training set is then applied to predict the surgical results of the tester case 
and compared against its postoperative image. The next step is to choose the 
next case in the 30 cases sample as a tester and follow the same root, and so on. 
This produced 30 measurements for the analysis of the accuracy prediction 
method of soft tissue changes to orthognathic surgery. The procedure was 
applied six times one for each of the segmented facial region. 
The application of the dense correspondence analysis in facial anthropometry 
and specifically for orthognathic surgery, was first introduced by Mao et al., 
2006 (176). The approach not only combines the advantages of the landmarks 
based analysis and surface based analysis, but also addresses most of their 
deficiencies. The applied generic mesh in this study consisted of over 1000 
vertices, the use of the generic mesh index made every single mesh vertex as an 
actual corresponding landmark between the analysed images. This addressed 
both issues of the lack of actual correspondence and lack of surface 
representation associated with the previous methods.  
The main advantages of our analysis could be summarised in the following 
points: 
1. The use of the generic mesh index provided a comprehensive and 
accurate method for analysis of the facial soft tissue changes in response 
to orthognathic surgery. 
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2. The adoption of the novel directional change analysis, based on the 
conformed generic mesh index enabled the analysis of errors in each of 
the x, y and z dimensions. This provided more detailed information on the 
prediction accuracy in 3D.   
3. The segmentation of the face into anatomical regions of interest lends 
itself to a comprehensive and specific analysis of the errors of soft tissue 
prediction in response to orthognathic surgery. 
4. The adoption of the true mean and standard deviation, rather than the 
absolute mean used in previous studies (158,309), augments the 
credibility of the results, as it shows the variation of the measurements 
around the mean. In addition, it enables the differentiation between over 
and under estimation of facial soft tissue changes in response to surgery 
which was not possible using the absolute mean distance measurements. 
However it is essential to consider the standard deviation for the 
interpretation of the mean values. 
In general, the mean±SD of the difference between the predicted and actual 
changes of facial soft tissue in the A-P (y dimension) was equal or lower than the 
lowest previously recorded value of 2 mm (158,170,296,309) at the lower lip, 
nose and right and left paranasal regions. However, a slightly higher error was 
recorded for the upper lip (0.12 mm ± 0.95 mm) and chin (-0.03 mm ± 2.19 mm) 
regions. 
A general tendency of overestimation at the upper lip change in response to Le 
Fort I osteotomy was observed. This was in agreement with Shafi et at., (158) 
and Ullah et al., 2014 (236), who recorded similar findings using the MTM and 
MSM algorithm respectively.  
The prediction approach is a promising prospect. However, as with any other 
approach, some limitations do exist. Nevertheless, most of these are 
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manageable and could be addressed through further research. The main 
weaknesses can be summarised as follows: 
1. The relatively high cumulative baseline errors associated with the 
preparatory stage up to the final prediction. Errors associated with 
generic conformation including landmarking accuracy which imposes a 
total of around 1.5mm baseline error. Further improvement of the 
landmarking accuracy and conformation algorithm could address most 
of these errors. 
2. The low sample size used as training set for the prediction algorithm. 
Although the level of the prediction accuracy is close to the baseline 
error values, increasing the number of the training set samples will 
improve the accuracy of prediction. 
3. Increase the homogeneity in terms of phenotype by sub phenotypes.  
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5.1 Conclusions 
Voxel based registration and surface based registration are both valid methods 
of 3D images superimposition with a comparable registration accuracy level. 
Voxel based registration; however, has the advantage of preserving the link 
between the skeletal and soft tissue structures during the registration process.  
Direct DICOM slice landmarking is clinically applicable measurement method 
with an acceptable level of accuracy in measuring skeletal tissue displacement 
following orthognathic surgery in 3D with low intra- and inter-examiner 
landmarking errors. 
Generic mesh conformation has an acceptable level of accuracy. Variable range 
of errors at different areas of the face were recorded, peripherally more than 
centrally, which were all within an acceptable range for clinical application. 
The introduced dense correspondence analysis (directional analysis) was novel. 
New range of information regarding soft tissue changes following orthognathic 
surgery. 
The novel statistical algorithm for prediction of soft tissue changes following Le 
Fort I advancement surgery was proved to be applicable, practical and produced 
low prediction errors.  
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5.2 Suggestions for future studies 
1. A larger sample size would be beneficial since more variation in 
surgical procedures could be specifically analysed. This could be 
achieved by establishing a substantial database, probably through 
multicentre collaboration. 
2. The prediction algorithm in its current state predicts soft tissue 
changes following orthognathic surgery based on regional analysis. 
Further improvement on the prediction algorithm, including 
connection between facial regions to produce a full face prediction, 
will be the next step. 
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5.3 Possible applications 
The promising approach of dense correspondence analysis opens the doors 
toward a simpler and yet more reliable tool of a multi-disciplinary applications 
including cleft lip and palate, facial paralysis, variable craniofacial 
reconstruction procedures and breast cancer reconstructive surgery. The novel 
approach of producing a reliable soft tissue prediction without the need for 3D 
radiography will be a significant addition to the current diagnoses and treatment 
planning protocol.     
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